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:~ask force approves bill giving faculty
members access to personnel files
:By GIL IAWSON
·Staff Writer
: FRANKFORT, Ky. - Faculty
:members at public universities
would have access to their entire
personnel files, including material
-covering the tenure process, under
·-a proposal approved yesterday by a
1egislative panel.
-•- The Task Force on Open Meet:fags and Open Record_s gave its fi.
rtal approval to the bill after decid'ing that all employees of public
··agencies should be able to inspect
their personnel file.
The panel.had already approved a _
proposed new Open Meetings Law, ·
Both .measures will be considered ·
by the 1992 General Assembly.
Several university faculty members had asked for a change in the
law on reco_rds after an attorney
general's opinion this year said a .
reference to "state employees" being able to inspect their personnel
files referred only to employees in
state government.
The_ faculty members contended
that as a result they wer_e being
treated differently from other pu~lic
empleyees. Most personftel-file- information is available to university
employees, but peer reviews of faculty members are sometimes kept
confidential in tenure decisions or
other job reviews.
Several universities opposed the
change, saying faculty members
asked to review other teachers
would be hesitant to be critical if
they knew their views would be
made known.
Most task force members disagreed, however, and changed tlie
law to say that employees of public
· agencies, including universities,
have a right to inspect records dealing with them.
Rep. William Donnermeyer, 0Bellevue and chairman of the task
force, said keeping the evaluations
confidential could also keep people
from being promoted simply because of their political views.
Under the proposal, records dealing with ongoing criminal or administrative investigations would be
exempt.
An open-meeting issue confronting the task force was dro11ped after
the Kentucky Press Association
agreed to stick with the current law.
The association had proposed

making public any documents sent
from one agency to another. Such
records are now exempt from the
law, and several state government
agencies opposed the change.
Jon Fleischaker, an attorney for
the association, said it agreed to
abandon the proposal because of
the many questions raised abqut it.
The current law exempts preliminary documents, such as memorandums and recommendations, from
being made public.
The association backed similar
bills during the 1990 General As·
sembly but they failed, prompting

the formation of a task force to
study the issues.
.
Most of the remainder of the new
records law had been approved at a
previous meeting. Under the bill,
some records of private compaiµes
that perform government work
would be subject to public scrutiny.
Under language approved by the
task force, any "part of an entity
funded by state.or local authority to
carry out a governmental function"
would be considered a public agen. cy. That would mean records involving the government work would be
subject to the Open Records Law.
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A healer
New Kentucky State president must
be able to unite the troubled campus
Th~ Kentucky State Univ~rsity Board of Regents
wisely. has sleeted. Dr. Mary
T. S';Inth as president, s~cceeding the controversial
John T. Wolfe, who resigned
earlier this month after the
board had initiated efforts to
remove him.
In most situations, a nationwide search for a new
president would have been
the wisest move for the university, but the unique circumstances of the 'KSU situation probably demanded an
immediate replacement for
Wolfe. Let us hope Smith's
selection begins the healing
process for the troubled university.
Smith's dedication to Kentucky State is unquestionable. She has been a part of
the school's faculty since 1970
and has seen the university
weather many controversies
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and undergo extensive
changes. She served as interim president between the
departure of Raymond Burse
and the arrival of Wolfe and
h · b .
.
_as een ~ctmg pre_sident
smce Wolfe s suspension on
Oct. 7.
We do not envy Smith. The
controversy surrounding
KSU involves the very nature
of the state's traditonally
black university as it tries to
find its proper role in changing times. While the vast
majority of KSU's full-time
students are black, most of
the part~time and evening
students who make up the
bulk of KSU's enrollment are
white. The university must
find the proper balance between continuing its tradtonal role of offering quality
education to black students
and its newer, expanded role
of reaching a more diverse
student population.

•
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·WKu President Meredith to- stay~
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY ..
Staff .,Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western
Kentucky University President Thomas
Meredith announced yesterday that.he
would not seek a post in F1orida and.
would stay on at Western, and- a few
minutes later the university's board of
regents unanimously re-elected Joe Jra•.
cane of Owensboro as chairman.
The 170 business and civic leaders
who crowded into the regents' meeting
at Western's L. D. Brown Agricultural
Exposition Center responded to Meredith's announcement with a standing
ovation. The same people stayed silent
when the regents, without nominating
others and without comment, named
Iracane chairman.
Vice Chairman Patsy Judd of Burkesville also won re-election unopposed.
In a statement announcing his decision ..to withdraw from a presidential
search at the University of Central
F1orida, which he read at the start of
the regents' meeting, Meredith said, "It
is time for these concerns to be put be-.
hind us and ail of our energies directed

Won't seek post
in Florida; board·
chief re-elected
toward making this university an even
better place for our students to achieve
their educational goals."
. Afterward, Meredith said that when
he returned from a first,round interview in F1orida Oct. 26, he realized that
"I needed to make a decision ... before they made their decision down
there, and before this board meeting. If
I stayed in it through this next round, it
would send a message that I wanted to
get away from Western no matter
what, and I didn't want that message
sent." Meredith also said he timed his
statement to keep yesterday's regents
meeting from becoming negative in a
way "that would damage us later."
Iracane also gave a statement after
he had been re-elected chairman and
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WKU's Meredith withdraws from Fla. race
BOWLING GREEN - Western Kentucky University President
Thomas Meredith has withdrawn his name from consideration as a
candidate for president of the University of Central Florida.
The announcement was made at yesterday's board of regents
meeting, where Joe lracane was re-elected chairman and Patsy Judd
vice chairwoman. No one else was nominated.
Former regent J. David Cole and Rick DuBose of the Bowling
Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce spoke of Meredith's
importance to the community.
Meredith had been interviewed along with 11 other finalists for
the position in Florida.

afteneveral speakers had told the re•·-:
gents they supported Meredith.
"I would never. do anything to hurt ··
Western Kentucky University. I want to
be a good steward of the university,"
Iracane said; .
.
Referring to several published reports that. some groups wanted "Ira•
cane out," as chairman or even as a
regent, he said: "I can't say I wasn't
hurt by the things said about me in the
last three weeks. I assure you, all we
want is the very best for this institution. : . ;· I'm sorry for this outburst; I
hope it is behind us."
Robert Aldridge, chairman of the
Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce· and one of the speak•
ers, .said afterward he thought Mere•
dith's .withdrawal from the F1orida
presidential search _had defused the
growing controversy over Iracane's
leadership of the regents. Critics have
accused him of "micro-management"
- of interfering in the day-to-day operation of the university. He says his crit•
ics are misinformed.
"I believe the time has come,
since Dr. Merediih has made a decision to stay here, to not exacerbate
the issue any further," said Al•
dridge, one of the 39 Bowling
Green-area people who sent ·a letter
to the regents last week asking
them to declare their firm support
for Meredith.
But others, such as_ former regent
Wendell Strode and state Rep. Billy
Ray Smith, D-Bowling Green, said
they thought the community would
''wait and see" if the problems
prompting the controversy - and
· Meredith's consideration of another·
job - had been truly resolved.
"I think we need a few days of
testing to see if the words we hear
today are reaily words of dedica•
tion, words of commitment, or
words of pacifying this group that
came today in support of Tom Mer•
edith," Smith said.
. -· -·
Smith, who is Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones' Warren County campaign
chairman, also noted that Iracane"s
and Judd's terms as regents expire
in June. And, he added, ''What happens if the governor does not
choose to reappoint these two people?"
.Ahout 25 Western students also
attended the regents' meeting,
many with signs supporting Mer•
edith and' asking him to. stay. They
cheered when they learned of his
decision. "Nothing would make me
happier (than) to have him on ihis
campus for years and years to
come," said Mistianna Holcomb,
public-relations vice president of
Westem's Associated Student Gov•
emment and a Junior from Murray.
''We love Tom Meredith."
None of the other regents, including Bobby Bartley of Glasgow, were
willing to comment on the controversy.
·
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. onts are coed~

2 trade 4-hour commute
for y~ar in MSU dorm
-------,........-..:·_ . . __ _
.
By ANNETTE POOLE-MALONE
THE DAILY'INDEPENDENT

FOR

MOREHEAD ~ Room 30 at
• Normal Hall at Morehead·
State University has become
a temporary home. for two
mothers who lead anything·
but a traditional life
While Patricia M~cum: 36, ·_
of Lovely, and Cynthia
Workman, 40, of Beauty, are
not the only . married stu-·.
dents past 30 on campus
their situation is unique. ·' .
· They have• Jeff their hus-.::
bands and teen-age children
at their mountainous Martin
County homes 100 miles,
· away and are finishing up
their senior year .in an MSU .
dormitory:
.Marcum and Workman both carrying full class loads
m elementary education decide4 that the· four•hour
commute from their tiny
. hometowns was too long.
"It's a have-to situation "
said Marcum. "We tolerate •
it, but we're not thrilled
about it. When we get.home.
· o~ FJ:iday, \}'e .really. appre- ,
ciate 1t."
•
··
It wasn't an. easy ci~cision ..
t~ leave their families, behmd.
·
·.
.
· "I· couldn't believe I ·was•·;
"'going to leave. them," -M~'
cum recalled the day she and
her· roommate moved to ·
Morehead. "We were all just ·
torn to pieces. I left two kids
crying and so was I.
"It was terrible the first
week," she said. "Artd · it's
not ·a whole lot easier now.
We're both counting the
weeks."
i
.
.
·
Both woinen receive support from their families.
·
"My husband is 'Mr. Mom'
while I'm dbwn here "
Workman said. ':.•r .. knew 'at
.my age it was either now or
never for me to · get my de- ·
gree."

·

·

.

- Their. husbands and. children have adjusted well to •
the situation, they said;

"We've had night classes
that have kept us away from·
home before, but never any-. .
thing like this, and they have
had to .adjust," said Workman. "They cook and clean
_and take good care of the
kids."
"It's been ';m awakening
for all of us. r don't take
them for granted anymore,"
Workman said..
Adjusting to college life
hasn't been-hard, they said.
"The noise is the biggest
pcourage to do what they are
doin~," said Katrina Napier,
21, an elementary education
senior from Pike county.
"They have their goals and .
they know what they have to
. do to get things done "
Napier said. "I really look ~P
to them. They've gone
through a lot to get where
they are."
Workman has been pursuing her degree since 1980 attending Prestonsburg c~mmunity College part-time.
She received a• two-year degree from Southern West
Virginia Community College
in 1989, and has taken classes
from MSU, on and off campus
since ·1990, She graduated
from Warfield High School 22
years ago; and delayed college. because of her children.·
· She and her hushand,
Charles, have a son, James,
now 19, and Melinda, 16.
Marcum · faced different
circumstances. She quit
Warfield High School two
· 'h'.eeks before completing
mnth grade, married at 14,
and had two children before
she was 21. Her oldest child ·
Phillip is• 17, and her daugh'.
ter, Katrina, is 15.
·
.'1
"I have never regretted .
marrying so young, but I '.·
have always regretted not ,
getting my education," said ".:·
Marcum.
Marcum has co-owned two •
businesses; a bakery .and a .
flower shop, but both have
. closed. She also has had

-A service of the Office of Media Relati_ons...,..

severalp~-timejobs ..

w~~~0~al:::::

t~~~u~fnl
·mum wage," Marcum said.
'.'The only way I could ever
do any better was· to get my
education."
. . ,
' Marcum. received her
General Educational Development certificate in_ 1986,
and enrolled in Southern
Wes·t Virginia University
that year. She· received her·
two-year general studies de-·'
gree three years later, and.·
began the elementary:-educatitm program at MSU in 1989. ·
She expects to graduate. next
year - the same year her ·
son graduates from high
school.
i Workman, who graduated
!· fourth in her high school
i class, said she has always .
I been encouraged to get a col· lege education.
·
·
'' After working ·as a· ·
teacher's aide in Martin
County, I knew that I wanted·
to teach,· so I started. classes
when _mSr daughter was in
kindergarten," Workman
.said.
Marcum's decision to teach ·
· came after her husband,
I Harlen, became disabled and
j · could no longer. work in the _
i coal mines.
· •
·
··
'.
"I knew sooner or later
. ··that our income could. be cut
and I had to do something. I
1 didn't think my GED was
1
enough," she said... _,.'·
.
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A time to heal
Restoring peace to ·KSU tops
new president's priorities
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The only
visible signs Friday afternoon that
Mary Smith was the new occupant of the second-floor president's office · in Kentucky State
University's Hume Hall were the
unpacked boxes in an adjoining
room and the congratulatory floral arrangements on nearby
shelves. ·
But the orderly serenity is likely
to be short-lived as the veteran
KSU professor and administrator
begins trying to restore administrative peace to the beleaguered
school.
Her predecessor, John T. Wolfe
_Jr:, was ousted recently in a
much-publicized controversy with
KSU's regents.
Smith, 55, acknowledges that
KSU needs some healing, and
some ·professors said she is the
person who can apply salve to the
wounds.
"She knows this Institution
thoroughly, its strengths and its
weaknesses. She's highly competent and an extremely fair-minded
person, and those qualities are going to be necessary to move us beyond our _present situation," said
Alan Moore, president of the faculty senate.
Moore and others said the con~
troversy between the regents and
Wolfe has left some hard feelings. Many
Wolfe supporters argue thatthe regents un•
fairly forced Wolfe's resignation in return
for dropping administrative charges against
him and giving him a $73,000 consultant's
contract through July.
And at least one Smith critic contends
that the new president - who was acting
president for 14 months before Wolfe became president in mid-1990 - conspired
with regents to land the job she had.lost to
her predecessor.
''We're concerned that she manipulated
this from the beginning, in terms of getting
.Dr. Wolfe out and herself in," said the Rev.
Richard Wtlson, a, Louisville pastor and
head of the Rev. Jesse Jackson's PUSH or' tion m
'V-tu~-., ·•
garuza
nen c"J• .. ,, .,. •-·
· "That's ridiculous," said Smitli, who concedes that some KSU supporters are upset
that she was appointed Wednesday without
a formal search.
·
That's a concern voiced, for example, by
student government President Kesha Stone,
who said students are taking a "wait-and.see" attitude toward the new president.
· Smith, a,_ Mississippi native who has
graduate degrees from the University of
Kentucky and has been a KSU staff member, professor 'and administrator since 1970,
said fence-mending is ,one of her top priorities. She said she• will soon meet with students, faculty, staff and alumni to discuss
KSU's problems and potential.
- ·
"l think- it's time to sit down and listen
very carefully to_ what they have to say and
for us to· plan together the things that we
think' we should do," she said.
But before that happens, Smith also must
grapple with a problem that could severely
affect any presidential honeymoon. Tomorrow the state Council on Higher Education

will announce how a $31.6 million budget
cut prompted by a state-revenue shortfall
will be allocated among universities.
Smith said in an interview that she
doesn't know what KSU's share of the cut
will be, but she expressed fear that it may'
force her to institute a hiring freeze at the
very time the school is trying to fill several
faculty vacancies..
·
1:he, KSU pr~sidency is a long way from
Snuth s home m Hazlehurst,- Miss;, where
she attended segregated schools. After her
graduation from Jackson State University
and marriage to LeRoy Smith in 1957 she
taught in Mississippi, Tennessee and° Alabama public schools as she moved with her
husband, a football coach.
·
The Smiths moved to KSU in 1970 when
LeRoy Smith became the head f~otball
coach, a post he held until 1982. He is now
acting chairman of KSU's department of
health, physical education and recreation.
The Smiths have ~ e chilclren :-:- Darryl,
33,_ a Frankfort dentist; Angela,. 31, · who
wntes manuals for . Ford Motor'· Coi in
Michigan; and Danee, 26, a Navy medic and three grandchildren. --· -r--·-- ·.
While Mazy Smith's ·appointment was
i:enerally popular on campus, some administrators and alumni question whether the
low-key, soft-spoken Smith is tough enough
to pull the university back together without
creating more turmoil. One person who has
worked closely with Smith for several years
said that fear is misplaced.
· ·.
"She's a very fair person, but she's also
~o-nonse'!5e when it comes to making decisions," srud Tom Braun, dean of KSU's College of Applied Sciences. "She looks at all
of the facts and then just. makes decisions
using hf:r'_best judgment, regardless of what
(the decision) does to her or what impact it
has on her personally."
. .
Besides questioning the lack-of a search
before Smith's appointment, some ·alumni
also wonder whether Smith will call her
own shots. They note that the board of regents installed two new vice presidents before they named Smith, rather than let her
choose her own top student- and business8:ffairs executives. They worry that that ac,
!ion may mean the board will try to admin_ISte_r KSU through Smith, rather than mere-·
ly provide oversight.
· -- ··
"If Mary Smith is allowed to be the presi• '.
df:nt in reality, and not just in word, then I :
think.she can be a fine president for KSU. :
That IS an area that we fully intend to dis- ·
cuss with Dr. Smith," said Curt Sullivan, a:
Bowling Green businessman and president:
of_ the school's state regional alumni associ- :
alion.
Smith said she has been given no specific :
directives from the regents. She has already.
decided what she considers to be KSU's .
!11ajor pr~blems. Hi~ on her list is improv-,
mg recnntment of bnght students iinprov-,
ing KSU's relations with Frankfort resi- .
dents and conducting a thorough review of:
KSU's academic programs.
.
· She also foresees a restructuring of the ·
campus' academic and administrative setups. ''We have a lot of administrators for
our sizet Smith said, "The primary reason .
for looking at the structure is to see if we
can't streamline that a little." .
She also said she sees no incompatibility
between• KSU's tradition as a historically
black school and its designation as Kentucky's small, liberal arts state university.

"For someone to say that they are 1
compatible says to me that person belie\
that the historical focus, which was I
blacks, is that African-Americans and ott
minorities are incapable of receiving a lib<
al-studies education. I know for a fact t
institution can do both," she said.
Smith also said the recruiting of facu
will stress finding professors who are coJ
fortable with teaching at a school like KS
which has a multicultural enrollment
2,500.
·
Although Smith has been an administ!
tor in recent years, she said she learn,
some valuable lessons as a public-scho
and college teacher - skills that will u
doubtedly aid her now as one of nine bla,
women presidents of American state C<
leges or universities. ·
·
"I have worked with children and paren
from all walks of life, with problems th
they've had," she said. "I've learned th
Y?U _don't assume that people know thin1
sunply because they look like they do."
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This deal proves
,others at KSU
are incompetent
1

I am completely baffled by-the Ken
tuc~l'. State University-John T. Wolfe Jr
decJston.
.
. A man is charged with nine counts oJ
, mcompetence, neglect of duty and immor•
al ~ond~ct. The result In exchange for hii
resJgna!!on, the charges are dropped, he i~
paid $7?,000 as a consultant, his insurancE
JS c?nlmued ·and he receives $9,000 in
movmg expenses. Who in their right mind
would hire a consultant accused of those
charges?
·
·
. This leads me to a couple of conclusJons. The first is that the case against
Wolfe was either bungled or too weak to
pursue. _The second is that those parties
respon~1ble for this compromise are them, selves mcompetent and guilty of neglect of
d(!ty ~nd immoral conduct. I have great
faith m the latter one.
Lexington

PAUL REINHART

N~WJeader knows' KSU'.s ins and outs
, ~.

.~·•

· tr·.,

1-

~

•

Smith s·ays better communication -·
vital for moving schoo_1 ·forward
By ·Eric Gregory ·
Herald-L~ader education write~ · , '

FRANKFORT - Twice in the .
last decade, regents at Kentucky
State University looked outside ·
their school to find a president who
would end chronic tu_rmoil and calm
campus unrest.
Both presidents resigned under '
fire, accused of mismanagement
and rocky relationships with employees.
· · · .
So when 'John T. Wolfe. Jr.
stepped down last month, the board ·
decided to pick someone who knew
the campus, its staff and its seemingly endless problems. Someone
who had been right there for 22
years.
.
The choice was Mary Le½
Smith, -55, a KSU educator and
administrator who had reluctantly '
served as interim president for 14
months Iletween the previous failed
administrations.
"I'm sure there are a lot of
people who wouldn't want to take .
over this school," Smith said Fri- .
day. "But at the-·same time, there
are some of us who care a,whole lot
about this institution. Arld we are
willing to do what is needed to help
get rid of the problems that •exist."
. Regents elected Smith to the
post last ·week, forgoing formal
search process requested by three
members. She is the school's 11th
president, and . only the second
woman in Kentucky's history to
lead a public university. The other
was Kala Stroup, who left Murray
State University in 1989.

a

Some alumni and students .iast
week questioned the process by
which Smith was appointed, saying
a .search was needed. All said,
. however, that they had no problems
· with Smith or her qualifications.
Administrators, faculty, ,regents
and many students said they would
back' her 100 percent. Alan Moore,
president of-the faculty senate, recently called Smith one of the most
compassionate people he had ever
met. "Tremendous human understanding," he said.
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn,
chairman of the board, said, "Dr.
Mary Smith deserves all the credit
in the world. I know of no one more
dedicated to that university than
she is and has been and I feel will
be in the future.
"She has stepped in to help save
it on two different occasions."
Gary Cox, executive director of
the state Council on Higher Education and a KSU instructor in the
late 1970s, said, "She's a known
quantity, which is helpful right
now.
.
·"She tomes from the faculty,
which is an advantage. They know
.her. They've worked with her. That
will lead to J110re opportunities for
·healing.
"Plus, she's genuinely interested
in what's best for Kentucky State
University."
Smith, with ·a quick, assuring
smile and soothing eyes, emits a
sense of honesty and openness. Her
style is laid-back, but she is confi- ·
'dent and knowledgeable, perhaps
coming from the 60- to SO-hour
work weeks she puis in.

"!'in going fo try not to let the'
job get the best of me," she -said.
"But I'm particular about what I do.
I like my work to be as good as it
possibly can, and I'm willing to put
in the time that it takes to do that."
Early years
' She was born in Hazlehurst,
· Miss., a small town 'about 30 miles
south of Jackson, where she attended college and met her husband-lobe, LeRoy Smith, a native of Lexington. In the 1960s, she taught
public schools in Mississippi, Tennessee and Alabama.
'.
But LeRoy always wanted to
return to Kentucky, she said, so he
got a job with the recreation department in Lexington. Meanwhile, she
earned master's and doctor's degrees at the University of Kentucky.
In 1970, they both joined the
staff at Kentucky State, he as football coach and she as an assistant
professor of education. He coached
the Thorobreds for about 13 years,
as she climbed the ·KSU chain of
command.
From 1981 to 1983 she served
as acting chairwoman of the Division of Education, Human Services
and Technology and was an associate professor of education. There
she became dean of the College of
Applied Sciences and a professor of
education. •
In 1988 she was named vice
president for academic affairs under
then-President Raymond Burse.
It was around that tiine that her
husband had a stroke..
"I had visions of him spending
the rest of his life in a wheelchair,"
Smith said. "All he ever did was
work: Football was his heart."

· That vision includes a campus
But with his wife's encoti~gewhere students are able to commument, he went through rehabilitanicate on a number of different
tion at Cardinal Hill Hospital in
Lexington. Both began working out · topics, Smith said, and have a
cultural and racial understanding of
about three times a week at a
the world. . .
fitness center.
While interim president, Smith
, He· now walks four miles a day.
established an institute , for the
and_ works at KSU as the acting
study of black Kentuckians, which
chairman for the health, physical
would become sort of a clearing- education- _an_d , recreation departhouse for their works and memorament.
·
·
bilia.
His stroke also forced Mary
Smith likened the proj~ to
Sniith to take a step ba~k and look
Berea College, where students ofteri
at her life. "I •talked to him a lot
focus their energy on Appalachian
about that, and the fact that I was
arts and crafts.
,
going home every ·day just really
tired," she said.
,· , . "I think that .we. can . expand
upon that and help our students
"I said there has to be more to
understand the history of this instilife than just going to work and
tution and what some of the graducoming straight home."
ates have · done in their specific
Now, she takes time out to read
fields."
work in her garden and plant flow'.
Besides finishing a strategic
ers. "It's good therapy," she said. "I
plan that was started under the
like watching them grow."
Wolfe administration, she plans to
The Smiths also are close to
concentrate
on making necessary
their_ three children. Darryl, 33, is a ·
financial cuts. State officials have to
dentist in Frankfort. Angela 31
cut more than $31 million from the
lives in Michigan, whe~e she ~t~
. higher education budget.
car manuals for Ford Motor Corp.
Danee, 26, is stationed in San Diego
She also has to tackle an administrative restructuring. There are
with the Navy.
three aqministrators for every facul"They call four or five times a ·
ty· member at KSU, she · said.
week," their mother said. "They
"That's larger than it should be. We
even call each other three or four
need to .streamline."
·
tiines a week."

. Changes on the· horizon

Moving .time

. It's that kind of family atmosphere that Mary wants to nourish
at KSU as her· first mission~
· "If we are to move together to .
~nhance this institution in any·way,
1t has to be a· group effort, not just
one person trying to carry ·a full
load." ·
. She plans to do that by meeting
with faculty, students and adminis- trators. "We need to talk about how
things are now, where we want to
go and how we want to get there."

In the meantime, she plans to
finish moving into her new office in
Hume Hall; where congratulatory
flowers and telegrams filled the
reception area Friday.
She also is going to inove into.·;
Hillcrest Place,' the president's ·official residence. Wolfe must vacate
the home by Nov. 18, according to
terms of his settlement. .

1

«No house· should be left unoccupied for a long period of time,"
Smith said, But the Smiths still will
keep . their house of 22 years.

"That's home."
"It's not easy to move, but it's a
good time to clean up ' and throw
things out."
The school also will change for
the better, Smith said.
.· "Things will look a lot different
here," she said. "Feel different.
Hopefully, much more _calm."
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Helping. ;,anu; for: _Presiu:e, ,t,;·s~ith~
Kentucky
State's new leader deserves· the' support 9f _all
..

M

ary L. Smith-has a big job ahead of her, . emerged as a finalist in that sear.ch, .so the bo~cf
the biggest job she has fa<:¢ in 22 · · knows how she.stacks up against other potential
. years at Kentucky State University,
applicants.
·
She has to repair the damage done to
· And the circumstances aren't exactly ideal for a
· the institution by the brief and stormy tenure of her · productive search now. Before resigning as president,·
predecessor, Jo)m Wolfe Jr.
Wolfe tried to save his job by suggesting that the
There's no sure prescription for success at such a . effort to oust him was racially motivated; His supporttask, but Smith does bring a valuable asset to. the job.
ers also argued that the board wanted to close
Her dedication and commitment to Kent:ucky State are
Kentucky State 'or re4µce it to a col11Il1unity college.
beyond question. That's important at the moment,
Both charges were spurious, but the bitter contro~
with controversy still swirling around the school, ·
versy would surely raise doubts in the minds of any
There is some controversy involving Smith, too. In prospective applicants. That could only _reduce both
narriing her president, KSU's regents, decided to forgo the number and quality of applicants for the job.
a national search for a new president. Three board
· Mary Smith is_a known quantity. She has served
.members who favored such a search voted against
as the· institution's interim president once before. She
Smith's appointment, although all saicl they will .
is qualified.. And she has an indisputable commitment
sup~ort her as president.
to rebuilding and strengthening Kentucky State.
There are arguments to be made on both sides of
the question, but the case for skipping another search
She deserv~ support in that effort. Considering
is persuasive. For one thing, the regents had conduct:
the circumstances she is inheriting, she will need all
.ed such a search a little more•than a year ago. Smith
the help Kentuckians can give her'.
•

••
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·Rof)Qtfqs give students.-book~~1
.a.ttouchottewbuttons. ·
.

<'· ··:_-:..,·.~ ; r"', ;;,~•.,;, ....,;J.·.

' Los Angeles 'Daily News

-~.

-~t~ ,:_
•

s',...,t .: .•!-·;-":'.;:~
•

1-os' ANGELES'-' .It's not science·;
. fiction. The new-robotic book retrieval
. sysiem in California State U11iversity is ,
state:of-the:art equipment that officials··.
. hope will save ,students time and the
' co\lege )llOney., . . · ·
,
.
' . The system, the first to.be built at a
: U.S. college, i~ a hit.with student,;_ a~-t)i.e
campus in . a subrn:ban -~ea ofL~. 1
Ang~les. . 1
. .
. • <·•.,·:•' ,•·. :,
·Toe syst~m, which consists of a.-·..
robotlc crane that.retrieves books·from •
· bins in .'an--8,000-square-foot · storage ,
. · · area, is desigi)ed· to:hold more that:'l.
million volUl1)es. It is stocked. with
about 450,000. of the library's ihfre, ··
quently.. used ;items; said Doug Da".is;.7,_,
.J~:f
..

...

'

'

·.i -

,.,.,

r:-~,::·,-·'t_,

~ -

·1•·

__ ,.,

,__, __ ,

•·-•?",1·•·

,._

,.,_

,

acting dean of the university's libraries. ·,
. . "!(we ·had open-.stacks, to hold all 1
'tlie books;jwe'd need 'ah -area -that was·l
·100,000. square• -f~t:. ~ig,-jusf. for )he~
· books," he.said.!:·<·,,, :u:, J··:' . , · .\
· \\Davis saiddt , will · cost about '
$100,09!) ay,ear_to ~iritaiµ,the robotic,;
. systell_1 compareft w1\h ~.000,t? a\fe ,
..1QL:..:..V~lµmes . m : trad1ti?~l _ l~brary_,:
stacks.,,. ,. · • . . i " , .. , ... , .. ,
.:.• _To'retrieve book from tliesystem,
a student,types'a' code into-a ·1itirary
computer,. which directs' the:•robotic'·
. crane to the appropriate ·storage bin.-:
·The bin is placed .on a conveyor belt·
and 'sent to a librarian, who removes
· the' book and forwards it to· the main
circulation.desk:
·
·
.
'·,
.
'~,J,s'. ... ,w~·----,.

a

f
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Arumni association branch will bear
name of UK's first black student
.

,

By Michael_ J. Pitts
Herald•Leader staff writer

Today's events

::..

LOUISVILLE - In thespring.
of 1949 Lyman Johnson embarrassed the University of Kentucky
when he won a court battle to
become the first black student to .
enroll.
In 1979 UK awarded him an
honorary doctorate degree.
And in 1991 a black branch of
the alumni association will be
named for him.
"I won the case and embarrassed the hell out of the president,
the board of trustees and the governor," said Johnson, 85, who will be
in Lexington today for the inaugural meeting of the Lyman T, Johnson Alumni Society. "Thirty years
later they awarded me a doctorate
degree - what comes around goes
around."
Johnson was never satisfied
with lieing a second-class citizen.
He detested having to ride in the
back of a bus and use certain water
fountains; so he decided to do
something about it.
"I just came down the pike and
started kicking down doors," Johnson said.
And one of the biggest doors
was UK's.
, During the summer of 1949, 30
other black students also were enrolled at the university; and they
considered Johnson their leader.
. Life was not easy for Johnson.
The FBI had to provide protection
for him constantly, and 17 crosses
were burned on the campus. But
Johnson says he persevered because
he wanted to show other blacks
that enrollment at UK was possible:
"I was going up there to show
other_ blacks that you've got as
much right to go here as anybody "
he said.
'
When UK decided to name the
new alumni society for him and
Johnson discovered he made it pas'
sible for more than 1,200 blacks to
attend UK, Johnson was proud.

Here's the schedule of today's
events for the lyman T: Johnson
Alumni Society and other alumni:
• 10 a.m. Homecoming parade
through campus.
• 11 a.m. Tent party near Commonwealth Stadium for all university alumni.
• 1 p.m. UK vs. Cincinnati football game.
• 4 p.m. Tent party resumes.
• 7 p.m. Society registration
and membership meeting at
Campbell House.
• 7:30 p.m.-1 a.m .. UK Minority
Affairs Program awards banquet
and dance.

"fm not going to forget the first
40 years," Johnson said. "And I'm
not interested in seeing the wagon
roll back down the hill from where
we came."
Though elilerii ' and nearly
blind, Johnson lias not lost the vigor
that made him a force in breaking
down racial barriers. The recent
proposal to end busing in Louisville
public schools has. lit a new fire in
Johnson.
.
"I feel kinda good;' Johnson
said. "I'm ready to charge into ·
battle, and as long as there's life in
me, I'll give 'em hell cause they're
· not going to undo what I worked
my life for.•
"The thing that makes me formidable now is that I'm not senile. I
remember," Johnson said. "I can't
forget it and don't expect me to:•·
Johnson also sees himself as a
force because he is almost often
victorious in his battles.
"I win - that's what gives me
so much inspiration," he said.

"It made me feel good," he.said.
"Twelve hundred graduates and,
I'm number one, I can't imagine it"
Johnson, who was a teacher and
vice principal in Louisville, has
spent his life working to make
Kentucky a better place to live for
the next generation of blacks.
"All.I've worked for is to builcl a
better society for an oncoming generation of young people," Johnson ·
said. ''I don't want thein told like
I've been told 'Nigger, get out' "
Johnson described his life as
two differ~nt pieces - the first 40
years before he fought to enter the
university and the last 45 in which
he has worked for increased civil
rights. .
.
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UK's ho~"eco"iii~ii queen tni,/',:Sfutes either
a,home&imirig,~
. ~~8:1~~-~e;pe,r _Stan ~!n~r ·. ·~:' ·-: ~~,:/ .: ·.ditiori ,g?es., bc!c.k_ tot th,e ea:1YJ/, {!fueen::~~ ~~~'rl-~r,:~eitli~r_'One,·~ 1
. This·year's Umvers1ty of Ken- ,., 1950s, said _Frank,Sl:anger; assist;, ;she said,_· ·,., ., · ,, :i
... ,
jucky Jiome<:oming queen· is ·go- .', <!)1t arcl_tlvist at; UK,.But iliis 'ill';;:.'~/_- Gum 'said r~uests· have:~n ;
'. ijlg' tRli~ve, sofne foyal COlllP!'-IIY : 't1!ought_ t~I be tlie -~rs~ tinJ_~:tliat
Jll}~<l.f: in ~ecent yearsJ11r'a liol)le, ;
when- she-is ·announced al liaW' · kmg·,,_wdl, also.,be crowned;_'he, corrung'king at_,UK: .., ,,. .., .,
•'tiine•oftoday'sgame.·- -:-, ·.··••said:. _' :,,· . ' ·-:·-'.,-1 ·:,:-:--,."'. •
- .·,_,:_·--•:_:,
· ' -- ·
· · ' d " -· UK' trad" · · f -·
·
· · ,. According to DaVId Croshaw 1
• . H01n_ecommg_9rgan12ers lie!_:-·:'.
s
ition.o crow_nmg_a ·· one of·the·candidates'for·kin ';
·election!ll'this week for' what ·1s female but not a male candidate 1s '' getti·ng· Iect" d . _ · , ,a k.i;:,
..
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. t ought; to, be t e st ever/
an ~cep on,-,tO·•Vf hat ,.1s C(lmmon . ··.,. _.. , .e ; e · 1s no_ ..easy
. ..,s
....
homecoming" king, Thi, winner practice n_ationw1de, ~id ·Laura· ':. •,."I think they've• _got some
will.be'announced at halftime'of" -_Gum,.charrwoman- of the--homec· :-really·good guys,". he said::,'Td •
• foday's'garile against"tlle-Uniyiir-" ·: _-coming commiheei · · ,, · ·.·., , ·'say the competition
be pretty'
· sity.ofCincinnati:
: · '· "": "'. "Colleges-·across the •United·-· .'good.".. . · ... -'
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'By MICHAEL JENNINGS, Staff Writer

BUDGET CUTS AT STATE UNiVERSITIES

-

• Toe Kentucky Council on IIlgher Education
parceled out budget cuts for this year with little
trouble yesterday, but it took flak froni. university
presidents when it decided to adapt its funding
requests to .reflect hard times. ' . ·. .
· ·
Toe council approved cuts in the operating
budgets of the eight state universities and the 14school University of Kentucky community college
system in response to a budget-cut request from
Gov. Wallace WIikinson.
Toe cuts, totaling $31.6 million, ranged from 3.6
percent of the current year's appropriation at
Murray State University to 4.8 percent each at
Eastern Kentucky University, the University of
Kentucky, the community college system and the
University of Louisville: All the cuts followed the

(In millions of dollars. Figures are rounded.) _
University

First
Budget

UK
Community colleges

$55.3
·18.1
32.6
39.7
30.1
247.0
· 68.6

U of L
Western Kentucky

142.2
53.4

Eastern Kentucky
Kentucky State
Morehead
Murray State
Northern Kentucky

Cut

Now
Budget

$27
.7
1.4
·--1_4·

$52.7
17.4
/ 31.2
"38.3

1.1
11.8
· 3.3
-- ·6.8

-

.-.- ---

'

i

!

,j

4.8
4.0
4.3
3.6
29.0 ..... 3.7 ___
4.8
'235.2
i 65.3
4.8
;;35_4
4.8
: 51.1
4.4

4.6
System wide
.$687.1 ·- _:.. $31.6 ; -_ $655.5
..U
:. .·-· .,,
same formula that the state's higher education
system uses in distributing the funds appropriated
to ·get full funding under its fonnu: · pated new spending requirements,
by the General Assembly.
- .·
la, said Hable, it was in 1990, when
that shortfall would require S85 milThat was the easy part of the council's financial
the legislature approved a $1.3 bi!- · lion in state spending cuts, he said,
planning chore during a meeting yesterday at the
lion tax increase and allocated most ·.. WIikinson asked the state's highHoliday Inn-Downtown in Louisville. Toe hard
of it to education. "And we didn't
er education system to absorb cuts
part came when council member Kevin Hable of · even get close," he said.
equaling 5 percent of the colleges'
Louisville, a former state budget director,
He said there's no chance that
and universities' 1991-92 appropri-.
mended that all schools specify what 'each of four
higher education will get the money
ation, not counting interest pay- ·
scenarios for tight funding during the next two
needed for full funding now, when . ments and a hospital contract at the
budget years would mean in terms of lost opporit would take more than half the · University of Louisville.
projected $600 million growth in
Toe revised spending plan drops
tunities for education and service.
state revenues.
the state's higher education system
Toe council approved that plan, which requires
Council_ Chairman Joe Bill canip- · from 88 percent to 84 percent of full
the schools to respond in time for the council to
bell of Bowling Green said it's time
;funding under the formula. · •
send funding information to the governor and legto face reality.
.'· Campbell made it clear yesterday
islature by the end of this month. , .
·
"We
don't
believe
that
there's
any
·that
higher education wasn't taking
Hable's approach means a marked departure
. the funding cuts passively. ·
from the custom of asking only for full funding • real hope that we can come out with
-~ ~- - -· •· " under a formula that calls for Kentucky's colleges ) 100 percent funding, so if that's all
we
send
them,
we've
sent
them
":·.·_,;i;~--;xtreniely
co~~med
. th~t :
and universities to be supported at the averagll-,i
nothing,"
he
said.
higher
education
has
been
asked
to ·
rate for comparable schools in neighboring stat~
If
done properly, showing legisla- ; take a disproportionate share of the '
Toe council will ~bmit that request this year1 '<-,,
tors the results 0 of skimpy funding ; budget Cl_lts," · and it should ,be·
for the first time it'will spell out the consequ{1~/
-,._
could work to schools' advantage, · spared any further c;Jits _this bienniHable said. "l think that this pre- · um, he said. · .. : :- ,, • · :,. :-:.. · - :
of living with something less.
sents
a true opportunity for higher
. Toe council also approved tuition.
University presidents warned of
eciucation
to
highlight
the-needs.''
.
increases yesterday that range from ,
the perils of Hable's approach. They
he said.
,
. -.
. . 3 percent to 5 percent each year, ex-.
said legislators would seize on the
· Rep. Harry Moberly' Jr:,
cept at Lexin~~n C?mmunity Col~':
least-expensive alternative if
mond, said both Hable and the uni- - lege, "!'here tuition IS due to drop ,
schools presented them with anyversity presidents made valid over six years to the Sl!llle fi~_ .
. thing less than the full cost of meetpoints. Moberly is chairman of the ch81')led at other schools m the U~- _
ing needs.
House budget committee's subcom- . vers1(Y. of Kentucky Community
U of L President Donald Swain
mittee on education.
College system.
·
-said there's an old rule in Frankfort
"I think the legislaiure will probTuition costs at other community
"that you never get what you don't
ably be looking to give the mini-· colleges are due to rise $10 in each ·
ask for." He said it's especially imIJ:!UM amount that's possible" to of the next two budg~t years._ At the
portant that the Council on Higher
higher education, but spelling out , two-year . ~chool. _m Lexington,
Education argue forcefully for full
the consequences might convince • where lllition ongmaJ!y was the
funding of universities' needs, since
legislators that certain cuts are unsame as at UK, the rate IS scheduled
legislators view the council as less
acceptable, he said.
to m:op by $6~ ea~h year ~ overall
self-interested, and thus more credi•· He said even maintaining the curfunding for hig!i.er education perlile, than university officials.
rent level of formula funding "will
mits. Tuition at all other schools in
Swain said other branches of
be very difficult," given budgetary
!he UK Community College syste!11
state government won't practice_
· constraints.and growing enrollment. .;IS due to cost $360 ..a semest~r. m
such restraint in their funding reToe cuts in this year's higher edu- .19!1_3-~~- c .• .. .;,,. -. -- - _:.- :,.,....::
quests. "That sets higher education
apart - to higher education's disadcation funding were the result of
(
:1,-- " ' \
Wllkinson's announcement Oct. 15
(. o "-~ ' J
vantage."
..
But Hable said there's little point
that state revenue projections for
in sending the governor and legisla1991-92 had been scaled back by
ture only a pie-in-the-sky request. If
$155 !'lillion. Coupled with unantici- ·
. -·
.
.
higher education ever had a chance

recoin-

-
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'Academic;·.- adn1inisttative departrite.nt, ~- <
at U of L to:d of estimated budget cuts-..·
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer

In response to comments in ac- ·
Swain is chairman ofthe· associ- '
creditation reviews last year, the
ation, an independent body that op- .. .
, · , ;,.s the Ke_ntucky _C,9.uncil on,High- Law School received money to hire erates the· school's intercollegiate:----,
: er Education approved plw·yester• two additional law librarians, fill a · sports programs;-·"·•..,~------;~~...:. ·.i •• ., :
While the association has a sur- .
day for,.a J~lAl .fltllli.O,!\, C\IUIJ.the vacant faculty position and m3!te
other improvements, Burnett Sllld. plus and is self-supporting; Swain
state"s liiglier-educalion budget; the
University of Louis\ille's academic Those improvements are threatened said, asking it to help cover the
by the $118,300, or 2.8 pe~nt, pre- school's budget cuts might be a
and administrative departments
liminary budget cut, he Sllld.
were given preliminary targets for
problem In the future .if the associ- .
The numbers aren't final, ~d ation were to lose money... the $3.6 million in cuts they'll have
Burnett, who hopes the administra·
to make by June 30.
He said he would consider the
lion wiU-reduce the Law ~ool's faculty's request, though, and
The cuts by U of L departments
target after ·· meetings later this should be able to discuss it this
are part of $6.8 million in reducweek. --'- ,.... ..,-• .,.. ~ · · • · "' - ·
tions the university will make to
week with the association's execuDean Robert Taylor of the School tive committee .... · -, ""::_d ~help meet the reduction in the overof Business said it would be exall state higher-education budget.
Swain also said he was skeptical .
tremely difficult to meet his school's. of plans discussed by faculty and ·
Last month Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
target cut of $128,800, or 2.3 per- non-faculty employees to take salaordered the cuts to help cover an
cent of its budget, ··· ·· · · · · · ···· ry cuts to help cover the budget re-,,.
estimated $155 million shortfall in
On Friday, working with preliml· ductions and· prevent possible laystate revenue this fiscafyear, which
nary estimates, his faculty and staff offs of non-tenured faculty and oth- ,
ends June 30.
voted to meet budget cuts by letting er employees. . · • · ·· · -" ·
Jeiferson Community College in
two of three vacant faculty positions
Louis-.i!le also will share in the reWhile that seems humane in the
ductions. Btit its part of the $3.3
go unfilled, Taylor sa!<!. , short run, Swain said, in the loni But two of the positions are m a run it doesn't solve the budget p_rol>-_·
million in cuts from the University
of Kentucky Community College
department that teach7s. a course !em;· it just postpones It, It. l!]so
.. System hasn't _bee_n determined yet,
required for graduation, - Taylor makes competing for employees
spokeswoman Lea Ann Johnson
said. Having too few faculty could even more difficult by reducing salsaid. The community-college presi:"
make it difficult to provide enough aries that already are below those at
dents are to meet Thursday v.ith UK · sections of the course to meet stu·
comparable universities, he said.
President Charles Wethington to deBut Swain said he will carefully ·
dents' needs, he said. :
termine how they will share the
consider
the idea if it's formally preHis department will decide how
cuts, Johnson said.
sented
to
him by employees, though
best
to
meet
the
requirements
beJCC President Ronald Horvath
he
will
make
the final decision on
has ordered a hiring freeze, halted 1 fore be presents a plan Friday to budget
cuts.
·
·
·
Ptovost
wanace·•Marui:•~~;;~
;~:.
:
_
.
.
~.
;
:
out-of-state travel and postponed
He declined to discuss his own 22
U of L--President Donall! Swam'·
equipment purchases, Johnson said
He has said protecting jobs will be' ' said in an interview· yesterday that percent raise this year in advance of '.
the cuts would be painful but not so a meeting with the faculty senate to- ·
his priority while cutting the budg·· ·
·
··
··
·
et, Johnson said.
··
large that they would require layoffs : morrow.
The
faculty
group
asked
him
of tenured faculty.
··
Final plans for budget cuts
to explain at that meeting why he
haven't been made at U of I., either.
He said he was doubtful about a accepted such a large raise at a time ·
But its budget office sent prelimlrequest made last week by the fac•
of financial uncertainty for the uni- '
nary targets for reductions to all deulty senate that the U of L Athletic
versity.
- · ....
partments yesterday.
J
...... <I· r--.,•;·· :;r- .
Association help with the budget
The cuts fall most heavily on sup-·
problems.
_. __
port services, thus limiting the im'
pact on teaching and research.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1991
Within the academic depart•
.
ments, the smallest percentage cuts
generally fall on the schools that do
the most research that attracts outside grants, have the strongest doctoral programs, boost the general
education provided to U of L stu- .
dents or help meet other university
priorities, said Larry Mehlbauer,
U of L's director of planning and
Herald-Leader staff report
Northern Kentucky and· Western
budget
Kentuckis Council on Higher Kentu~ - will increase ~ a
Don Burnett, dean of the Law
Educati_o!l_Yesterday approved-tu- --Y~ m 1992-~3,- Curre!!H-es1aentSchool, said the proposed cuts are
1ffon --increases -at ·all public four- tuition at-those schoolns.$1,300 a
particularly unfortunate for his
year universities_ for the
two year.
. - . -.
school. because this year it received.
school
years.
'
The
increase
in the 1993-94 and
' ; additfona! funaing. iifteI'a decaoe 6t
• Tuition at theUniveraity· of l994-95 school year for non-Kenbudgets that fell below what was
K_entucky and Uni~ersity of J.ouis- tucky residents at those universities
: given other j:irofessfonal' scliocils:"'":
ydl~ -:-- the sta_te ~ two _d~oral . will be $60 each year. Non-resident
!11stitutions - will increase by $60 tuition is currently $1 950.
m the 1992-93 school year, and by
.'
$80
the
~o!lowing
year.
Currentlr,
•
The
council
changed
tuition
( ( _,"-\-, ~ .,.,.,,... 1'>, I )
annual tuition at UK an? U of L 1s policy at Lexington Community
$1,620 fo~ Kentucky residents. I
College, where rates had been the
Tuition for Kentucky ~~i~ents at
Tuition
costs
for
non-residents
same
as for attending UK central
the u of L and UK is due to mcrease
will
increase
$90
a
year
at
UK
and
campus.
LCC tuition rates - cur$30 per seinester next year and $'!() •
U of L in 1992-93, and by $150 a rently at $1 620 a year - will fall
the year after, to a total of_$880 tn
year in__1993-94. Current non-res_i· gradually ~ti] they match those at
l993-94. Toe rates at all six. other
dent tuition at those two schools 1s other conupunity colleges; next year
state universities are due to nse. by
$2,430 a year.
it will be $1,500. Tuition will in$20 next year and $30 the follo~g
•
Tuition
at
the
state's
master's
crease
from $700 to $720 a year at
year, to a total of $700 a semester tn
level schools .:_ Eastern Kentucky, the community colleges in 1992-93
the second year.
.
Kentucky State, Morehead State, and from $720 to $740 in 1993-94.
Kenneth Walker, deputr executive director for finance, sa,d the tu-_
ition rates take·into account compa•
rable schools in other states, per
capita ~tson~ inco_me; in_ K_en~~k>'
and proJected ~a~<!ll\i,.:;.,_ .t,i~.·

!ias

fState university tuitiom
.wi II rise ..,iver 2 years
next

~~ ~ ~.!.__ .:=,:

~-r"..::_~~7, - _:.•:n'..~-:.i-"!.:..'.•~e ~ ,"}"-, , .• _-_.,,_.-.!_ ..,.._
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'Budget crunch derails
WKU doctoral degree, new
UK community-college
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
. The state's revenue crunch kept two potentially volatile issues from coming to a
head at a meeting of the state Council on
Higher Education in Louisville yesterday.
One was Western Kentucky University's
proposal to become the state's first regional university to offer a doctoral degree; the
other was a plan to build a new University
of Kentucky community college in the
London-Corbin area.
.
. .
WKU President Thomas Meredith asked
the board to delay action on the doctoral
program in education, saying his move
would not "diminish" the Bowling Green
school's desire to offer it. Instead, the
council, which coordinates the state universities, urged the schools to intensify efforts to offer joint doctorates with UK and
the University of Louisville, the only two
state schools authorized to offer such degrees.
Meredith later said he asked for the delay after considering "the state's fiscal environment.,,
''We were not able to read that there
was really an environment for (offering)
doctoral work at a third university," he .
C

l-

sai:~commendations~by the ~ouncil's st~opposed both the WKU doctoral program
and the proposed London-Corbin community college. The staff said that Eastern ''
Kentucky University could continue to '
handle the mushrooming educational
neeill! in one of the state's most rapidly
1
growmg areas.
1
. But the staffs proposals were never dis- ·
cussed because council member Kevin Hable, of Louisville, offered a compromise to
expand course offerings in south-central
Kentucky without building a new community college.
.
The major· issue, Hable said, was to expand low-cost public education offerings
in the area, not who provided them. Hable's proposal called for UK's Somerset
Community College to expand its offerings in Laurel County, with courses coordinated jointly by UK and EKU.
- Hable noted that the area meets the
council's criteria for a community college.
"But I just cannot in good conscience recommend building a new community college when the dollars are not there " Hable said. UK had sought $12.5 million in
1992-94 lo build a London-Corbin campus
and · about $1.5 million in operational
.
funds for the same period.
Council member Terry McBrayer, of
Lexington, agreed that no money was
available for a new two-year college. He
said Hable's proposal gives area residents ·
"time to get their act together to tell the
state what they want." For the present,
McBrayer added, "too much education is
not a problem." .
.
Council Chairman Joe Bill Campbell, of
Bowling Green, called Hable's proposal
"do-able, realistic" and one that can meet
the area's immediate needs.
But EKU tresiden~ Hll!!ly_Funderburk
opposed the plan, calling it the first step,
or "a back-do?r approach," to creating a
new community college. He said that
· EKU, which bas enrolled some 1,600 students in its off-campus programs in the
area during the past 15 months, bas dem. onstrated its commitment to serving the
London-Corbin area. "Now you say you
want to move somebody else in to undercut

F.KTJ_
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area students complete associate
degrees, they may later finish their
undergraduate work at EKU's centers in Corbin or Manchester.
Hable's proposal was ad.opted by
a 10-6 vote.
_Wethington said later that he did
He said many students would not consider the comicil's action a
flock to new courses offered by the setback for EKU's off-campus proSomerset school because tuition in gram. He bailed it as recognition by
the UK two-year colleges is about the council that UK colleges were
one-half that charged by EKU.
meant to provide educational opporFunderburk also said that EKU . !unities, wherever· they exist.
had complied with the council's _ But Funderburk called the action
policies for off-campus offerings "disappointing." He also noted that
and, given time, could completely UK's newest community college in
meet the needs of area residents. ·owensboro bad a similar start sevApproving Hable's motion, he add- era! years ago when area,.residents
ed, "would show the political pro- _ clamored for low-cost public educacess is alive and well in higher edu- tion. UK's nearby Henderson Comcation to the exclusion of the rea- - munity College offered courses in
soned planning process."
.,. Owensboro "until a campus was
UK President Charles Wethington warranted there," Funderburk said.
acknowledged the financial prob- . ·The council's action. brought
!ems in starting a new community ~ mixed resp·onse from area residents.
college. But he contended that one , Susie Bullock, of London, said she
. was justified and that UK \}ad dem- was pleased. "That was . what _we
onstrated it can_ offer associate de- . hoped for short of approval for a.
·grees less expensively · than four- · community college and a campus,".
year state schools· such as EKU. Bullock said. She said that she and
Wethington also said that Hable's . other community college supporters
proposal ultimately would create ei- · in the area knew the state's revenue
ther a different kind of community -problems would._make approval for
college system - by combining - a ·new two-year -school -difficult.
Somerset-EKU offerings - or an- ''We can jive with this," she added.
other four-year college or EKU · Corbin· attorney Wes Tipton, anbranch campus.
.
·
·other community college supporter,
"That's a decision for the General . called the council's action "certainly
Assembly, not the Council on High- better than nothing."
er Education," he_ added. ---"- ·
· - -"Obviously we wanted that comCouncil member Daisy Robinson, munity college here. We still want it
of Versailles, said she opposed Ha- and will continue to seek a commuble's motiol\ because it would un--.• nity c~llege in the area," he said.
dercut EKU!s efforts. The Somerset.
Ken. Hal'.Vey, head of the Londoncollege's offerings in London, and Laurel County Tourist/Convention
the lower tuition there, would likely Commission, said he was disapdraw students from EKU's centers pointed that the new campus wasn't
in Corbin and Manchester, she con- - approved. He said the proposal that
tended:-· -·:··,-;:c,., ::;:;;·.-..-·,:::: :.,_,-;c;·:: was adopted would help, but-would
But member-·J. David Porter, 'of· ·not solve the area's educational
Lexington, said any impact on EKU shortcomings. "The only way to
offerings was speculative. Several solve the problem is a full-fledged
oll]er. memb_e~_ no~d that if !llOre . communit¥ college," Harvey said.
r
•
•
,I
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Report: Audit reveals WKU improprieties '
_BO~LING ~REEN - An audit revealed that Western Kentuck
U?mvers1ty Pr!'51dent Thomas Meredith's wife received a month!;
S-,000_ enrertamment allo_w31nce, a _policy that began long before the
Mered1ths amved at WKU, a radio station reported yesterday
. The audit also said improvements to the president's residence
might have mappropnately been paid by the university rather than
the College ~eights ~oundation, which owns the home according to
WBG N-AM m Bow!mg Green.
'
A copy of the internal audit, which was performed by auditor
Warre~ Irons _at the request of ~e WKU board of regents in an
executive ~10n Oct 8, was obtained by the radio station.
The audit, da(ed Oct. 25 in the copy provided the radio station,
also f?u~d that interest from grants being placed in a fund in
Meredith s office should actually go into the university's general
fund.
Me~edith _said he ~ad ordered immediate changes in light of the
audit, mcludmg haltmg -the monthly pavments to his wife The
money no:,v will be placed i~ an account· to pay for entertai~ment
expenses mcurred by Merechth.
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Council lets!
UK branch
offer classes
in London.
By Eric Gregory
and Bill Estep
Herald•Leader staff writers

LOUISVILLE - The Council
on Higher Education yesterday rejected a proposed community college in the London-Corbin area but
bent its rules to allow a nearby
University of Kentucky community
college to offer classes there.
·
Supporters of the proposed community college said the decision
was a victory, even though financial restraints prevented them from
getting everything
they
wanted. ·
.... Eastern
Kentucky University President
Hanly
Funderburk,
.I
angered
by
UK's growth in
his 22-county
service
area,
called
. the
"back-door approach"
the
first step toward building a fullfledged community college campus
in Laurel County.
.
,
"I will guarantee you that a
community college for London was
created here today," he said.
Funderburk said the decision
:,vould hurt E;KU's branch campuses
m Manchester and Corbin and
duplicate existing programs 'at an
unnec~ary expense to taxpayers. ·
"I thmk that they'll have a hard
time," he said. "They'll be significantly affected.''
A community college also
would undermine EKU's efforts fi.
'nancially, he said. Tuition at UK's
community colleges is about $680
compared with $1,440 a year at
EKU's branch in Corbi11
EKU's branch campus in Corbin, which opened in May 1990, has
more than 1,000 students. About
345 students attend the Manchester
:c::'en~t::ierc::..- - - - - - - - - - - ,
UK President Charles Wething- '·
ton, former chancellor of the community college system, said, "I
don't intend to run anybody out of
· anywhere."
"I would remind you that we've
been operating in Louisville. It's a
little bigger community, at the same
tuition level that we have around
the state in community colleges,
and the University of Louisville is
here as well"
Wethington said Funderburk
had a legitimate concern that EKU's
branches would be affected. "But I
don't think it will happen," he said.
_ The council requested that EKU
.and UK's community colleges coordinate their efforts in the LondonCorbin area. EKU offers four-year
and master's degrees. UK's twoyear community colleges offer associate degrees and only freshmen,
sophomore and adult education
,-1-,c,.:,o:><.:.

The issue of a community college in the London-Corbin area has
been brewing for two years. In late
1989, UK officials asked officials at
Sue Bennett College, a private junior college in I:ondon associated
with the United Methodist Church,
to consider becoming a community
college.
.
Sue Bennett trustees voted in
October 1990 to merge with UK, but
they then reversed that decision in
January.
UK trustees voted in September
to ask the state for $12.5 million to
build the London-Corbin community college, which . would be their
15th.
·
Wethington said the school had
been restricted from building a
community college there because it
was more than 30 miles from Somerset. According to council rules,
community colleges may not offer
classes outside a 30-mile radius of
!heir c_ampus.

NUVtMt,tn o,

,o,,

But the council deciaea yesterday to make an exception to that
rule because of an "overwhelming
educational need" in the area.
"If there's an area of Kentucky
that needs it, that deserves it, it's
London-Corbin," said Gary Cox, the
council's executive director.
·
Somerset Community College already offers courses at Swiss Colony in western Laurel County, 5
miles from London. Local supporters plan to work with UK and the
Somerset college to find a site for
the expanded classes.
Other colleges in the area are
Union College in Barbourville,
which also is private and associated
with the United Methodist Church;
and Cumberland College in Williamsburg, a private school associated with the Southern Baptist Convention.
Union and Cumberland, both
about a half-hour's drive from London, are four-year liberal arts colleges.
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(Council delaying request
for state funding of colleges
By Glenn Rutherford
Herald-Leader Louisville Bureau

LOUISVILLE - The Council
on Higher Education yesterday decided to delay its request for funding from the General Assemblr, in
light of revenue shortfalls predicted
by the state.
The decision which displeased several university presidents - was made after council
member Kevin Hable of Louisville
said he didn't "think there is one
chance in the world" that higher
education will be financed at 100
percent of the formula used to
estimate each university's needs.
Hable was Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's budget director the first two
years of his administration.
The two-year funding request
usually is in Frankfort by Nov. 15
for the General Assembly that convenes in January. But yesterday's
action will delay the request until
the end of the month, giving the
council staff - and representatives
of the colleges and universities - a
chance to come up with new budget
figures.

Hable said the state's financial surprise" and that he saw no need
situation was "dismal, to say the for UK to revise its appropriation
least . . . And if anything, the request "As for putting our resituation in the next biennium quest in order of priority, we've
already done that. I hope this decimight be a little bleaker."
As a result, he said, "we can sion today doesn't mean that we
probably expect to have no more won't at least ask for the full 100
than $600 million in new general percent of the formula funding."
fund money over the next two
Thomas Meredith, president of
years."
Western Kentucky University,
Since there is no way the· full agreed. "If we don't spend time
request - $803.5 million for 1992- talking about our need ~fore we
93, and $923.4 million in 1993-94 talk about the compromise, our
will be approved by the General need will never be known.... Our
Assembly, Hable said, "I think we need is for 100 percent," Meredith
have a duty to the public to come said. "And that 100 percent only
up with something more meaning- gets us to the average of our peers."
ful" when requesting money from
University of Louisville Presithe legislature.
dent Donald Swain said the formula
But university presidents said was basically "student-driven." The
the funding goal established by the higher the enrollment, the higher
.formula was a realistic reflection of the amount of funding suggested
the universities' needs.
by the formula. The formula also is
The universities now are fi.
based on funding levels at comparananced at 84 percent of the formula
bie schools in other states.
goal. Before cutbacks announced
last month, they were funded at 84
"The problem is, we've been
percent
growing tremendously," Swain
University of Kentucky Presi- said, referring to his school and _the
dent Charles Wethington said that state's other colleges. "But funding
the delay came "as a bit of a hasn't kept pace."

/
dream that you think you will wake
up from, but you don't"
Courtney said that those horses
killed were among his older foals
and "I felt, some of my better foals."
While Courtney has not formally released pedigrees on the horses
yet, he said the deceased included a
filly by Halo, sire of 1983 Kentucky
Derby winner Sunny's Halo; two
less than one year old - were more offspring of Bet Twice, winner of
skittish than older horses.
$3.3 million; and a filly by SoverPolice said they did not think eign Dancer, sire of 1984 Preakness
that Danny Dunn, the driver of the Stakes winner Gate Dancer. Courttractor-trailer that hit the horses, ney did not put a monetary value
was driving at an excessive speed. on the overall loss.
Dunn of Owensboro, is not under
Courtney said he had an ownerinvestigation, police said.
ship stake in five of the horses, four
"There is no indication of any of which were insured. He did not
wrongdoing on his part," said Capt. say which groups owned the other
Andy Carter, the officer in charge of horses and said he was not sure
the accident scene.
whether those horses were covered
Dunn, who was hauling an emp- by insurance.
·
ty "low-boy" trailer, told police he
"T hese horses are only insured
did not see the horses until they for the stud fee (the amount paid to
were in front of him. Two cars the owner of the sire), so you lose
traveling behind Dunn's vehicle their potential value," Courtney
also were involved in the accident, said. "I'm just recovering what I put
Carter said.
out of my pocket Insurance is nice,
"This is the worst-ever traffic but you can't afford to insure everyaccident involving · horses that I thing for its full value."
know of," Carter said.
Vimont said money was not the
Of the nine horses killed, eight issue.
died instantly and the ninth died
"They will get a check from us,
before the veterinarian arrived, said but that really doesn't compensate
Vimont, whose insurance company them," he said. Farms like Crestis overseeing recovery claims.
field, Vimont said, are depe~dent on
The three injured horses were the yearling sale for their m7om~.
,eoieved by a group from the
Courtney said he had no 111 wtll
Morehead State University equestri- toward Dunn.
an team, which_ happened upon the
"I'm pro~d. of the young ..man
accident and hed the horses to a who was dnvmg the truck, he
\ tree across the road.
said. "He ended up in a bad situa"In my 50 years, I have never tion. I'~ so glad that he got ou_t of
had a thing like this happen to me," there. ahv~. That's th_e o~ly bnght
Courtney said. "It's like a bad spot m this whole thmg.
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Fatal horse \
crash a 'bad
dream' for
farm owner
By Ernest Sander
Herald-Leader staff writer

Robert Courtney drove down
Interstate 64 yesterday, past the site
where nine of his farm's weanlings
were hit by a tractor-trailer and
killed Sunday night.
"I could see it all again," said
Courtney, owner of Crestfield Farm.
"It's just like losing a member of
your family. I raised them. I loved
them."
Courtney said the accident
wiped out one-third of his weanling
crop.
Three additional weanlings
were injured in the collision and
spent the night at Rood & Riddle
Equine Hospital, but were returned
to the farm yesterday morning.
They are expected to recover fully,
said Richard Vimont of Equitania
Insurance Co.
The weanlings were apparently
spooked by another animal, possibly a dog or a cow, said Vimont,
and "went ripping through both a
board fence and a wire fence"
before darting out onto Interstate 6-4
a mile east of Interstate 75. Vimont
said weanlings - horses that are

t
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\Women' S issues in Sl><;>tljght at MSU
0

Sym_posium m_ay· bring perman_en,t., 'pr_ogr,,_am : i!.,' him~owever,
before h~ retires.'
year with the establishment ~t
· Rogers sai~ it's -.the symposium and the ap,
the country. ·
tablish a women's' studies unlikely the program will be · pearance of other· campus

By JIM ROBINSON ·

. "We really felt a need for program at MSU, Rogers said. , · ready for approval by the tim~ speakers to address women's .;;;
issues that women are conAlready scheduled again for ! Grote steps down next June. , issues. '
·
cerned about to be discussed · next November · the sym- . ' '!My plan did not Include
Next year, the committee,
MOREHEAD - Morehead on this campus in an intense· posium series ~as named :·his retirement," she said. ·,.
called the Ad Hoc Committee
State .University launched way," said Judy Rogers, dean Friday the Wilma E. Grote : Rogers said the process of· on Women Studies, will create
Friday what organizers I hope of undergraduate programs . 'Symposium for the Advance- ' developing a new academic · a curriculum. The following
will be an annual symposium and organizer of the confer- ment of Women in honor of :-· discipline through the efforts year, the group hopes to find a
on women's issues and lead to ence. "They have not been in the wife of MSU President C. ! of an ad hoc committee is · location for the program mi
the creation of a women's the
past."
Nelson Grote.
·
' "very-unusual."
:campus.
.
studies program at the school.
Highlighted
by
a
speech
Grote
said
he
had
not
in!
·
..
Normally,
such
additions
to
Tlie
symposium
was
un. The ambi.tious two-day,
symposium, "Women, Tech-. · Friday by Harvard University itiated the effort to include a. i the curriculum are created out , usual for MSU. It was the first
nology and Ethics," featured · professor Ruth Hubbard, the women's studies program in ,. of an established academic , "juried" academic conference
at the college. Presenters had
academic presentations by 22 symposium was part of a · " the curriculum, but he said he ! department.
planned
three-year
effort
by
supports
the
idea
and
would
f
Rogers
said
the
effort
to
to
pass a selection process bewomen scholars from aroiind ·
. an ad hoc committee to es- approve it if brought before · create the program began this fore being allowed in ..
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
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Graduate school test score too low
By Jamie Lucke

Black graduate students at state universities

Herald-Leader education writer

As black graduate students at
Eastern Kentucky University
dwindled to fewer than 2 percent
this fall, another set of numbers
nagged- at Dominick· Fazarro.
Forty points - out of 2,400 on
a standardized admissions test bounced him from Eastern's master's of industrial technology program.
Grades were not the problem.
In his first semester in the graduate program, Fazarro, · who is
black, made two A's and a B for a
grade-point average of 3.66 on a
4.0 scale.
But on the Graduate Record
Exam he· ranked in the bottom 13
percent nationally on the verbal
section, in the bottom 17 percent
in mathematics and the bottom 3
percent in analysis. His score was
960. Eastern requires 1,000. Fazarro was dismissed after one
semester.
Eastern had admitted him on a
provisional basis, pending his
GRE score.
Fazarro contends his grades
were a better predictor than the
GRE of whether he would succeed
at Eastern. Two officials with the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education agreed.
Eastern faculty members defended their decision, however,
saying the GRE requirement was
very low. They suggested that
easy grading and a lig11t class load
could contribute to a strong aca. demic showing. "I think overall
there is a real problem with
grades, especially at the graduate
level. There's a lot of grade inflation," said Clyde Craft, technology
department chairman.
Fazarro's rejection raises questions that are part of a larger
debate: How fair are standardized
tests? How far should institutions
bend to include minorities?
Wendell Thomas, vice ·chairman of the Council on Higher
Education, said the case is especially troubling because Kentucky's public universities are
making . little progress toward
their 1995 goal of increasing the
enrollment of black Kentuckians
in graduate schools to more than 5
percent. The goal is part of an
agreement with the U.S. govern-

ment.
Roy Peterson, an assistant to
the council's executive director
and specialist in minority issues,
said: "We get so caught up in
these tests, we lose our perspec. tive. It seems to nie if a student
proves he or she can do the work,
then less emphasis ought to be

Eastern
Kv:State
Morehead
Murrav
Northern•
UK•
U of L•
Western
TOTAL BLACKS
TOTAL STUDENTS.

1986
NUMBER

%

1987
NUMBER

39
14
12
50
13
130
220
93
571

2.8
15.7
0.8
4.1
1.6
2.9
4.9
.4.7
3.6

20
7
64
12
134
229
98
608

15.888

44

%

1988
NUMBER

'%

2.4
24.7
0.5
4.9
1.4
2.7
5
4.3
3.6

45
23
5
66.,
11
134 ·
223
90
597

2.8
21.5
·0.3

16,990

17.233

5

1.2
2.6
4.7
4.26
3,5

NUMBER

%

1990
NUMBER

44
32
8
79
17
124
240
74
618

2.51
31.4
0.5
6.2
1.6
2.4
5
3.5
3.5

37
28
8
43
23
120
270
56
585

198~1 .

17,756

'

2.
3~
0.
3.
2.
2

5.
3.
3.

· 17,818

•includes qraduate, medical, law and dental students. Others are master's and snecialist nroarams.

given to the test score."
On the surface it appeared Eastern "did not make a wise decision,"
Peterson said.
Standardized tests have long
been criticized as a barrier to minorities. The GRE board. made up of
college representatives, says research has shmm the scores are a
valid predictor of success . in the
first year of graduate school. But
the board stresses the test measures
knowledge gained through lifelong
experiences, some of which might
be unavailable to those from outside the traditional majority.
Eastern facultv in Fazarro·s former department - said they were
sensitive to such concerns: That is
one reason the GRE requirement,
which Fazarro knew about, was so
low.
John Jenkins, Fazarro's former
academic adyiser and a professor of
manufacturing technology, said:
"Our intention is to be verv consistent with what we do for all students because if we make exceptions_ for one student, we lial'e to
make exceptions for any other. student in a similar situation, and
ultimately you get down to where
you have no standards at all."

"

Moreover, the GRE ·is not an
absolute requirement for admission
to Eastern. Facult)' committees in
the respective departments may
waive it after an overall review of
an individual's performance. The
purpose is to prevent excluding
someone on a single factor, such as
a test score. Such students have
probationary status. "We have
many students who do not make
GRE scores (of 1,000) whv are
admitted to this institu"tion," said·
. Virginia Falkenberg, dean of graduate studies.
But the technology faculty does
not consider waiving the GRE because the required score is "extremely low," Craft said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

"If you just put your name on
the test, rnu'd score 600 ... We
really need to raise that (required)
score. Since we realize that. and
since it is so low at this point, we
just have said that's absolute,"
Craft said.
~lost of the 40 graduate students in industrial technology are
white men who hold manufacturing
jobs within driving distance of
Eastern and study part-time. The
small black population in southeastern Kentucky is an obstacle to
recruiting graduate students overall, Falkenberg said.
Eastern has about 1,949 graduate students this fall and onlv 35 fewer th•n 2 percent - are black,
she said, down from slightly more
than 2 percent last year.
Despite the small numbers. Falkenberg said Eastern is working
hard to recruit black g-raduates.
most of whom will be iull-time
students recei\'ing financial aid.
Fazarro earned his bachelor's
degree from :-.iorfolk (\'a.) State
Unil'ersity. He applied to Eastern
for graduate school to be close to
his mother, a patient at a Lexington
nursing home.
He could have taken an additional class but opted for only three
because he had a job as a graduate
assistant and wanted to readjust to
school after two years working as a
design engineer on nuclear submarines in Nev,;port News. Va.
After scoring 940 on the GRE in
December, he- took classes to prepare for the test but scored 960 in
May. He received a letter of dis.missal in July.
"It's still bothering me because I
could have been in school right now
instead of struggling from job to
job," Fazarro said.
He acknowledged scoring low.
"But there are a lot of people who
can't take those tests." As for the
possibility of grade inflation, "l

'
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don't expect anyone to give me a
grade," he said. "\Vhen I get my
master's degree there's going to be
some knowledge behind it."
He has mo\'ed to ~!issouri and
been accepted by the master's of
industrial technology program at
Central Missouri State l.Jni\'ersit\' in
La\\:renceberg, which does not· require the GRE or other admission
exams. Fazarro said he is looking
for temporary jobs until resuming
his studies in January.
Fazarro said he suspects racial
prejudice influenced the decision to
kick ttim out of a program in which
there are so few blacks - a suggestion Ea,tern officials denied.
Craft said: "If anything it's a
bonus for us if w,· can recruit
blacks and women liecause when
they get ready to go out into the
marketplace it's much easier for us
to place them because industrv is
under the same pressure we are to
hire blacks and women. So it j\'Ould
be foolish for us to try to run them
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Dig deeper if you can
ITH less than two
weeks left in the Metro
United Way campaign,
t appears that donations will fall nearly $250,000 below the $20.7 million goal.
A shortfall isn't wholly unexpected. More than 14,000 people in
the agency's seven-county target
area were unemployed in September - about 6.2 percent in all.
That contrasts with a local unemployment rate of 5. 7 percent in
September 1990. Many who wanted to make pledges this year simply weren't able to do so. The message for the rest of us is clear we need to dig deeper and increase our pledges if possible.
The willingness to make a small
sacrifice so that others won't have
to do without is strong in the Louisville area, as University of Louisville employees have shown. When

W

they got word that budget cuts
might result in layoffs, some faculty and staff immediately responded by saying they'd consider taking salary cuts if that would help.
While such a move would have serious long-term implications and
may not be as prudent as it
sounds, the impulse reflects an admirable spirit of generosity spirit that now needs to flourish
community-wide.
lf Metro United Way doesn't
meet its goal, some people who
need help may not get it. In the
hands of Metro United Way agencies, $250,000 pays for a tremendous amount of services. It would
provide 11,000 nights of food and
shelter for the homeless, for example. Or it would pay for 9,000 hours
of therapy for abused children.
lf you gave and can give a bit
more, do so.

off."
Falkenberg said: "! can assure
you that no one was excluded on
the basis of race."
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shortfall that will cost Morehead State University about
$1.4 million would make it
particularly .difficult for the
school to accommodate Kirkman's request.
While Morehead State wants
to be involved with the trainBy ROGER ALFORD
ing, she said "we would need
to be compensated.
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
"There's a lot we can offer,
ASHLAND - The man
but we re§IIY need some speheading up Kentucky's effort
cial funding."
to install about $200 million
The Council on Higher Edworth of computers in the
ucation is seeking that fundstate's public schools said he
ing from the legislature. In its
would like more cooperation
budget proposal it is asking
from universities and vocafor technology and training
demonstration centers to be
tional schools.
Joe Kirkman, associate
set up at all regional unicommissioner for education
versities.
technology in the state DeKirkman said a university's
partment of Education, said he
decision to help train teachers
has approached the eight recould influence legislators in
gional universities about
deciding how to appropriate
helping to train teachers to·
money to higher education in
the future.
use the computers. And he
The education technology
said he has asked the Workforce Development Cabinet if
plan, part of the Kentucky
vocational schools throughout
Education Reform Act, calls
the state might be able to help
for 200,000 to 300,000 computers to be put in classrooms
provide maintenance on the
across the state. Kirkman said
equipment.
the goal is to have no fewer
"I have been unable to get
than one ,computer for every
the kind of response I wanted
three students.
to get," Kirkman said. "I keep
feeling like I'm going around
The plan also calls for the
classroom computers to be
asking people to dance and no
tied to school district central
one's getting up."
offices and central offices to
Kirkman was in Ashland
last month to update area
be tied to computers in
Frankfort.
school superintendents on the
Kirkman said the Council
status of the technology plan.
for Education Technology still
He said university presidents
hasn't decided how to approtold him they don't have the
priate the computer equipmoney to allocate to tr~ning
ment, or even how to purchase
teachers. But Kirkman said he
the equipment. Thoughts now
doesn't buy that.
are that the equipment would
"They'll be able to reallocate
be purchased by the districts
resources just like any other
through a state bid contract,
agency in the world can realsimilar to the way police delocate resources," he said.
partments around the state
Spokeswoman Judith Yanbuy cruisers.
cey said a state revenue

.Computer
assistance
sought

The Department of Education is eyeing the eight regional universities because
their locations are convenient
for providing the training, and
because. they have employees
already in place who can provide the training.
"There's no reason for
higher education not to assist
in this," Kirkman said.
"That's the position we're
taking on it."
Kirkman said the Workforce
Development Cabinet also has
been unresponsive to his proposal to have electronics and
computer students and instructors do maintenance on
the computers.
"We're in the education
business, not the repair business," said Howard Moore,
executive director of vocational education in northeastern Kentucky.
Moore said it's just not possible to use students to keep
the computer system maintained. For example, in the
five-county area around Ashland, only one computer
maintenance class is offered
with an enrollment of 15.
'
"With the number of people
we could take into that program, we would not be able to
. maintain computers on that
large a scale," Moore said. "A
lot of academics have to be
taught in that course. It's 75
percent lecture."

a:
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Who says college has to take four years?
By Susan Trausch
et's hear it for S. FrederickStarr,
an academic who says higher
education costs too much and a
three-year degree_ program
.
might be just as good as a four-year one.
Maybe better.
·
·
"What I am trying to do is to rethink
the process of college the same way the
Japanese rethought the car," Starr, presideni of Oberlin College in Ohio, told
Boston Globe reporter Anthony Flint. "It
turns out that even most Americans did
not_ want the fins."
I love people like this. They grab me
by the bathrobe lapels at the breakfast
table and suggest a major shake-up in the
big Cheerios bowl of life. By the time I
walk out the door, I'm questioning everything from democracy to gravity.
Where is it written that college has to.
be four years? Wouldn't you have received
the same education in three? What kind of
education did you get anyway? What do
you know for sure? Name three things you
remember learning in schooL.Didn't you
feel like a sausage casing being crammed
with factoids from freshman through senior year? What is truth?
I think at least part of the- truth is
education isn't working very well in this
country, and Starr's idea couldn't hurt.
After all, he has no objections to keeping
the four-year whistles-and-bells programs
for those who. want them. He'd just like to
offer a streamlined fast track for students
· who want out i_n t~ree, .
But the not10n 1s sendmg a lot of

L
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educators up the ivy-covered walls because they feel college should be a random
walk, not a 50-yard dash. They say the
subject matter is too complex for quickie
degrees and many students have been
doing the work in five years, not f9ur.
Good points, but let's not forget that a
lot of these educators are also earning nice
salaries from tuitions that are pushing
$25,000 a year at some places, so maybe
they're not the best sources on hciw much
school we need to buy,
Would you ask the vacuum cleaner
salesman if he thought you could do the
job with a Dust Buster?
OK, the life of the mind is more
complex than- a trip to the store; but a
little practicality is needed, too. It might
be time to grit our teeth and ask the big
one: What is a college education worth
today? Not much, I'm afraid, At least not
as much as it was worth 40 or 50 years
ago.
Pay $100,000 for a diploma, and what
do you get? A green light to sign up for
more school or a minimum-wage job. As a
friend says, "Today, you need a college
degree to prove that you have a high
school education."
We seem to have a system that is
either unaffordable or unacceptable. On
the high end, we're producing Ivy League
administrative assistants; and on the low
end, we've got 12th graders who can't
read. And somehow, these kids get into
college not being able to read; so they
have to spend the first year or two relearning what they're supposed to know, which
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Schnellenberger
suspends two
By Ann Gibson
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE
),ouisville
Coach Howard Schnellenberger yesterday announced· the suspension of
two players arrested on assault
charges after Saturday's 40-15 loss
to No. 1 Florida State.
The announcement came a day
after three· other players were arrested in a campus dormitory on
second-degree burglary· charges,
stemming from an unrelated incident.
Schnellenberger said sophompre
defensive back Kevin Gaines and
defensive tackle joe Johnson, a redshirt freshman, would be suspended
from play "until 1 get a better
handle" on what happened.
The two were charged Sunday
with assaulting a police officer,
resisting arrest, disorderly conduct
and criminal trespassing as a result

of a scuffle in a dormitory hallway,
according to campus police.
On Monday, freshmen Karlos
Bean, Tony Dotson and Anthony
Bridges, all 18; were arrested by
campus police on the burglary
charges. The three were released on
their own recognizance.
"Obviously, it's an embarrassing thing for (the team) as it is for
me," Schnellenberger said. "It's a
thing we would prefer would never
happen."
Schnellenberger explained that
he had not decided to suspend the
three players arrested Monday.
One of the players _ Bridges
- was with the team in Blacksburg, Va., for the Virginia Tech·
game when the incident is alleged
to have occurred, he said. Dotson
and Bean have not played this year
"Two of these players wer~
guests of a young lady in one of the
dorms," Schnellenberger said,
"Some days later, a warrant was
taken out saying $500 was taken
from the room. It was my understanding there was more than those
two players in the room, As a result
of the complaint, they were arrested
at the dorm."
He said he felt a responsibility
as a coach to keep his players in
line but that he can't watch all of
them all the time.
"We can give them fatherly
advice. We can try to motivate
them to act as young 11dults,"
Schnellenberger said. "But even
with my children or anybody's
children, sometimes they get off the
path."
But while Schnellenberger was
...1:~----=----...1 =- ..i. _ __..: ___ -• ____
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is a waste of everyone's time.
Why not keep them in high school
until they can pass, or direct them to
remedial programs designed to get them
ready_ for college? Better yet, why not
teach them to read in grade school, which
is when they're supposed to learn it?
I know. This ain't 1955. Everything
has changed, Well, I want to change it
back! And being in a mind to .question
democracy and gravity, I start believing
we can. I figure at least we can listen to
one educator's idea and play with it a
little.
Looking into the Cheerios bowl, I got
to thinking about the possibility of continuing education forever, for instance,
Instead of force-feeding a brain from age
18 to 22, what would be wrong with
giving people the option of spreading the
process out over 30 years?
Why not have a ·three-year, or even
two-year, core curriculum with the rest to
be completed as one matures, and earns
the money to pay for it? Colleges could
have reciprocal arrangements with each
other, offering courses at cost, and employers would allow time for classes.
"I'm on the ·lifetime plan," we might
say to each other. "What's your major?"
Just a thought. I'll come down now.
But thank you, Doctor Starr; and let's
have breakfast again soon.

Susan Trausch is a Boston Globe columnist.
© Boston Globe .

.

o _his ~layers , off the field, he
praised his te~m s performance durmg Saturdays loss to the topranked team.
"I was really proud of my
football t~m for the effoi:t they pu,\
forth agamst th~ No. 1 team,
S~hnell~~berger said of the 2-7 Ca~dmals. The_y _played one of ,!!leir
best games m recent memory.
The Cardmals surged to s~
the second half and had cut their
deficit to 27-15 and had the ball on
the Florida State 33-yar~ line. But
one of quarrerback Enk Watts'
school ~eC?r~ six interceptions ended Louisville s rally.
"Some of our younger players
can take an example from some of
the ?,Ider players that .d1~, play
ha_rd, Schnellen_berger said .. In the
third quarter, thmgs were gomg our
w~y and it looked like we were
gomg to _h~ve a ch_ance for a ball
ga11;e ~nt1l mtercept1ons set us back
agam.
.
.
But he called the contest "a
gam~ we can ~uild on" as the
Cardmals head mto the_ last two
week~ _of the season. with games
remammg at Memphis State and
Tulsa.
"Our offense was able to move
the ball better on the ground and in
the air than we have in .fflme
games," the coach said. "That
showed me some improvement."
Schnellenberger ended his
weekly news conference with a
somber note.
Nancy Gonzalez. mother of tight
end Jose Gonzalez, died yesterday
morning, he said. She had attended
Saturday's game and appeared to
be in eood health. hf> ~~icl

f
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Empty coffers lead to barren stand:
As education officials face tighter budgets and struggle to
make ends mee~ textbooks are winning against
touchdowns and athletic programs are dying.
By Michel ·Mar~lott

.k ·

CLOSE-UP:

New York Times News Service

For the first time in the collective memory of Lorain, Ohio, autumn blew into the small, bluecollar town and no season of public
high school football was there to
greet it. No cheerleaders. No pep
rallies. No football players hitting
the field and one another in the
name of school pride and personal
glory.
"It feels kind of messed up,"
said Frank "Scooter'' Shrieves, the
17-year-old quarterback for the Lorain High School Steelmen, who still
wears his football jacket to school.
In Lorain and many other U.S.
school districts, student athletic
programs are under siege.
A lingering national recession
and a creeping unwillingness
among taxpayers to pay more for
public education have strained
school budgets nationwide.
More and more, school administrators complain that they must
choose between textbooks and
touchdowns.
"It's made me sick to the stomach," said Thomas Bollin, superintendent of Lorain's 12,000-student
system, about the deep cuts he
made in school sports in March.
When residents rejected a special
levy that would have generated
enough money, Bollin said he had
no choice but to cancel sports.

High school sports
yea_r, said Anne Herinlitie, commissioner of athletics for the city's
junior and senior high schools.
Herinline said that sports programs were being helped by a local
group, Save High School Sports,
which has raised· more than
$100,000 a year for supplies and
equipment since it was founded in
1985 by Don Barksdale, a former
player for the Boston Celtics. Still,
she said, the school district will be
"looking at the same black hole
next year" as money for education
is outpaced by educational needs.
"How can you have sports programs if you don't have schools?"
asked Linda Matsumoto, a spokeswoman for the Chicago Board of
Education, which was forced by
law to close a $315.8 million budget
gap before schools could reopen ·
this fall.
"Unfortunately, we had to make
some difficult cuts," Matsumoto
said. "But learning takes place in
the classroom between teacher and
student. That relationship is sacrosanct."

·

Preserving academics

Gary Marx, senior associate executive director of the American
Dozens of other administrators Association of School Administranationally, many of whom acknowl- tors, said U.S. public schools were
edge the teamwork and leadership increasingly confronting that fact of
skills that sports teach, have made educational life.
or face similar decisions.
"Every administrator I talk to is
In Chicago, a burgeoning educa- concerned about what is happening
tion budget deficit prompted school in the academic program and comofficials to slash sports budgets for ing up with adequate funding to
its 64 high schools from $6,700 a hold their own," Marx said.
year to $750, In Los Angeles, where
But Carey E. McDonald, executransporting one team to play an- tive consultant to the National High
other costs more than $200, school School Athletic Coaches Associaofficials trimmed sports budgets 20 tion, said that officials were using
percent as money streams for edu- cuts and threats of cuts as a ploy.
cation run dry. Communities in
"Communities don't seem willother states, including Arizona, ing to fund the schools," said ·McFlorida and Maryland, have en- · Donald, who said he had been
<lured similar cuts.
involved in student athletics for 45
In some schools, cuts have been years, "and administrators are
accepted with resignation. Else- smart enough to know that if they
where, school officials have devised threaten to cut sports or band,
sometimes desperate ways to raise they'll get support."
money.
In Chicago, however, no rescuIn San Francisco, city officials ers have come running, said Lonnie
passed a measure in January that Williams, the football coach at Marplaced a one-year surcharge on tin Luther King Jr. High School on
ticket sales for some professional the city's South Side.
sports to raise money for local
The result, Williams said, is
student athletics - a first in the
nation. High school sports were
saved from extinction for at least a

A nationwide problem

I

that the level of participation in
athletics will fall, especially among
low-income black students attending "ghetto schools" like Martin
Luther King.

Allure of athletics
Professional sports, long a
showcase and marketplace for
black athletes, will be beyond those
students' reach. Cuts in high school
sports today, Williams said, mean
limited access to lucrative sports
careers tomorrow.
Administrators fear that cutting
sports programs might discourage
some students from attending
school because their dreams of becoming another Michael Jordan, the
multimillionaire Chicago Bulls basketball star, will be dashed.
The alternatives, Williams said,
are the gang and the street and 'a
premature death. Four Martin Luther King students were killed during the summer within four blocks
of the school, he said.
In Lorain, Ohio, school officials
decided to borrow $650,000 from
the state after the elimination of
sports brought protests from parents and prompted scores of students to leave the district.
But the restoration of sports
and other extracurricular activities
came too late for this football season, said Bollin, the superintendent.
The special school levy will
again go before the voters on Tuesday. Hopes are that this time it will
pass.
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Morehead State
faced with cuts
of $1.4 million
By KENNETH HART
O F T HE D AILY INDEPENDENT
MOREHEAD
Morehead
State University Pres ident C.
Nelson Grote s aid Tuesday
that s ch ool officials would
approac h the u n ive r s ity's
budget "with a scalpel rather
than an axe" to meet $1.4 mil·
lion in state-mandated cuts.
The school learned l\londay
that it would ha ve to do without that much thi s yea r to
help make up a $155 million
shortfall in the state budget.
The state Council on Higher
Education approvect a plan to
trim the budgets of all Kentucky's public universities.
Morehead St ate - faced
with its own budget problems
in addit ion to those in Frank·
fort - has already taken pre1iminary meas u res to curb
spending.
Last month , the school announced a freeze on hiring.
All new hires will be eval•
uated on a case-by-case basis.
rn a dditi o n , Grote asked
administra tors and s upervisors to limit spending to essential goods and services.
Earlier, MSU otTicials sa id
the school would take in about
$820,000 less than a ntic ipated
this year because fall enrollment didn't meet projections.
Enrollment for th e fall
semester a t MSU increased by
only l.5 percent rather tha n
the projected 5 percent. meaning less income from tuition
and dorm ren t.
The two cuts together total
3.6 percent of the school's 1991·
92 budget of $62.68 million.
Grote sa id Tuesday that
some cap ita l cons t ruc ti on

606-783-2030

Thursday.

projects and equipment purchases had hc>en delayed or
canceled becau e of the budget
crunch.
Projects that have been delayed include:
► A new 120-space parking
lot near Nunn and Wa terfield
halls.
► R efurbishing of the univer ity's books tore.
► A new greenhouse at the
u niversity' Der rickson Agricultural Complex.
► An u pgrade of the cooling
systems in various classroom
and office buildings.
Grote said the . chool would
also he less; aggressive this
year in its property acquis itions.
But the pre iclent sa id tho e
were merely s top-gap measures and tha t ofTicials wot1ld
be looking for ways to reduce
the chool's budget on a more
long-term ha:,;is.
"Developing s uch a contingency plan will take more
time as lhere a re ome hard
choices to be made," he said.
··we arc now look ing closely
at areas whc>re we can cut that
will be permanent in nature to
bring our base budget down to
the new appropriation level."
Ray P i nn er. directo r of
budget at MSU. said the task
of de eloping a long-term plan
would fall main l y to the
school':. four vice pre idents.
"We' re going to ask each
divis ion of the uni vers itv to
take a look at their budgets,
then give us a plan," he said.
Pinner sa id every thin g
would be on the table during
th e buctgct review process.

However, school officials are
hoping to avoid cuts in student financial a id, which trad itionally has been protected
from bud get reductions, he
sa id.
MSU's current financial aid
allocation is $2.7 million, 5.7
percent of the school's total
budget.
Porter Dailey, vice president
for administration and fiscal
services. said Monday's cuts
were s ignificant because the
uni versity was under-funded
to begin with.
"When you take $1.4 million
away fro m an institutio n
whose enrollmment is at an
a ll-time high, it 's going to
1
cause problems," he said.
Da iley said MSU is currently funded at 82 percent of
the council's fom1Ula for supporting high e r education,
which is based on levels at
other institutions of similar
size in Ken tucky and surround ing states.
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Colleges to get access to library records
Students at Kentucky's 21 independent colleges will find it easier
next week to finish up those late semester pal)('rs.
Thanks to a series of grants and more than three years' work
each independent college will have access to libr.iry records at othe;
independent schools in Kentucky.

1991

WKU helping start Soviet media group
BOWL!NG GREEN ---: The Weste~ Ke~tucky University chapter
of the Society of Professional Journalists signed an agreement with
Mosc~w ? tat~ University to charter the first free-will journalism
orgamzat1on m the Soviet Union.
. Tanya Br:icking, a senior and president of the WKU chapter
signed the mtent to charter Monday with Professor Ya~
Zas.so~ky, dean of the Moscow State University School of
Journalism.
Brick~ng sai~ formation of a chapter in Moscow would help
promote Journalism and press ethics and should help promote the
exchange of students between the two schools.

~
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AOI directors
tap Chellgren
for No. 2 spot
Shareholders will vote
By

KENNETH ff ART
OF.THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - Paul W.
Chellgren has been tabbed as
the new president and chief
operating officer of Ashland
Oil Inc.
The company's board of directors nominated the 48-yearold Chellgren for its No. 2 post
· this morning during a meeting in New York <:;ity.
Chellgren's promotion is
expected to be ratified by
shareholders and the board at
the company's annual meeting
Jan. 30.
Chellgren, currently senior
vice president and chief financial officer, will succeed
Charles J. Luellen.
Luellen, 62, announced ear;._ lier this year that he plans to
· retire after the annual _meeting. He's been with the' company 39 years.
\
Chellgren, of Bellefonte;said
this morning that he was excited and honored by· his impending promotion.
'Tm looking forward to getting back into line operations
and serving the company in
this new capacity," he said.
"It should be a Jot of fun."
Chellgren's experience with
Ashland Oil has been mostly
in the company's coal and
chemical divisions, and he
said he felt he had a Jot to
learn about its petroleum
operations.
"I've got some big shoes to
fill," he said.
Chellgren's nomination will
be on Ashland Oil's proxy
statement, which will be
mailed to stockholders in
December.
The board will vote on
·chellgren's promotion at a
session that will follow the
annual meeting, said Dan
Lacy, vice president ·for corporate communications.
In a statement released this
morning, chairman and chief
executive officer John R. Hall
said that Chellgren was
"uniquely qualified" for· his
new job.
:
"He has broad experience in
both operational and financial
management as a result of his
service at Ashland Oil as a
group operating officer, chief
financial officer and chairman
of the board of Ashland Coal
Inc.," Hall said.
·
Chellgren was Ashland Oil's
third-highest paid executive in
fiscal year 1990 behind Hall
and Luellen, earning more
than $1 million in salary and

Chellgren joined Ashland
Oil in 1974 as an executive
assistant to then-chairman
Orin Atkins. He was named
administrative vice president
of Ashland Chemical Co., a
Columbus, Ohio-based subsidiary, in 1977 and became _an
'Ashland Chemical group vice
president the following year.
He was elected, senior vice
president and group operating
officer of Ashland Oil in 1980.
In that position, he was re~E.~S.\ble for the operations of

Ashland Chemical Co. and
other units.
Chellgren has served as
chairman of Ashland Coal which is 46 percent owned by
Ashland Oil - since 1982. The
company completed an initial
public offering under his
leadership in August 1988.
Chellgren is a native of Tullahoma, Tenn. His family
moved to Ashland in 1953.
He is a 1960 graduate· of
, Ashland High School and
, earned a bachelor's degree
from the University of Kentucky in 1964.
Chellgren earned a master's
degree in business administration from Harvard University in 1966 and went on to
gain a diploma in developmental economics from Oxford University.
His father, W.E. Chellgren
retired as controller of Ash'.
land Oil Inc. in 1980 after 33
years with the company.
'
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What if ...
Proposal may actually aid argument
for more money for higher education
Despite the objections of
they said legislators would
university presidents, a
seize on the least-expensive
controversial proposal by
alternative if schools preCouncil on Higher Education
sented them with anything
member Kenneth Hable may
less than the full cost of
actually strengthen the case
meeting needs. University of
for more state money for
Louisville President Donald
higher education ..
Swain said there's an old rule
Hable's council-backed
in Frankfort "that you never
plan calls for the state's uniget what you don't ask for.":
versities and community colHe said it's especially imleges to specify what each of
portant that the council ar1
four scenarios for tight fundgue forcefully for full funding
ing during the next two budof' universities' needs, since
get years would mean in
legislators view the council
terms of lost opportunities
as less self-interested and
for education and service.
thus more credible than uniEssentially, Hable, an Ashversity officials. .
,
land native and former state
But Hable's plan could acbudget director, is asking the
tually prevent wholesale cuts
schools to do a little "what if
in higher education funding
... " planning. While stating
by detailing the negative
how much money they would _ impact of such reductions. In
need to fully fund programs,
the likelihood that the'
each school is forced to say
schools do not get all the,
exactly what will happen if
money they seek, it is far,
they receive less money.
better for the governor and\
Since the current state budlegislators to be fully aware
get situation virtually guarof the effect of any r.eductions
antees the universities and
rather than to make cuts
community colleges will not
without any idea of how they
receive all the money they
will impact education.
seek, we think Hable's proIn short, Hable's plan· will
posal wisely requires the
provide the governor and
schools to plan ahead for
General Assembly with intough economic times.
formation they need to base
Un)v~~s_i!Y_ pr~side:1ts optough budget decisions on
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;U of L· chief-~
½Swain··says : -,

he .wi

1

keep,

11,·,
'

1pay. in~re?se.
•

.

.

' l, -~

:•·."J · ·', .,

Ass?clalectPreS~

LOUISVItLE _..;: University
. of Louisville' President Donald
, Swain says that even in the face
: of $6.2 million in state-ordered
, cuts at the school; he will keep
, his 22 percent pay raise." .
Swain told faculty representatives Wednesday that he was
proud of the raise and would not
ask the µniversity's ·. board.- of
trustees to reduce his,c salary,,:,
; "I'm· proud
· ·. . . .
of the trustees' · ~
vote of confidence iri met
he said. ''I do
not intend to
. reverse or --1c;;ec-

. and-guess the
trustees' decision about my
.saIary. ".
Swain
. The facul,
: ty senate asked Swain last
. month to come before it and
·, explain why he accepted a 22
percent increase· while limiting
faculty to a 14 percent merit
increase.' ·· - ·
·1 • •
, . lie responded that no' one
· anticipated the budget cuts and
: layoffs last summer when .the
:trustees gave him a 22 percent
: increase, to an annual salary of
$155,000.
· :·
The cuts- totaling $6,2 million have been ordered to help
make up for a state revenue
shortfall of $155 million, '. .
One result of the cuts will be
,'layoffs of some non-faculty employees within a few weeks. The
f faculty senate had· discussed
:·.last week (I, 1 percent pay cut for
fthemselves and other employees
)making· more than about
' $20,000>.·
.
;., ' ' , .
,, .:. But Wednesday they de; layed considering the plan until
. they 'meet again next month.
· Next month's meeting ,vill come
, after decisions are made on the
· budget cuts, · though; _making
.senate action moot.' ., '
,. Swain also said his pay in.'.
rcrease made him U of L's sixth-·
highest paid employee this year,·
following'basketball coach Den-:
ny Crum, who: makes $259,623 ·.
including guaranteed broadcast"
income; football coach Howard
Schnellenberger, $189,900 . in-:
. eluding broadcast income; and'
•three members of the medical '
:~chool, faculty .. _ .. . , ) _::. __;
.

UK reports
death of
student
By Eric Gregory
and Nick Comer
Herald-Leader staff writers

i.

A University of Kentucky fresh;
man died yesterday morning after
his roommate noticed he was having trouble breathing.
Patrick John Joyce, 18, of Cleve,
land, was pronounced dead at 9:02
a.m. at the UK Hospital.
UK Police Chief W.H. McComas
said foul play was not suspected.
There were no visible wounds or
suspici_ous marks on Joyce's body,
according to Fayette County coroner's reports.
·
An autopsy was performed yes'.
terday, but the cause of death was
not available last night.
Jeff Seraphine, a Kappa Sigma
fraternity member, said Joyce had
complained of a headache and chest
pains earlier in the week, "but
nothing big."
Cory Best, Joyce's roommate in
Haggin Hall, called 911 after he
noticed that Joyce was having trouble breathing. Doug Bruce, spokes'
man for the UK Hospital, said Joyce
arrived at the emergency room
about 7:30 a.m.
Joyce was a freshman in the
arts and sciences department, said
UK spokesman Ralph Derickson.
Joyce was a pledge at Kappa
Sigll)a. Seraphine, president of the
group, said a university counselor
was coming to the house last night
to console fraternity members.
"lie was .a quiet guy, but he was
real sociable," he said. "Nobody had
any quarrels with him or anything.".
Seraphine and his brother, Ja:
son, who also is a pledge, said they
last saw Joyce about 8 p.m.
Wednesday during a fraternity
study session. Joyce and Best, another pledge, left early to go to a
movie.
The two returned to their room
at Haggin Hall and went to bed
ab_out 11 :30 p.m., Jeff Seraphine
said.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1991

UK Class of '41 donates $50,000 to library
The University of Kentucky Class of 1941 recently donated
$50,000, or $1,000 for each year they have been out of school to the
UK Library Campaign.
'
The money will be used to help the university establish a $3
million humanities book endowment fund.
"I'm unaware of recent classes doing anything like this at this
level," said Paul Willis, director of libraries.' "It certainly sets an
admirable precedent."
The university has started a $20 million campaign for construction of a library building and the estalilishment of several
endowment funds.
Hilary J. Boone Jr., a member of the 50th anniversary class
contributed a significant part of the gift.
'
"Mr. Boone has been a good friend of the university" said Foster
Ockerman, chairman of the UK Board of Trustees and 'a member of
the Class of '41.
The fund-raising effort for the humanities book endowment fund
- fueled by a $750,000 challenge grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities and a $1 million l!rant from Tovota
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College 11media track records
Case bI
■

'

By Mary Ann Roser
Herald-Leader Washington bureau

wASHINGTON
Student
newspaper editor Traci Bauer never
had problems getting crime reports
at her Missouri school. But when
she asked the campus police about
a rape accusation against the
school's basketball star, the records
suddenly slammed shut.
Bauer successfully sued Southwest Missouri Seate university in
federal court, forcing the school to
reopen its police records. Since that
March ruling, Bauer's case has
sparked national attention and action. including at Kentucky un_iyersities, which are divided on how to
handle the records.
Legislation is pending in Congress to change a federal law that
has been interpreted by the U.S.
Department of Education as ban:ing
public inspection of campus en.me
reports.
And a suit that seeks to prevent
the deparonent from enforcing the
law was argued Nov. 5 in a District
of Columbia federal courtroom. A
decision in the case would affect the
nation's 10,fiOO colleges, universities
and postsecondary schools. The
Bauer ruling was limited to Missouri's Western Disoict
School officials and student
newspaper staffs around the nation,
including Kentucky, are watching
the legislation and the latest court
case with keen interest
·'I hope they get it resoived very
quickly," said University of Kentucky Police Chief W.H. McComas,
who spoke of mounting fn.JStration
in dealing with the controversy.
UK has been under fire since it
closed campus police records in
March after years of willingly providing them.
The school was among 14 uni•
versities that received a warning
letter from the Education Department saying that releasing such
records would violate the law and
could mean the loss of federal
money. The lener cited the Buckley
Amendment. a 1974 law designed
to protect the privacy of student
academic records.
Five of the 14 schools, which
had been named in a survey used
as evidence in the Bauer case,
closed their records after the letter
came. The other nine, including
Western Kentucky University, ignored the l~tter,,.said Mark Goodman, executwe mrector of ~he ~tu•
dent Press Law Center, which filed
the suit argued last week.

Goodman and Education DeO'ler access to police records - are
partment officials said they did ~ot
keeping police records closed.
know how many schools provide
Western and the other four state
access to police reports, but they
universities - Eastern, Northern,·
suspect that most do not.
Morehead and Louisville - have
Schools that have defied the
open records.
department, however, have not been
Goodman thinks UK caved in
punished. Nor has any institution
too quickly. But UK officials said
ever been sanctioned for opening
they were obligated to follow the
police records, a department
law.
spokesman said.
"We are a school that has re"We're going to proceed as we
leased that infonnation steadily for
always have," said,Horace Johnson,
20 some years and never had a
Western's public safety director.
problem," UK Vice President Joseph
"Usually people who try to co~er up
Burch said. "Once the Deparnnent
things will wind up twice as deep in
of Education . . . removes the threat,
the hole."
we'll have no problem."
Johnson and others said it was
Victoria Martin, editor-in-chief
important to make the reports availof the student newspaper, the Kenable to the public because people
tucky Kernel, said the closing of the
who are aware of crime can take
records has "really hampered our
precautions.
coverage of campus crime."
Openness also helps the public
The Kernel used to run a police
judge whether police are treating all
log "as a service to the students,"
students fairly, Goodman said.
but no longer is able to do that, she
Student journalists frequently
said.
complain to him that student ath"There's a feel-good attitude on
letes are much less likely to be
campus that nothing's wrong; it's
arrested than "a regular Joe stu- safe," she said. "Tnere are safety
dent," Goodman said. "By not reprograms on campus, but people
vealing the names of studen~ who
aren't ta.king advantage of them
are arrested, it makes it impossible
because they think nothing's
to find out."
wrong."
Bauer contended in her suit that
McComas said that while he
the university shut its records to
personally agrees that the records
protect a ballplayer and the school's
should be opened. the Kernel has
image.
linle room to complain. His office
U.S. Education Secretary Lamar
puts out crime statistics on a reguAlexander said in July that he did
lar basis to keep people on campus
not think Congress ever intended
infonned of thefts. assaults and
for the privacy law to cover campus other crimes, he said. If there is a
crime. He supports changing the
rash of incidents, such as burglaries
.,Buckley Amendment and has enin a particular dorm, he puts out
dorsed pending legislation.
ad\'isories to alert people, he said.
But until Congress actS, the
The only actual records that are
department intends to enforce the
withheld, he added, are ones with
law and oppose Goodman's suit.
students' names on them.
Legislative proposals have been
"We try to do everything we
attached to several major bills, incan to keep students, staff and
eluding the crime bill. But it is
faculty informed of ongoing situauncertain when Congress will act
tions on the campus," McComas
on those measures and whether the
said.
Buckley proposals will survive.
But Martin said it was much
"If we had been persuaded that
more difficult for the Kernel to get
this legislation would have passed
timely information about crimes.
anytime soon, we would not have
"I really think they're using this
bothered with this lawsuit," Goodwhole Buckley Amendment as an
man said. "But we're dealing with a
excuse to give us as little informasituation where every day crimes
tion as possible," she said.
are going unreported because of the
McComas said UK is required to
Department of Education's position file its reports with the state police
on this."
in Frankfort and the Kernel could
Congress plans to pack up for go there and inspect the records.
the year by Thanksgiving. Mean• But Martin said the paper doesn't
time. there is no consensus among have the resources or time to go
schools on what to do.
there and compare each name
In Kentucky, for example, two against those found in the campus
other state schools - Kentucky directory.
State University and Murray Seate
The Kernel's situation is comUniversity, which is being sued by mon, said Goodman, of the Student
The Courier-Journal in Louisville Press Law Cen:er. He added that he
.
.
.
.
has been fielding a record number
- A service of the Office of Media Relations- of calls from student newspapers
n:aionwiriP
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Open

the records

My. own experien_; refutes recent
claims by the University of Kentucky and
Marcus McEllistrem that the only reason.
for their "secret files" policy is that some
faculty won't write honest letters unless
\ they are secret. In order to defend myself
against written personal attacks by some
department members who initiated my
· termination I made a records request for
' .the evaluations submitted to my file by
each person. The university rejected my
request on the basis of a "privacy'' need of
the writers.
.
i
Several months_ later, as my te1;mnation seemed certam, an opportumty. to -- .
obtain one letter appeared. The attorney
general has consistently .opined that the
privacy exemption does not apply to the .
deceased, My request for a deceased
faculty member's written evaluation on
my progre_ss was still denied.

1991

Further, one depai:tment ,member
waived in writing any claim to PI:vacy for
his letter about me, a letter he mformed
me contained direct references to JM:fSOn~lity issues against me. Yet the un1verst\Y
again rejected my request for that letter.
· Exa~perated, I requested a copy of_ ~e
logo of the university's equal opportumt_)·
endorsement on these letters. Even this .
request was denied,
. ·
The universiir's actions show their
''need" for. secrecy is merely a pretext to:
hide, out of reach, personal attacks ·that
may harm careers. Faculty members at
this state institution desperately need _the
statutory protection of open records possessed by other state employees.

MARIJO E. WILSON

Lexington___ _

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1991

Appointment to endowed chair ends
dispute at U of L engineering school
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
When James Graham was named
to the Hemy Vogt endowed chair in
computer science and engineering
Nov, I at the University of Louisville's Speed Scientific School, he
ended a national search that lasted
more than three years and settled
an internal squabble that lasted
about two months.
His appointment appears to have
brought some calm to the engineering school's faculty, which had been
tom by an earlier recommendation
for the Vogt chair by Speed Dean
Thomas Hanley.
That recommendation - to appoint faculty member J, Carrol Hill
- was withdrawn after 15 faculty
members voiced their disapproval
and after the university's affirmative
action office said Hanley hadn't followed the proper procedures in
choosing Hill.
Alan Johnson, a Speed school
professor of materials science, said
colleagues questioned procedures
used to select Hill and his qualifications for a special appointment fo.
cused on advanced research in the
field.
Hill wouldn't comment about his
candidacy for the Vogt chair,
Hanley said he had talked with
several colleagues before recommending Hill and believes he . is
well-qualified for the position.

"We were trying to do it by a certain time," Hanley said, explaining
the quick, informal review he used
to make his first recommendation.
"We felt the search had gone on too
long."·
As for the dispute with his first
choice, Hanley said, "you find there
are definitely differences of opinions about a thing like this when it's
done internally."
The dispute erupted in September, after Hanley, through a memo
to the department from Associate
Dean Leo Jenkins, announced plans
to appoint Hill to the Vogt chair.
About 15 of the 26 faculty members teaching computer science
courses protested the appointment'
to Hanley and university Provost
Wallace Mann, the school's chief
academic officer, Graham said,
Donna Bartman, U of L affirmative action analyst, also received a
faculty complaint about Hill's selection. After looking into the appointment, Bartman said, the affirmative
action office concluded that the position hadn't been advertised widely
among possible, internal candidates, and that Hanley hadn't appointed a screening committee to
review possible candidates.
·
After that review, Bartman said,
Hanley withdrew his recommendation of Hill. He then notified all faculty members about the internal
search and appointed a screening
committee to review candidates,

meeting school guidelines for affirmative action.
·
"I don't think it was a deliberate
thing," Bartman said.
She believes Hanley failed to follow university guidelines .because
he had become dean of the' school
only last spring and because he was
eager to fill the Vogt position after a
series of unsuccessful national
searches.
A tough, national market for topflight engineering professors, especially in computer science, made the
search difficult, Bartman said. So
the school decided to look internally.
.
The Vogt chair was ·approved in
1987 by the Kentucky Council on,
Higher Education to encourage topquality research in computer science at U of L The position this:
year provides $145,000 in salary and
research support; which includes
Graham's salary as a full professor:
in the Speed school plus $55,000
from the interest on a SI million endowment provided by state government and private contributions,
Graham said he will use about'
$40,000 of the endowment income
to support his research in artificial
intelligence by hiring graduate stti;
dents, improving the special computer at the Speed School he uses
for his research and for travel to
win or work on grants.
His appointment will be reviewed
in four years, Graham said.
;.

,
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All i~lll f9(~~Q~!iijQens1.~,;,;:,
Old qu~ti~~· abo~t high~;-~u~tl6n
a~~t
..
-·
-·· .. ..
.

,

the new goveino~ .,.
.

-.

rereton Jones is ~ man with a J~t 0 ~ his
: 'Thit's fine; -but mon~y ~~n't answer questions ~~ch
mind these days, understandably enough.
as ho':" to controtthe campus em:pire builders, how to
He takes office as governor in less than a
coord)nate the efforts of comm!-1llity ~olleges and
month and there's a lot to do before he is
vocational schools, how to decrde which town needs
sworn in. And after that comes a special session on·
or gets a new community college.
.
redistricting, a budget in crisis, the regular legislative~- ·- These old questions have resurfaced in recent
session - the list of pressing matters is endless. _
months, and will do so more frequently as budgets
H , h •
·,
· · - · grow tighter. They also are growing more important
ere s opmg there~ room on the new ~overnor's because of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's practice of
agend~ fo~ another topic: ho_w to govern higher
stocking university boards with political cronies
education m Kentucky. It's time to tackle this perenniJ
h air d
· h
·
al puzzle again before it bee
~ •• _ -, .
ones as ea Ysaid e plans to end that
,_
omes a_ crisis. .. . . practice. That's a good start. He will be doing the
In rece_nt years, &ov~ors have ignored questions state a Jong-term service if he brings questions of how
of gove~g the un1vers1ty system and concentrated best to govern higher education back to the surface
oq sendmg money to
the state's public campuses.
.
-. during
his -•·-···
administration.
,
. . ,•---'""
-.
.
---··
.-----
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raise threaten his effectiveness?
i Does Swain's
.

I

an a university president be effective for long
if he thumbs his nose at
i
the school's faculty?
·
It's not a theoretical question.
It's what is going on at the University of Louisville, where president
Donald Swain is enjoying a 22
percent raise.
' raise, approved by U of
Swain's
L's trustees, comes while the university is cutting its budget by $62
million, which will mean laying off
some non-academic employees. It
also comes while the university's
faculty senate is considering ask-

ing for a 1 percent pay cut for all
employees making more than
$20,000 a year.
._
_ .
It may be that Swain is worth
$155,000 a year, which is his salary
after the raise. The raise puts him
about even with University of Kentucky President Charles T. Wethington, and well below the pay of
U of L's basketball and football
coaches.
But the question remains: Can
any university president take a big
raise in a time of budget cuts and
layoffs and remain an effective
leader? In Louisville, the answer is
still very much up in the air.

•·
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. Crime.- and· secrecy
Public has- a right to universities' crime. figures.·

----

-

A

.

list of campus crimes- law that protects the privacy of
is n?t the .kind o~ inforstudent academic records covers
mation you find ma
campus crime records. The.Educa- ·
college brochure or a
tion Department says it does, that .
guide ranking the country's best
crime records are secret, too. Some .
colleges.·
members of Congress - and U.S.
So, it's easy to understand why· Education Secretary Lamar Alexcolleges would rather not mention
ander-- say the ,law wasn't meant
the "c" word. It can be bad for their to cover campus crime reports. · ·
image and their business.
They want it changed• so crime
But the fact is students and
records are open to public inspecparents have a right to know about tion.
safety on campus .as well as the
The other Kentucky universities
details about campus crime immethat have open records are Eastern
diately after incidents oc=. In
Kentucky, Northern Kentucky,
Kentucky, some students and parMorehead State and Louisville;
ents enjoy that right, while others
Kentucky State and Murray State
do not. The difference is in the
keep their police records closed.
college.
So far, the colleges that have
The University of Kentucky
defied the Education Department
closed its campus police records iii
have not been penalized. They
March after the school received a
should set the example in Kenwarning letter from the federal
tucky.
·
Education Department. UK, along
·Their officials show a solid unwith 13 other universities, were
derstanding of what's at stake told in the letter that releasing such
the public's right to know and their
records would be illegal and could
students' ability to protect themcost them federal dollars.
selves. While the debate in WashFive of the 14 schools jumped at
ington continues, Kentucky's pubthe warning. They closed their relie universities should follow
cords. The others, including West,
Westem's lead. They should err on
em Kentucky University, simply
. the side of safety .;.- public safety
ignored the letter and proceeded as - and make the crime records · .
usual.
available until they are forced to do
The issue is whether the federal •· otherwise.
·
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Role of- worn ·

mittee on Women's· Studies,
Morehead State University hopes to develop a cur::
has wisely· taken the first riculum next year and find al
steps toward developing a campus location for the pro-:
women's studies program. · · gram the foll?Win~ ):ear.
Organizers hope an am- , Many univ,ersitie:5 have
bitious, two-day syposium _ • had a women s studies pro" Women, Technology and gram for years. vy~ commend
Ethics" - will evolve_ into a MSU for recogmzmg a ne_ed
full academic program for for such a . program on its
women. The Ad Hoc Com- campus.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Rowan
board•
opening
filled
. By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Bill Redwine, director of alumni relations at Morehead State University, has been chosen to fill
a vacancy on the Rowan
County Board of Education.
Redwine, 34, fills the seat
formerly occupied by board
chairinan Dr. Warren Proudfoot, who died in September.
William Birdwell, the De- .
partment of Education ombudsman who administered
the appointment process,
called Redwine a "good citizen, an energetic person." '
Red wine was one of four
candidates for the post. Two of'
the others, education professor
Steve Young and retired math
professor Lake Cooper, also
had ties to MSU. The fourth
candidate was Jo Smith, a
physical therapist.
Redwine said he thought it
important the university have
input on the school board, because of MSU's role in promoting the Kentucky Education Reform Act and training
teachers.
Cooper, who served one
term on the board in the 1970s,
was elected to the Morehead
City Council last week. .
It's the first time a board
vacancy in Rowan County has
been filled under a new procedure established by the Education Reform Act.
The four candidates were
interviewed Nov. 1 by a threeperson committee. That panel
- Birdwell, a former Bourbon
County school superintendent,
Ashland Oil Foundation Pres. ident Judy Thomas and John
Beardsley, special education
director at Bourbon County recommended Redwine to
'state Education Commisioner
Thomas Boysen, who made the
appointment.

The Daily lndepe_ndent, Ashland, Kentucky
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AIDS- qllilt impact· w{der
after, Magic's . state:mentc
,,..

- - - - - - - - - - ~ - -Br JIM ROBINSON

OF THE DAILY

INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD·- The unveiling of a quilt here honoring
victims· of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
took on special meaning Sun-·
day in the wake of basketball
superstar Magic Johnson's
announcement Thursday that
he's infected with the virus
that causes the disease.
"I think we realize now it's
not a gay thing, it's not a
white thing, it's a human
thing," said Chanda Mapoma,
vice president of the Morehead State University Student
Government Association.
Thirty-two sections of the
NAMES project quilt went .on
display Sunday night in the
Crager Room in the · Adron
Doran University Center on
MSU's campus.
The sections, made up of 3b y-6-fo o t panels honoring ·
people who've died of AIDS,
will be on display. daily
through Thursday from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.
.
About 75 people attended the
opening ceremony.
The · sections are part of a
larger quilt started in 1987 to
honor AIDS victims. When the
quilt was first unveiled in
Washington D.C. in 1987, it
covered two football fields. It ·
now covers almost six footballs fields.
Dale Melsness, the NAMES
Project volunteer in charge· of
the MSU display, said Johnson's revelation has "refocused" the message of the
quilt,. making AIDS more personal. · 1
"It's now a heterosexual
disease, and that makes it
much more real," Melsness
said. ___1
• ··.-.-~- ~.3.... '.
Orgamzers said they Ii.ope
the quilt;' part of~ MSU'st. first,
Sexual· Awareness Week,
along with Johnson's admission, will make students be-·
come more cautious sexually.
Both Maposa and Erin Farrell,· the student government •
president, said MSU students .,
have a cavalier attitude about.
AIDS.·
They believe many sexually
active students do not use
condoms; the primary defense ,
against spread of the AIDS ,
virus and other sexually
transmitted diseases.
"Personally, I don't think
they are," Farrell said. "You
encourage them to be, but I
just don't think they are ... I'm
hoping that -this will encour- ·
age them to practice safe sex."

-

--

-

-

---------c- -----

MSU does make condoms
omore from Fort Mitchell as
available. to students at the
she, loolted at the panels full of
campus .. health center. But
names.
'
Mapoma said a counseling
And many of them were
session that comes with. the
thinking of Johnson.
.
condoms keeps most students
;- "Some people try to hide it,~.
from taking advantage· of that
said Tedros Andom, a 19-yearservice.
old junior from Ethiopia.
Most students who do use
"Magic did it the right way. I
condoms buy them themtliink a lot of people are supselves; he said.
porting him.'' -.,
The administration has
For others,. the· quilt and
turned. down two requests by
Johnson's revelation were
;.'"thes·student• government asso- · very personal:
ciation to put condom vending
Mapoma; an MSU senior·
"-''macliiiie'.s'in dorms, said Mike
from Zambia, said he's had a
Mincey, vice president for
cousin, an uncle and an aunt
student life. That's because
die from AIDS in Zambia,.
the administration believes
where heterosexual contact is
students should be educated
the. overwhelming form of·
about condoms when they are · transmission.
dispensed; Mincey said.. ·
··.c i'If a legend can get it, and,
·. ..·
· .
, .;- we're• below legend,· we can,
Mapoma said he doesn t definitely get it" he said
support putting condom ma- ·
'
·
chines in the dorms, but does
Kevin McCormick, of Lexi-•
support allowing dorm direc- ngton, displayed a panel to
tors or residence advisors. to honor his brother, Shawn,,
dispense them.
who died of AIDS in 1989.
Visitors to Sunday's opening . McCormick said-making the:
ceremony said they were--- paneL helped him come to
moved by the quilt.
terms with his brother's death:
"It's something you think
"More people need to know about for a long time;" he.
that (AIDS) is real and can said. "It's hard to do. But
happen to them," said Molly when you do it, you feel betOehler, a 19-year-old soph- t~_J:::" .

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentuck
Monday, November 11: 1991
How very honored I am, to have
been one of the honorees of the
YWCA's first annual TWIN (Tribute
to Women and !Ndustry) program.
The ceremony was elegant, as is the
very concept of the YWCA's TWIN
project - to honor women in industry and to recognize the firms
whose personnel policies encourage
their female employees' achievements.
I certainly wish to convey appreciation for my award nomination by
Raymond Graeves and Shirley Boyd
of the Chamber of Commerce of
Boyd and Greenup Conties. In news
announcements of my receipt of the
TWIN award, the firm that employs
me has been identified as the Ashland Small Business Development
Center. I wish to attempt to clarify· (and give credit to) the identity of
the firm that employs me, Morehe_ad
State University.
·
· ~n addition to MSU, the other agencies that enable my achievements
are the Chamber of Commerce of
Boyd and Greenup Counties, the
Economic Development Corporation,
and the FIVCO Area Development
District. It is through the support of
all the people of these firms that I
can reach a goal of making a meaningful contribution to our local
business community.
Linda Akers, Director
MSU/ Ashland Small
Business Development Center

'
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~Restore the cuts ·
in higher education

I

The recent announcement to impose a $30-million dollar cut on
higher education makes me wonder
if we are confusing "savings" with
.. cost."
An expedient "savings" such as
this will undoubtedly lead to a
higher "cost" later.
Dr. Charles Wethington, the leader
of our flagship university, is committed to making the University of
Kentucky and the community college
system a premier university in our
nation. The other college leaders, no
doubt, share the same commitment.
Our commitment to education
must be complete! When the General
Assembly comitted us to the Kentucky Education Reform Act, it implicitly committed us to the entire
campaign of better education for our
citizens. If we are willing to fight the
battle for better schools through
grade 12, are we then willing to lose
the campaign by shortchanging
higher education?
The college presidents are not
magicians. Sure, they can make
some budget cuts, but the magnitude
of this cut reneges on a promise.
Let's not keep whipping the horse
that we expect to pull the load in the
years to come. Restore the money to
higher education and keep the
commitment to our young people
just beginning to benefit from KERA.
Hopefully, we have not lost sight of
our original purpose - to make our
students more competitive in the
world that now faces them.

Ashland ·otfice ·
building renamed
ASHLAND - The
seven-sto'ry o!Tice building
at the corner of 14th Street
and Winchester Avenue,
. formerly the headquarters
, of Ashland Oil Inc., has
· been rechristened the G.B.
Johnson Jr. Educational
,and Technology Center.
I, The executive committee
: of the FIVCO Area
'Development District voted
Monday to rename the
building in honor of
I Johnson, a retired banker
_- one of the founders of
'
FIVCO and the man who
steered the group into
, ownership of the structure.
' Johnson, a member of the
'committee, said "a lot of
people have done a lot of
things" toward securing the
building.
f
''I've just sort of held it
together 'ti! it worked " he
said.
'
The building will house
the Morehead State
: University Ashland Area
· Extended Campus Center
· some classes of Ashland '
Community College and a
_small-business incubator.

MSU search
panel to meet
MOREHEAD - The
Morehead State University
Presidential Search
Committee will meet at 1
p.m. Wednesday in the
Riggle Room of the Adron
Doran University Center..
The comm it tee wlll
-convene in open session
before going into a closed
session to discuss
applicants. The committee
does not expect to make a
recommendation at .the
meeting on a successor to
Dr. C. Nelson Grote, who is
retiring in June,
spokeswoman Judith Yancy
said.

Jerry Cecll
Hazel Green

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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More·tu-nds
.sought for
universities
Council's goal is $815 million
for '92-93, $966 million for '93-94
By Eric Gregory
Herald-Leader education writer'

THE COURIER.JOURNAL, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1991

fcolleges
get novel
approach
.to funding
By RICHARD-WILSON
Staff Writer ·

FRANKFORT~ The state's eight public univerFRANKFORT, Ky. - In the
of to!)gh
sities hope to be substantially better funded during
economic times, the state Council on Highthe next two fiscal years.
er Education took a novel approach yester·
The Council .on Higher Education yesterday
day in recommending funding for public
decided to ask the General Assembly for a funding
universities
in the next two budget years. .
increase of about $130 million in 1992-93 and an
As usual, the agency told the governor
additional $151 million ·in 1993-94.
and· General Assembly how much· money·
Considering this year's higher education ,budget
the schools need for the 1992-94 biennium,
is already at $684 million, that would put next year's
which begins next July I. Bu! it als~ OU!•
general fund for the eight schools at $815 million.
lined what the impact on the eight umversiThe following year would top off at $966 million.
.ties will be if they don't get the recommend•
Higher education would then be financed at 90
ed amounts.
.
percent of the formula used to estimate each
That was a marked departure from the
university's heeds in 1992-93, and 100 percent in
council's custom of recommending only
1993-94.
that the Kentucky schools get no less than
the money they need to attain the average
"We need the Council on Higher Education to
for comparable schools in neighboring
take a strong stance and say this is what's needed,
states. Those amounts are calculated with a
not to make us fat and-happy, but to bring us up to
complex formula.
·
average," said Thomas Meredith, president of West· The council's action also represented a .i.
ern Kentucky University.
modest victory for the university presidents,
Also included in the increase would be $7 million
who
fought off an effort that could have led
to fund activities related to the Kentuclcy Education
to
a
recommendation
of less than full fund•
Reform Act, such as teacher training and research; $5
ing
under
the
formula.
·
million for rural health education programs; and _
Earlier
this
mont!h.J!,t
the
recommenda$800,000 for programs in the London-Corbin area
-· - that were started by the University of Kentucky and
tion of council member Kevin Hable
of Louisville, the universities and
Eastern Kentucky University.
council staff were told to specify
Other costs include $13.9 milhow their schools would suffer unlion for construction; $67 million for contained in _the formula.
der each of four scenarios for tight
student financial aid; and $26 milRose asked council members to
funding. Hable said then that since
lion for the council's operation.
recommend full funding, but send
the state faces a $155 million revThe council had delayed its the four alternatives along with the
enue shortfall this year, it was unrefunding requests earlier this month package as "informational items."
alistic to believe that schools would
in light of revenue shortfalls preBut council" member Kevin Haget full funding in the next two
dicted by the state,. including $31.6 ble, a former state budget director,
years.
..
.
million in budget cuts for higher said full funding was not something
That action temporarily sideeducation. College presidents were ,the universities are probably ·going
tracked a recommendation by the
asked to come tip with new budget
council's staff that was based on the
to get- in these tight financial times.
figures or alternatives.
·
full-funding concept. But it was the
· "We cannot fail to recognize the
full-funding concept that won ap. Four alternatives were introfinancial condition of this state," he
proval on a 12-0 vote yesterday.
du<:e? yesterday, each limiting said. "And we cannot in higher
Most .university officials had exfundmg requests up to about 5 · education assume that we are going
pected the council to recommend
percent But council member Jack
to be immune to reality.
one of the new alternatives yesterR~ of Murray argued that any;
"For us to stand here today and
day.
thmg less than 100 percent funding
suggest that our only. recommendaBut'council member Jack Rose of
''would indicate we have no confition to the General Assembly be for
Murray
urged the adoption of the
dence that the formula will ever be .full funding of the formula ... just
staff proposal, with an additio!1'!1
fully funded."
doesn't take reality into account."
caveat that each school get a num•
The universities now are fiHable agreed with Rose, howevmum of $400,000 a year to help
nanced at 79 percent of the formula
er, and said the governor and 'legispublic schools implement provisions
goal. Before cutbacks armounix-d
lators needed to-realize how "devasof the Kentucky Education RefoI'lll
last month, they were funded at 88
tating" these cuts are.
Act.
..
percent The General Assembly has
never ,provided the full amount
· -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Continued

from Page One

Hable, a fonner state budget 01rector, initially opposed Rose's motion. And again he sounded a cautionary note.
"For us to stand here today and
suggest that our only recommendation to the General Assembly be for
full funding of the fonnula when
such an action might require us to
spend more money for higher education next year than we'll have
available in new funds for the rest
of government, doesn't take reality
into account," he said. "I cannot
reconcile that with my common
sense."
But · council members were·
strongly urged by several university
presidents to recommend full funding.
"We need the Council on Higher
Education to take a stand and say to
the people this is what's needed, not
to make us fat and happy, but to
bring us up to average," said Western Kentucky University President
Tom Meredith: "If we don't get that
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1981 formula
determines
university
appropriations
Herald-Leader staff report

Kentucky's tax dollars for
higher education are divided
among the eight public universities according to a fonnula created in 1981.
This occurred in a situation
similar to the current shortfall
while the state was dealing with
massive budget cuts.
An intense fight erupted
among the university presidents
as the state was attempting to
parcel out a small amount of
new money for the campuses.
The fonnula was devised by
the_stat~ Council on Higher Edu.'
cat10n m an effort to eliminate
politics and favoritism from the
budget process.
The council uses the fonnula
to request money from the General Assembly based on the
specific role each institution
plays within Kentucky's system
of higher education. (For example, the University of Kentucky
with doctoral programs and pro'.
fessional schools, has a different
role from Eastern Kentucky University or Morehead State University, whose highest degrees ·
are master's degrees.)
The fonnula is intended to
take into account things like
enrollment, public service and
research, and compare it to the
public funding for comparable
universities in nearby states.
The General Assembly has
never provided the full amount
contained in the fonnula.

'.

'

.,

'

from you, then I'm not sure who's The action also said that fixed, costs
saying that for. us."
for the universities were to' take
Murray State President Ronald precedence over any new construe•
Kurth said the fonnula was no "pie- lion.
in-the-sky argument."·
Overall, the council recommend•
"I don't think it is an unrealistic ed· that the legislature eannark
objective to tty and move higher $814.6 million for universities in
education in the state of Kentucky 1992-93 and $966.3 million in 1993not to the highest level in the area, 94. This year's state allocation is
but to the average around the area," $683.9 million. Yesterday's recomhe said.
mendation would give the universiUniversity of Louisville President ties full-fonnula funding by 1993Donald Swain urged support of the 1994. This year, they are funded at
fonnula, saying that it had been 79 percent of the fonnula.
used for several years and was acThe new money would provide 5
cepted by the legislature as· a rev- percent annual salary increases for
enue-generating proposal for the faculty and staff and finance other
universities.
general operations and mainte- .
"It's a benchmark against which nance. It would also expand severalmembers of the. General Assembly rural-health programs run by the
and the governor can measure how University of Kentucky and the Unimuch they can give us, how much versity of Louisville and proviae
can they move us toward a kind of $400,000 a year to allow UK's Somaverage level. of funding," Swain erset Community College and Eastsaid. "That's hardly a revolutionary em Kentucky University to offer
concept.''
courses in the London-Corbin area
But Hable, who initially urged
Money was also recommended to
that all_ of the alternative proposals allow tuition at' UK's Lexington
be sent to the governor and legisla- Community College to begin dropture with no specific recommenda- ping to the same level as that at othtion, said he was only IIying to be er two-year schools 'in the UK sys. realistic. He -said he, too, supported tern.the fonnula, but he reiterated that
Priorities for new construction
the money was not available to sup- went to various safety renovations.
' · A 1ower pnority
·
was given to 10
Port· it.
''We need to point out that any- new buildings, including those prothing less than full funding will re- posed at UK community colleges in
quire all of the institutions to forego Lexington, Ashland, Hopkinsville
opportunities, to fail in being able to and Hazard. Also recommended
discharge certain parts of their mis- were a new mechanical engineering
sions," he said.
.
building and central library at UK, a
The •other alternatives - which science building at Northern Kenalso went to the governor and legis- lucky University, a research build·
lature, though as infonnation items ing at U of L, an academic facility at
only- scaled down by degree what EKU, and an art laboratory at Murthe schools could afford during the ray State.
next two years to a worst-case seeThe council also approved the
nario in which faculty and staff Kentucky Higher Education Assismembers might get no salary in- lance Authority's request to provide
creases in 1993-94.
state grant funds to all eligible KenBefore Rose's motion was adopt- tuckians, and endorsed the agency's
ed, Hable inserted an amendment own operating budget. Under the
calling for restoration of as much as recommendations, the· assistance
possible of the $31.6 million cut in authority would get $33.2 million
this year's operating budgets for· next year and $34.5 million in.1993universities. The cuts' were in re- 94. The council itself would receive
sponse to a request by Gov. Wallace $14.2 million next year and $11.8
Wilkinson to deal with the shortfall. million in 1993-94.
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·uniVersities· aren't-:
bOWing to. hard
'

' By CHARLES WoLFE

; THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

[ FRANKFORT ~ Forecasters
'see gloom and doom on Ken. tucky's economic horizon, but
l the Council on Higher Educa: tion is undeterred.
The council held nothing
, back Wednesday in drawing.
. up a funding request for the
state's public universities and

· community colleges.

.:'.;":j

times,
I

Planning to stand firm
:on requests for funding
'----------

606-783-2030

expected.
!he_ fund\ng recommen~at10n 1s nothmg fancy, council
Chairman Joe Bill Campbell of
Bowling Gr~en said. "We're
simply movmg toward bemg
average with the benchmark
institutions of the surrounding states,''. he ~aid.
.
In adoptmg 1_ts fundmg t'.1r•
gets, the co~ncil_ took a policy
stand, saymg 1t would not
voluntarily settle for less than

a theoretical ideal.

higher education': and should
remain a target, said Hable, of
Louisville.
;
"On the other hand, we;
cannot fail to recognize the·.
financial condition of this·
state· and to assume that we in
higher education are going to ,
, . be immune from reality," he
. said
Higher education will be in
fierce competition with Medi·caid and other safety-net programs for money in the next
budget, Hable said. "Every,:
dollar we get is a dollar that
won't go somewhere else,:•
.!
But Hable's was a minority
. view.

i The General Assembly and
University of Louisville
Money for the eight state
1Gov.-elect Brereton Jones will universities and community · President Donald Swain said
be asked to spend nearly $815 college system is divided ac- the council should stick with
million from the state's gen- . cording to a formula. Giving
its formula. The governor and
!era! fund next fiscal year and Kentucky's institutions all the. legislature always decide what
$966 million the following year
gets funded, anyway, Swain
called for in th~ forsaid.
i for general operation of the money
mula - something that has
: institutions. .
Thomas Meredith, president
never happened - would put
l That compares with $684 them on a financial par with
of Western Kentucky UniverImillion in the current year.
sity, said the universities decounterparts in borderi The council also will seek their
pend
on the council to "take a
ing states:
$13.9 million. for construction
strong stand" for full funding,
, in the two-year period, $67
The figu-res adopted "not to make us fat and happy,
million for student financial Wednesday represent full
but ... just to get us to averJaid and $26 million for its own
age."
'
formulafunding
in
the
second
· operation.
,
year of the biennium that will
: Jones, who takes office Dec. begin July 1. Kevin Hable, a
· 10, also will be asked to re- council member and former
store $31 million that had to state budget director, said that
be cut from higher education's · was unrealistic.
current budget because the
The formula is "a legitimate
,state
took in .less money ,,than . reflection of !]le true needs of
..._ __
- - · ..
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Education reform's fate linked
.to more teacher time, training
By Jamie Lucke

Sexton said Kentucky's ''teachers are often getting to the point of
FRANKFORT - Several law- desperation" as they struggle to
makers agreed yesterday that edu- translate the legislature's l990 recation reform is in danger of falling forms into classroom reality.
flat unless Kentucky's teachers get
The severe shortage of profesbetter training and more free time sional development opportunities
to plan.
.
forveteran teachers could doom the
The alarm was sounded by reform act, Sexton said. Two years
education advocate Robert Sexton, of substantial salary increases have
executive director of the Prichard made the profession more attracCommittee for Academic Excel- tive, Sexton said, but higher pay
lence, in an appearance before the has not equipped teachers to carry
legislature's joint education com- out major. changes with which they
E.1lttee.
..• ,,__________h_a_v_e_n_o_familiarity or training,
Herald-Leader education writer

including assuming management of
their own schools.
Sexton urged the legislature to
· keep a close watch on plans for
retraining working teachers. He
called for ''real change" in the way
colleges and universities prepare
students to become teachers, questioned the value of requiring all
teachers to earn master's degrees .
and warned that too many barriers
are being placed before people who
want· to switch careers and qualify 1

Cod, ~l ->
jl
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as teachers.
His remarks apparently hit
home. "I'll say 'Amen' to most of
what you said," said Rep. Harry
Moberly, D-Richmond.
Sharp criticism was directed at
universities. "I don't have any feeling now that anything is changing
in the colleges of education ... or in
(teacher) certification," Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles, said.
Rep. Anne Northup, R-Louisville, said she recently heard three
education professors from Eastern
Kentucky University and Western
Kentucky University at a conference who "had nothing good to say
about education reform" and "mis. understood point after point" of the
reform act. She said reform was in
big trouble "if we have to rely on
these people."
··
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, said
he had worried "from Day One that
resistance to retraining teachers
would come from the colleges of
education." He said he hoped the
university presidents "can crack the
· whips over their (education) deans."
Rep. Pat Freiber~ ·R-Lexington,'
· said: ''We keep talking' about higher
· standards for students.... It's time
to talk about different standards for
teacher education."
Teacher education was one of
the major areas bypassed in the
1990 reform act. Lawmakers also
omitted money to fund additional
planning time for teachers.
Sexton urged them to phase in
funding for teacher planning time if
the state cannot afford more.
The board created by the 1990
law to oversee teacher certification
is so snowed under by a backlog of
teacher license revocation cases that
the board's chairwoman, Janice
Weaver, yesterday asked the legislature for a full-time attorney, secretary and• caseworker.
The board, which has heard 12
cases and revoked seven teaching
licenses, has a backlog of 72 cases,
including 22 that involve allegations of some form of child abuse,
said Traci Bliss, executive secretary
of the Education Professional
Standards Board.

Mississippi denies
college racial bias
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Mississippi,
once a bastion of segregation,
clashed yesterday in the Supreme
Court with the Bush administration
and blacks over allegations that the
state's higher education system perpetuates racial bias.
The state's claim that It has integrated its colleges and universities
was disputed by the administration's top courtroom lawyer, who
said freedom for students to enroll
in the college of their choice is not
enough.
Solicitor General Kenneth Starr
said freedom of choice is insufficient to overcome a 120-year history
of separate and unequal education.
The state began desegregating its
colleges in 1962, when James Meredith was admitted to the University
of Mississippi.
Starr said other Southern states
have taken steps to upgrade the
quality of education at formerly allblack schools and have made it
easier for .black students to attend
predominantly white colleges.
''Mississippi has chosen to say
'no' (and instead say), 'we're prepared to litigate to the hilt,' " Starr
said.
But William Goodman, representing Mississippi, said the issue is,
"Can qualified black students freely
choose" their college? "Happily, access to higher education is an accomplished fact" in Mississippi.
Goodman rejected the argument
that the state muii do more.
"The crux of this case is (the) belief that the predominantly black institutions are entitled to be enhanced," Goodman said. It is not up
to the federal courts to order such a
remedy, he said.
·
Alvin Chambliss, representing
black Mississippiians who sued over
unequal education, said the state
still practices "apartheid," or racial
separation.
The justices participated vigor-

ously in the 60minute session,
questioning all
three lawyers.
Justice An• Sollcltor
tonin Scalia General Starr
challenged
argued that
Starr's premise free choice In
that more state not enough
aid for histori- ·
•
cally black institutions will lead to ·
integration.
"Why have blacks not chosen to
go to the better-funded schools?"
Scalia asked. "The solution you propose •.. will reinforce segregation" ;
by making the predominantly black
schools more attractive to black students, he said.
Starr said better financing must
be combined with the elimination of
measures that "channel" black stu•
dents toward schools that once were
all-black.
.
The administration's call for In-.
creased state financial support for~
the historically black colleges is a ·
switch from its original position.
The Justjce Department changed
course last month on orders from
the White' House.
Some black leaders had warned
the administration that continued
underfinancing of black colleges ,
would lead to their demise.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap- ·
peals, in a case that began in 1975,
ruled last year that Mississippi has
ended unlawful segregation.
Critics of the state's higher educa- '
tion system say 86 percent of all
white students attend three over- '
whelmingly white and better-funded!,
universities. More than 70 percent
of the state's black students attend
three historically black and underfunded schools, the critics say. .
The NAACP Legal Defense and '
Educational Fund told the court the 1
case will affect other states, including Alabama, Louisiana, Maryland,
Kentucky, Texa_s an~. ~!!~nsylvani~. _
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selected officials from the
Ashland area Thursday to get
their input on what additional
classes and programs should
be offered at the center.
·'What we offer, how we deThe co mmittee is not
velop our programs, we're not
scheduled to meet again until
certain of,'' he said. "That's
By JIM ROBINSON
Dec. 13, when it will decide
what we're here for, to hear
OF T HE DAILY INDEPENDENT
which names to give to the
from you. We want to find out
where the needs are so that we
board.
MOREHEAD - An execBetween now and then ,
can
put them in our planning
utive recruiter will begin
Heidrick & Struggles Inc. , the
process and try to meet them."
background checks soon on
Dallas recruiting firm MSU
Res idents said Morehead
the final group of candihired to help find a president,
State
may be able to provide
dates seeking to become the
will complete background
cont inuing edu cation pronew president of Morehead
checks on the final group of
grams for a wide range of
State University.
candidates.
Ashland-area workers, from
The size of that group has
The board is expected to
chemical engineers to nurses.
not been disclosed. But
pick the new president after
Bruce Smith, president of
about s ix names will be
the first of the year.
Our
Lady of Bellefonte Hospigiven next month to the
Grote is r etiring at the end
tal,
said
the university may be
school's board of regents,
of
June.
able
to
help the m ed ical
which will decide who will
com munity by offering deThe Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
succeed retiring president
grees in Ashland in health
C. Nelson Grote.
Friday. November 15, 1991
care fields.
A committee conducting
Grote said the university is
the sear ch for the new
committed
to helping meet the
president identified the fi.
educational
needs in Ashland.
nal group at a meeting that
"
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are
in
the business of
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lasted nearly 5 / 2 hours
taking the university to the
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Committee chair man
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'
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y: controver:y ju:t p1 __rt of job
By Glenn Rutherford

'Willingness to be bold'

Herald-Leader Louisville bureau

LOUISVILLE - After a decade at the helm of the University
of Louisville, Donald Swain knows
that his position is sometimes a
lightning rod for controversy,
"I know that part of my job is
to stand up and let people throw
darts at me," he said last week.
And throw darts they do:
• In the last few weeks, Swain
has taken criticism for accepting a
22 percent salary increase - taking his salary to $155,000 a year
- while the university is cutting
its budget by $6.2 million, which
_ will mean laying off some nonacademic employees.
It also comes while the university's faculty senate is considering
asking for a 1 percent pay cut for
all employees making more than
$20,000 a year.
• Late last year, Swain was
criticized for U of L's decision to
play in the Fiesta Bowl in Phoenix, Ariz., after voters in that state
refused to create a holiday in
honor of Martin Luther King Jr.
Several schools rejected offers
to play in the game; U of L said
yes and then pounded the University of Alabama.
Controversy in . Kentucky's
public universities is nothing new.
Survey the list of presidential casualties over the last five years
and you'll find Herb Reinhard at
Morehead State University; Kala
Stroup at Murray State University;
and, last month, John Wolfe at
Kentucky State University, all of
whom left their posts un_der pressure.

Otis Singletary retired quietly
from the presidency at the University of Kentucky, but his successor, David Roselle, left UK abruptly after two years on the job,
But Swain, 60, had seemed
until recently to be a Teflon-coated
university president - maneuvering through the labyrinth of higher education bureaucracy without
making many vocal enemies. And
h~ has become a respected leader
in the Louisville community, even
serving as president of the Chamber of Commerce.

Foes and fans
But the Fiesta Bowl controversy made Swain some enemies.
"That decision was poorly
handled," said Joseph McMillan,
former assistant vice president for
minority affairs at U of L.
. "Everyone in this community
beheved, after they decided to play
out there, that money from that
game would be directed to minorities," said McMillan, now a professor of education at the school:
"There was some money diverted
to the Pan_ African Students program, bu\ m terms of _scholarship
money directed to mmority students, that didn't come."
·Another Swain critic, the Rev.
Louis Coleman, a U of L graduate

and civil rights leader in Louisville,
says the president's administration
"has fostered an attitude of indifference" toward minorities. ·
"He talks about the school's
urban mission, but in fact it has
become more of a suburban mission," Coleman said. He is insensitive and indifferent. I have had
much more success and seen much
better results at the University of
Ke1_1tuc~y and Northern Kentucky
Umvers1ty. There, the administrations respond to the needs of African American students."
But for every Swain critic, there
is a Swain booster.
Former U of L trustee Elaine
"Cissy" Musselman says that
among educators, "Donald Swain is
a giant among pygmies, especially
when it comes to women's issues,
"There is no question that, under the leadership of Donald Swain
the university has become the life'
blood of the community.
"As a direct result of his leadership, there is not a decision made in
this community - from quality of
life decisions to economic development projects - without involving
U of L."
Musselman said that if Swain
were at a private university, "He'd
be ll!aking $250,000 a year,"
11

Swain is making $155,000, courtesy of his board's decision last
summer to increase his salary 22
percent - before Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson announced a revenue
shortfall of $155 million.
Swain met with the U of L
faculty senate and the staff senate
which represents non-faculty em'.
ployees,
"I listened to their complaints
and I tried to explain my position,"
he recalled. "And I think that the
faculty senate understood and accepted my explanation."
But he told both groups he
wasn't about to give back the raise,
which amounted to $27,721 a year.
"I'd hate to try and replace him,
because someone with the kind of
experience and background he has
would cost a lot more," said former
board member Charles McCarty.
McCarty also said that Swain
was constantly getting solicitations
from other colleges and universities.
"He's gained a national reputation. People outside this community
realize what a great job he has
done."

When Donald and Lavinia
Swain arrived in Louisville 10 years
ago from California, they found a
pleasing pace of life - and a
community that had, over the years,
become less involved with the University of Louisville.
"The school had become somewhat insular," Swain explained.
"What the trustees wanted me to do
was make this university once
again a part of the fabric, the
framework of this community,"

. Swain says the school can fulfill
!ts ~rban mission and also expand
its mfluence as a high-quality center for scholarly research and professional education.
"Now more than ever this community depends upon th~ university to produce most of its doctors
lawyers, dentists and engineers " h~
said. "And I'm proud of that:'
Swain said he is also proud that
the Quest for Excellence the fundraising drive in the l~te 1980s
raised $61 million for the school __:
$21 million more than its goal.
He is also happy with the recent
changes in curriculum and focus changes called for in the school's
stretegic plan, "the bible for what
we do around here," he explained.
Those changes involve the reallocation of about $16.4 million in
pr?w:ams and phasing out lowpnonty courses such as geology,
systems science, and food and nutrition.
More elJ?phasis is being placed
on a new five-year education prowam, and on graduate-level studies
m the school of business.
Those changes were necessary
Swain said, because the school'~
student population has changed.
The average age of an undergraduate at U of L is 27, and only 3,000 of
the school's 23,000 students live on
campus.
Swain knew that some of the
changes - proposed earlier this
year - would be controversial.
"There has to be a willingness
;,o be bold; to risk failing," he said.
I caf!le here at just the right time,
at a time when the university needed to take some risks." .
Swain said he plans to stay in
Louisville.
"We consider this our long-term
home, and we want to stay."
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U of L cuts
to take bite
in officials'

budget, too
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
University .of Louisville Vice
President Larry Owsley said yesterday he plans to cut about $750,000
from the administrative department's budget by June 30 without
laying off any permanent. employees.
·However, he did notify 13 temporary custodial employees earlier this
week that their last day of work
would be Dec. 13, Owsley said, They
have worked for six months.
Owsley warned that he still must
complete plans to cut $592,000 - or
3 percent - from next year's budget. He said he doesn't know yet how
that will be done.
U of L is now making $6.8 million
worth of budget cuts ordered by
state government to help cover an
estimated $155 million shortfall in
state revenue this year. The heads
of administrative and academic departments have been planning and
meeting with U of L President Donald Swain to decide how to make
the cuts.
Wallace V. Mann Jr., university
provost - the top academic officer
- said he didn't have final inforination yet for his departments.
However, by not filling' vacancies,
the university's schools and colleges
can reduce the number of people
laid off. He still expects some layoffs, but they should be fewer than

originally anticipated.
Jenny Madden - chairwoman of
the staff senate, which represents
2,700 non-faculty employees - said
she doesn't know what will happen
in departments other than Owsley's
but is optimistic that any layoffs
would be as few as possible.
Owsley spoke at a lunch attended
by about 40 members of U of L administrative departments, which include custodians, accountants, carpenters and building operators. He
manages those departments and
their 700 employees.
Debbie Walker, a clerk in the custodial department, said Owsley's announcement allayed some of her
anxiety.
However, the loss of the 13 temporary custodians, as well as four
others who were notified earlier
that their jobs will end Nov. 27, will
have a significant impact on the department, which has about 220 custodians, Walker said. Some areas
will be cleaned less often, she said.
While permanent employees will
retain their jobs this year, Owsley
said, the cuts will mean significant
changes in how work gets done.
Owsley said he is making the 3.8
percent reduction in his budget this

year primarily by leaving 21 vacancies in his department open for as
long as possible; cutting out
$140,000 for temporary, casual and
overtime work; and eliminating
some planned equipment purchases.
Some vacant jobs will have to be
filled this year, Owsley said, but he
will fill one only when he can eliminate another because of a:n early retirement or resignation.
If more employees work fewer
months in the year - perhaps not
working in some summer months
when things slow down at the university - that could ease the budget
crunch, he said.
And if U of L changes its policy,
allowing workers to cut back hours
to 80 percent of a full-time week
and retain benefits, it could be easi.er to meet next year's cuts.
Madden said she believes the size
of the audience - 250 people and the sharp tone of a meeting last
Thursday between Swain and the
staff senate may have prompted
managers to look harder to find
ways to cut back without laying off
workers.
Swain declined to discuss budget
cuts yesterday, saying he wants to
complete planning before making
further public comment.
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State colleges
expand libraries
by linking them
with computers
By JAY BLANTON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A Berea College freshman
who was doing a paper on the recording industry
recently ran into a problem: Berea's .library had little information on the subject.
But the freshman was able to get the needed materials from Cumberland College, near the Tennessee border - and without ever having to leave Berea, said Tom Kirk, Berea College's library director.
Kentucky's 21 independent colleges - the Council of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities - have joined to produce a data base that provides access to library holdings at each of the small
schools across the state. In effect, it allows a school
like Midway College in Woodford County to expand
its tiny library of little more than 30,000 voluines to
one of 200,000 or 300,000, said Cathy Reilender
Midway's library director.
'
In all, nearly I million holdings are in the data

Sue Bennett College
inaugurates president
LONDON - Former Urbana University chief Paul G. Bunnell
was inaugurated as president of Sue Bennett College yesterday.
Bunnell, 51, a Methodist minister, became the institution's ninth
president. Bunnell succeeds Joan Stivers, 70, who retired this year
after 34 years at Sue Bennett as a teacher, dean and, since January
1990, as president.
The London school has an enrollment of 500 students.
Bunnell is a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan University, the
University of Toledo and United Theological Seminary in Dayton. He
became president of Sue Bennett earlier this year after serving six
years as president of Urbana University in Ohio, about 50 miles west
of Columbus.
Bunnell, a father of two, was also a vice president for
administration and assistant to the president of Defiance College in
Defiance, Ohio, and the pastor of six Ohio churches in 1960-1984.

base, said Christie Robinson, director of Cooperative Library Programs
for the independent colleges.
The data base works this way: A
library's holdings are loaded on to
discs by laser, in a process similar
to the way music is placed on CDs,
Robinson said. Students can then
visit a computer work station on
campus, type in what they are looking for - by subject, author, title or
key word - and find out which library has that information.
If students are interested in
checking out something not available at their school library, the computer network can help them arrange an inter-library loan.
Libraries at many large schools such as the one at the University of
Kentucky, which has more than 2
million volumes - have long had
computer bases, but such technology hasn't been affordable for most
of Kentucky's smaller colleges.

The d~ta base was made possible
by a senes of grants totaling more
than $1 million from the Pew Charitable Trust, the James Graham
Brown Foundation, the Ashland Oil
Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education.
Although the system has been in
operation for only a week, Gary L.
Franklin, a senior at Lindsey Wilson
College in Columbia, has already
used it.
"I found several things that our
school does have, but there were a
lot of matters that were in several
other colleges," he said.
Franklin said he looked up materials on counseling and research
methods, and Christianity.
"I think it will help students who
have a lengthy project to do. And
sometimes an instructor will ask for
several sources, so I think that that
makes it very beneficial," he said.
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Faculty show offers variety
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Every November, Claypool
Young Gallery at Morehead
State University is filled with
works created by faculty
members of its art department. As the department has
grown and established itself,
so has the Annual Faculty
Exhibit.·
This year is no exception.
The work ranges from traditional to non-objective and the
media varies from tiny oil
paintings to monumental
sculpture.
Attributing most to the
show's annual appeal is i_ts
versatility. It contains works
of art that will fit into almost
everyone's taste from the
warm ricl, color and postimpressionist style of painting
instructor Joe Sartor. which
has been a stable part of the

exhibition for many years, to
the monumental stone work of
department head Tom Sternal.
A recent addition to the
faculty, Kurt Coleman, adds a
contemporary abstract point
of view with his two- and
three-dimensional work while
veteran drawing and printing
instructor Bob Franzini (also
currently exhibiting· at the
Ashland Area Art Gallery)
shows continued versatility
with a new collection of fine
monotypes.
The most impressive works
in the exhibit, for this viewer,
are the sculptural works. A
life-size cold-cast bronze titled
"Communovente" by Steve
Tyrone, and consisting of two
classical standing figures
looking skyward, will strike a
moving cord in even the most
passive of viewers. Tyrone, a

ceramic and sculpture instructor, completed the work
with an interesting and effective patina that adds warmth
and life to the cold metal surface of the piece.
"Pylon II," a m9numental
sculpture made from brass,
steel, and animal bones by
sculpture professor Chris
McDavid displays exceptional
ability in the manipulation of
metals and draws further interest as the viewer watches it
sway gently back and forth on
its pylon-shaped base.
·
There are also several
sculptural contributions to the
exhibit created in wood that
deserve mention. Most memorable of these is a series of
five-foot cake forks cut from
totem pole-shaped columns by
the other half of the McDavid
team, Stephanie, who teaches
sculpture and art history at
MSU.

As with most group exhibits, there are always several works that ·don't quite
measure up to the rest, but the
overall impression is of the
growing excellence of the art
department at Morehead State
University.
There are a dozen artists
represented by more than 40
works of art in the show,
which runs through Dec. 13.
The two-story gallery is located in the Claypool Young
Art Building on central campus. Be sure not to miss the
lower level of the gallery as it
holds more than half of the
exhib'it.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays.
MARY BARKER, area artist

and art instructor, wrote this
column.

.
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It's all smiles.
at Morehead
Fick has Eagles anxious
By JIM KEYSER
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The reaction has become common at
Morehead State. Players are
asked about first-year Coach
Dick Fick, and they smile.
It's not your average smile,
though. It's kind of the crazed,
Jack-Nicholson-is-The-Joker
grin. "Wait 'till they get a load
of us," the Eagles seem to be
saying, and it's all because of
Fick.
An assistant at Creighton
for the past five years, Fick
has brought an up-tempo,
pressure-defense style to
Morehead, along with an enthusiasm for the game that
had been missing with the
Eagles.
"He's a very intense person,
and a very good coach," said
Brett Roberts, the team's leading returning scorer and rebounder. "I like him, they
guys like him, and we expect
a turnaround. We think he
will be a great benefit to the
program. He'll get people interested again."
It seems as though he already has. At the team's
media day this week, Fick
talked about his commitment.
to making Morehead State
basketball something to be
proud of.
"People come up on the
streets and to practices and
they want to talk basketball,"
he said. "One guy left me a
note, and I called him. He
couldn't believe it.
"But that's what I love. I
want to talk about basketball.
I'm lucky, because that's all I
do. If people want to talk basketball with me, I'm ready."
Fick also is ready to make
the Eagles an Ohio Valley
Conference· contender. Morehead was 16-13 overall last
season, but only 4-8 in the
OVC, and among those losses
were several blowouts.
This season, they return
three starters and a bunch of
people who played. But with
Fick, none of that really matters.
"There were some guys who
thought they would· play by
default," Fick said. "That
won't be the case. You earn

your time."
Leading the way for the
Eagles will be Roberts, a 6foot-8 forward who has received preseason recognition
for the second straight year. If
he stays healthy, he could be
in· for a dynamite final season.
"Last year, I hurt my ankle
and missed the first nine
games," he said. "Then it took
. me nine games to get into
playing shape. By the time I
got to where I wanted to be,
the season was ·over.
"This season, I have to stay
healthy to be able to put in
valuable minutes. Because
when I'm in there, I have to be
a big factor."
Roberts' help inside will
come from 6-9 Doug Bentz,
who missed all of last season
with a collapsed lung.
"He's in great shape, he's
running real well and he's a
tough kid," Fick said. "I like
that."
Fick admits that, after those
two, the situation is not as
settled.
"Our guards and wings are
not used to the pace we want,"
Fick said. "But they are
working hard and I'm proud
of that."
Among the candidates on
the wing are P .J. Nicholls,
who started most of last season, and Mitch Sowards, who
started the first five games but
blew out a knee and missed
the remainder of the season.
Nicholls' contributions last
season were mostly on the offens i ve end, and that has
hampered him somewhat.
"If you ask P.J. to spell defense, he's up to D-E-F-E-N,"
Fick said. '\As soon as he can
get the rest of the word, he
will play a lot."
·
Another wing player is senior Greg Wheeler, who played
at Boyd County up .until. his
senior season of high school.
Fick said he has been a pleasant surprise. Reese Turner
also will compete for time on
a wing and underneath.
At the point guard, Pat
Tubbs, out of Portsmouth,
seems to have the edge after
starting 25 games last season.
He is backed up by Don
Tyndall and ex-Fairview star
Mike Helton.
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Morehead
pre·sidential:
search panel
trimming list
.

NKU to cut classes, faculty
to offset loss in state funding
Associated Press

.

By RICHARD WILSON

Staff Writer
The committee searching for a
new Morehead State University
president is expected to give the ·
names of the finalists to the board
of regents Dec, 13, the committee
chairman said yesterday,
Wayne Martin, a regent and Lexington television executive, said he
expects his committee to send four
to eight names to the full board for
further consideration. Martin said
he does not know if the names will
be released to the media Dec. 13.
The regents plan to name a successor to President Nelson Grote by
early March. Grote will retire June
30, 1992, after serving as president
since 1987, The new president will
take office July I.
''We're pleased with the qualifications of the candidates, and I think
we've made good progress toward
identifying those candidates whose
names potentially will be presented
to the board in December," Martin
said.
The nine-member search panel
received nominations of or applications froin 177 people, and 133 of
them consented to be considered for
the presidency, he added.
Although Martin said that no one
has been officially eliminated from
consideration, he noted that the
panel and a consultant are primarily
dealing with a small group from
which the finalists' names will be
drawn. He declined to name how
many people were in the gro_up, or
how many of them were either Kentuckians or employed in Kentucky.
Interviews with the finalists will
probably begin early next year,
Martin said. ··

measures because Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson is trying to cover a $155
million deficit in the state budget.
· The governor said $85 millio~
must come from cuts in agencies'
budgets. Of that amount, highe1
education has been asked to give up
$31.6 million. Earlier this month,
the Council· on Higher Educatio~
told the institutions they would havE
to cut their budgets about 5 percent
NKU already had made signifi.
cant cuts in equipment purchases.
travel, operating expenses and visit•
ing lecturers, said David Jorns, thE
university's provost and vice president for academic affairs.

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. Students at Northern Kentucky Uni.versity will have 113 fewer classes to
choose from next semester, and several dozen part-time faculty members won't have jobs.
NKU is taking the measures to
offset the loss of $1.1 million in state
funding.
"My philosophy is to seive areas
as much· as we can," NKU President
Leon Boothe said. "Unfortunately,
we must live within the resources
available to us."
NKU and other Kentucky universities must take money-saving
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Excellent choice
Kentucky Education
Commissioner Thomas Boysen has made an excellent
choice in naming Bill Redwine, director of alumni relat ions at Morehead State
University, to the Rowan
County Board of Education.
Redwine fills the vacancy
created by the death of longti me board chairman Dr.
William Proudfoot.
The vacancy was the first
to be filled in Rowan County
under a procedure e~
tablished by the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act.
A special three-person panel
- none with direct connections to the Rowan County
School District - interviewed candidates for the
vacancy and recommended
Redwine to Boysen.
Red wine ' s appoi ntment
will help assure that a close
work relationship continues
between Morehead State
University and the county's
public schools. That cooperative spirit has resulted in
dramatic improvements in
the county's schools during
the past decade.
Redwine is young, bright
a nd art iculate. We congr?tulate him on his appointment.

OF T HE D AILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - A Morehead
State Un iver s ity dorm itory
was reopened this morning
after a n appare nt chemical
leak forced its evacua tion 12
hours earlier.
Spokeswoman Judy Yancy
said investigators still have
been unable to determine the
source of the problem at
Regents Hall tha t forced 150
students to leave a nd sent
eight to the hospital.
The lea k was repo rted
shortly after 10 p.m. by students on the second floor of
the all-female dorm. They said
they exper ienced scratchy
throats, burning noses and
nausea. said Deputy State Fire
Marshal Ken J ohnson.
The fir t two or three firefighters who went in to inves tigate reported simi lar
symptoms and had to leave
the building. Johnson said.
None was hospitalized.
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Nearly ready
The long-anticipated move
of Morehead State University
into the former Ashland Oil
I nc. headquarters at 14th
Street and Winchester Avenue is about to become a
reality. MSU President Nelson Grote announced last
week that work on the portion of the building the university will occupy should be
completed by Christmas.
Morehead State plans to
offer upper level u n dergraduate courses in Ashland
that wil make it possible to
students to earn degrees in
business, education and paralegal studies without leaving Ashland. The students
will take lower level courses
from Ashland Community
College and upper level
courses at Morehead Ashland
Center. MSU also will offer a
variety of other undergraduate and graduate courses in Ashland.
The beginning of classes in
the old AOI building is a major step in the revitalization
of downtown. The hundreds
of students MSU should attract to the building can only
be a boost to businesses in
the area.

Apparent chemical leak
caused 12-hour evacuation
By JIM ROBINSON

.i=

Johnson said he was unable
to detect any hazardous substances in the dorm during an
inspection Sunday night.
A spokeswoman a t St. Claire
Medical Center in Morehead
identified the eight students
treated there as Stacey Fischer. Denise Uulhop, Melissa
Stahl. Susan Reed. Tracey
Hamer, Ginger Daniel, Steve
Stockland and Edward Wilson.
All were released.
Yancy said Stockland and
Wilson were visiting the
dorm.
The eight students were on
the second floor of the fourstory structure, which has
room for 220 students.
While th e source of the
chemical leak remains a mystery. Johnson said a leaking
can ister of some type of liquid. like cleaning fluid. is the
most logical explanation for it.
..Theoretically. it's possible
that something was released
on a f1001 :: nd has si nce
cleared out:· he said.

The leak wa initially reported as a natural gas leak,
but Johnson said that explanat ion was unlikely because the gas pipes a re in the
basement of the building.
Yancy said evacuated students were given the option of
staying in the basement of
Thompson Ha ll or w i th
friends.
Johnson said the reported
symp toms were consistent
w ith th e effec ts o f many
chemicals.
"It can be about anything,"
he said.

•
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twirler lines up support
of EKU alumni across U.S.
Still featured at football
games after 40 years
By GEORGE W OLFFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

PRESTONSBURG - Juanita
"Boots" Adams, who has twirled baton for Eastern Kentucky University football
games since her high-school
days 40 years ago, now drums
up support among EKU alumni across the nation.
Adams was lead majorette
during her college days (195256) and has reprised her
homecoming role each year
since 1974· at the front of the
school's alumni band. But this
year she had to forego that
tradition to take care of her
duties as new president of
Eastern's alumni association.
Adams, a native of Richmond, attended Eas.tern's
Model High School, an oncampus training school for
teachers. As a band member,
and later twirler, she participated with college majorettes
from the seventh grade on.
She's been active in sports
and music since high school
days at Model.
"It was a choice between
tennis and baton, I guess, and
I chose baton. We were an
athletic class, and always
skipped lunch to go to the
Weaver Health Building for a
game."

But she says the years are
catching up to her twirling.
"Since I turned 50. arthritis
is taking a small toll," she
said. "I tell the girls, 'Do as I
say do, not as I do,' as I get up
off the floor."
Eastern President Hanley
Funderburk said Adams was
active in alumni affairs when
he came to the school seven
years ago.
"She loves this institution
and cares about it, and drives
many miles and spends many
hours working for Eastern
Kentucky University," he
said. "We're happy to have a
person like her as national
president."
Funderburk said that a report of the Alumni Foundation
on Homecoming Day said do. nations had come from every
state except Alaska.
"Later, out on the football
field, she ran into a student
from Alaska, and by the time I
saw her she told me that we
had donations from all 50
states. That tells you what
kind of alumni president we
have - always thinking about
the university."

1""'w=r1t=m=•··ON=:=,n=A=i=iaa=
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" ..-My first recollections of
Eastern are seeing her at
every homecoming for 25
years," said Larry Bailey, ex:
ecutive director of the alumm
association. "The fans always
look forward to that halftime
show."
"I had a good experience at
Eastern," Adams said, "and
most who have had that experience are interested as alumni in what is happening on
campus, what the future is for
young people there today.
Everyone thinks his or her
own time on campus was the
most wonderful, the best era
of all.
"To think that I've had the
honor of being president of
this group, representing more
than 60,000 graduates, I'm still
in awe," she said. "Usually
I'm standing behind the door."
That's not exactly true.
Adams plunged into community service after her husband set up his medical practice in Prestonsburg, his
hometown, in 1961. Since then
she has headed both the junior
woman's and the woman's
club; founded the Miss Floyd
County pageant; and volunteered as a helper at the
Jenny Wiley Summer Music
Theater.
But she remains best-known
for her twirling and teaching,
which includes a commercial
school for grade-schoolers and
volunteer coaching for the

high-school majorettes. One of
the elementary schools she
works with is named for her
husband, a longtime member
of the Floyd County Board of
Education before his last term
ended about a year ago.
"She works with our majorettes, trains them, and it
. would be difficult for us to
have majorettes without her,"
said Prestonsburg High Principal Robert May. "She doesn't
just coach the high-school
team she works with the girls
from 'first grade on. We've just
been very pleased she's helped
us all these years."
"Ever since I moved here,
people have been very nice,"
Adams sa:id. "I approach a
situation in a positive manner
and try to have my act together and worked out when I
present it. I also know there
are a lot of other programs
going on and you have t6
learn to be flexible, work with
people and cooperate."
Bailey said that attitude has
been evident in Adams' work
with alumni.
"She and Doug are both
EKU grads. She's a Richmond
native and a natural for the
position. She's well-liked,
meets people well, and has a
high and positive visibility.
I've really enjoyed working
with her."
Working together is main!:,_,
gladhanding, binding alumm
together, especially at campus
events and in chapter meetings across the eastern United
States.
Adams, Bailey and others
have visited three Florida
chapters and graduates meeting in Columbus, Ohio.
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""Slate ranks 50th in graduation statistics
LOUISVILLE - Kentucky ranks next to last out of the 50 states
and the District of Columbia in the number of people age 25 and over
who a~e high school graduates, according to recent Census Bureau
statistics.
The bureau said that 64.7 percent of all Kentuckians in the age
group had a high· school diploma as of March 1989. That compared
with 53 percent and a ranking of 50th 10 years ago.
Only Alabama, with a 63.2 percent completion rate, ranked worse
than Kentucky. Leading the list were Utah and Washington, which
had completion rates of 88.2 percent. Of the surrounding states,
Indiana ranked 26th, Ohio 28th, Illinois 30th and Tennessee 49th.
Wendell McCourt, of the state Department of Education's Office
bf Information Services, said yesterday that the statistics released
last week were a little deceiving because all residents are polled.
· "They are asking this of 50- and 60- and 70-year-olds," McCourt
said. "It doesn't reflect the current educational trend in the state."
McCourt said the state's latest statistics show that 66.6 percent of
all ninth graders went on to graduate from high school in 1989.
The Census Bureau also estimated . the percentage of state
residents with four or more years of college. Kentucky ranked 46th
with 14.9 percent. At the top was the District of Columbia, with a 35.2
percent college completion rate.
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Judge d1~111isses students' suit
against minority scholars~ips ·
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press

•,.·

. WASHINGTON A federal
judge bas dismissed a lawsuit by
seven white college students who
'sought to force the government to
bar tax-supported institutions from
awarding minority scholarships.
' ·the Education Department
·shiiuld be allowed to complete a revfow of its policy on minority scholat!iitlps without court interference,
0:5. District Judge Stanley Sporkin
said'in a ruling released yesterday.
: 'E11ucation Secretary Lamar Alexander said last week he would announce a decision on the controversial issue by next week. He refused
fo 'say whether he would allow
sclfools to use public funds for miilolity scholarships, and he predicted the issue would wind up before
the Supreme Court.
'· The seven students, represented
the conservative Washington Legal·Foundation, said minority scholarships violate the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, which .bars awarding financial
aid· '-'based solely ~n the race of the
·recipient."
However, Sporkin said any discrimination lawsuits should be
brought against the colleges involved, not against the Education
Department.
" The Education Department
sparked a storm of controversy last
I?ecember when it advis~d promo!-

lly

'

.

ers of the Fiesta Bowl football game
between the University of Louisville
and the University of Alabama that
it would be illegal to set aside money for minority scholarships. The
agency later modified its ruling to
let tax-supported colleges offer minority scholarships as long as they
are financed with earmarked private donations.
The government gave institutions
four years to comply with the policy, which could be modified again
when' Alexander announces the results of his review.
Requiring the Education Depart-

ment to use a "race neutral" standard for scholarships "might well
have the effect of depriving disadvantaged citizens of the opportunity
to obtain the education necessary to
achieve true equality," Sporkin
said.
However, Richard Samp, chief
counsel of the Washington Legal
Foundation, said yesterday the Education Department has been "providing federal funding to schools
that engage in racial discrimination."
Samp said the plaintiffs did not
object to considering race as one
factor in an effort to promote diversity in higher education. "What we
find most objectionable are those
programs that set up quotas," he
said.
Samp said an appeal of yesterday's ruling was likely.

s·uK students wi11 ·promote school across state
By Ernest Sander
Herald-Leader staff writer

Five University of Kentucky
students will get a taste of the
world of diplomacy this year, as UK
Ambassadors.
They are seniors Brad Chambliss of Hardinsburg, David Hasler of
Lexington, Christa Collins of Villa
Hills, and juniors Kimberly Mayo of
Louisville and Jon Ragan Jr. of
Bowling Green.
UK President Charles Wethington announced the appointments
yesterday.
Each student will spend about
10 hours a week meeting with
groups throughout the state, including J:,igh school students, civic and
alumni organizations. They will be
answering questions student life at
UK
The student ambassadors will

receive $1,000 scholarships per semester for one yeµr.
"UK's image needs to be
brought in line with its progress,"
said Chambliss, explain.ing the reason for the program. "We have a
very simple mission: to make sure
. that UK is not one of 'UK's best
kept secrets.' "
The students were selected during the summer, based on recommendations from university faculty
and staff. Since the school year
began, they have been meeting with
university administrators twice a
week to prepare for their visits.
"When I was in high school, it
was always UK as the college of
last resort. That bothered me," said
Hasler. "It is far from a college of
last resort."
Groups interested in having an
ambassador visit can call 606-2575100.
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UK students to promote university
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Five students have been selected by the
University of Kentucky to travel the state promoting the university.
The students, who were introduced at a news conference yesterday, will speak to civic and community organizations and alumni
gatherings as well as at high schools.
Each student receives a $1,000 scholarship each semester for
one year.
They are: 'Christa Collins, a senior from Villa Hills; Brad
Chambliss, a senior from Hardinsburg; David Hasler, a senior
from Lexington; Kimberly Mayo, a junior from Louisville; and Jon
Ragan Jr., a junior from Bowling Green. The students were chosen earlier this year through recommendations and interviews.
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,Ms U expects to pick new president soon

The committee searching for a new Morehead
State University president is expected to give the names of the
finalists to the board of regents Dec. 13, the committee chairman said.
Wayne Martin, a regent and Lexington television executive, said
Monday that he expected his committee to send four to eight names
to the full board for further consideration. Martin said he did not
know whether the names would be released to the news media Dec.
13.
The regents plan to name a successor to President Nelson Grote
by early March. Grote will retire June 30, 1992, after being president
since 1987. The new president will take office July 1.
The nine-member search panel received nominations of or
applications from 177 people, and 133 of them consented to be
considered for the presidency, Martin said.
MOREHEAD -

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •

606-783-2030
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Wolfe turns over keys to KSU hom,

_FRANKFORT, Ky. - John T, Wolfe Jr. turned over his keys
Hillcrest Place - the house that played a decorated role in t
resignation as president of Kentucky State University - on Mo
day.
·
By early afternoon, the locks already had been changed at tl
official residence, Housekeeping and maintenance staff had b
gun preparing the house for President Mary Smith, who cou
move there late this week or early next week.
Wolfe, who had been president for 15 months, resigned Oct, 1
the day he was supposed to answer charges of misconduct, n
glect of duty and immorality,
. In Sept~mber, regents had asked him to resign and canceled h
mauguration after he gave himself a raise in apparent violation ,
his contract and spent nearly $100,000 improving Hillcrest Plac
In addition to dropping the charges, the regents agreed to p,
Wol~e $73,228 for being a consultant until July 31 and $9,000 f<
movmg expenses.
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-$1 million Toyota gift
spurs UK _library drive
By Robert Kaiser
Herald-Leader staff writer

·Fund-raising for a new Univer•
sity of Kentucky library edged toward the halfway point yesterday
with the help· of a $1 million
donation from Toyota.
The corporate gift, the second
from Toyota Motor Manufacturing
U.S.A. Inc., shifts into higher gear a
campaign whose scope and intensity exceeds anything_ UK has undertaken.
"I'm thunderstruck at those private gifts," said faculty member
Marcus T. McEllistrem, president of
the university senate. "Those are

tremendous."
Although other projects have
drawn large private · donations,
McEllistrem said, "the library campaign outpaces all those things."
Toyota's gift brings the amount
raised to $8.17 million, UK spokesman Bernie Vonderheide said. The
university plans to raise $20 million
in private .donations, then ask the
state legislature for the rest of the
$58 million needed for the library,
Vonderheide said.
· The fund-raising drive seeks to
raise $12 million for construction of
the new Lexington campus library;
$5 million to increase the library's
endowment; and $3 million for an
endowment fund to buy new books
as part of a National Endowment
for the Humanities challenge grant.
. UK President Charles T. Wethington Jr. said yesterday that the
university had raised 75 percent of
the humanities endowment fund
and expected to meet the goal this
fiscal year. Vonderheide said UK
was within $800,000 of that $3
million goal.

Construction of the library,
Wethington said, "will signal that
Kentucky - and its land grant
university - is serious about becoming a national leader in higher
education."
It was the second time Toyota
had given $1 million toward UK's
Commonwealth Library Campaign.
The first, in 1989, was earmarked
for the humanities endowment Yesterday's donation was for construction of the library,
Lexington businessman and civic leader William T. Young gave
the fund-raising drive its biggest
boost Oct. 18 with a $5 million
donation. Young's : gift, giyen
through his family's foundation,
was the largest cash gift an alumnus has given to UK.
Yesterday's announcement of
Toyota's gift came at a short news
conference at UK's M.I. King Li- .
brary amid students quietly poring
over textbooks.

Some employees say that al- .
though they support the new library, they are displeased about the
pressure they feel during hard
times to give money for the library.

The campaign is UK's largest
undertaking, Vonderhe,ide said, and
includes community colleges ~nd
agricultural extension offices.

But McE!listrem and history
professor Raymond Betts said they
had hearp no complaints from faculty or staff - only support.

University employees have been
gathered in a series of meetings,
been shown inspirational videos
and asked to solicit donations from
colleagues.
Targeted in the "family campaign" just under way are faculty,
staff and retirees, UK libraries director Paul Willis said.
The goal is 100 percent participaton, Vonderheide said.

"From what I have heard, all
intention is that no pressure will be
· applied at all," Betts said.

UK has run public-service announcements in newspapers and on
television and radio soliciting donations for the library. On campus,
posters have been hung and brochures have been sent to faculty
and staff. Employees can fill out
payroll-deduction forms indicating
how much they want to give. They
also have the option of giving a
single gift or nothing at all.
Those who give enough are
rewarded by having their names
put on bookplates, chairs or rooms
at the library,
Besides the contributions from
Young and Toyota, students, faculty and staff also have raised money,
Vonderheide said.
·

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Toyota gives another: $1 million to UK
for library; $12 million more is needed
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of
Kentucky's private fund-raising effort to
help build a new campus library received
another boost yesterday when Toyota Motor Manufacturing U.S.A. Inc. donated
$1 million:
The donation was announced by Fujio
Cho, president and chief executive officer
of the Georaetown plant. "Toyota is proud
to be part of such an outstanding effort to
improve education and the quality of life in
Kentucky," he said at UK's current library.
"We hope our donation will entice many
other private contributions to this effort."
UK President Charles Wethington Jr:

called the grant ''an immeasurable ·benefit,"
and said,. "We express our appreciation to
you on behalf of the thousands of students,
faculty and staff at the University of Kentucky and on behalf of Kentuckians in every
county across the commonwealth."
UK is trying to raise $12 million from private sources for the $58 million library. The
remaining $46 million is being sought from
the state through a bond sale. The project,
which needs the General Assembly's approval, is the ..second most expensive proposed higher-education facility in the state's
history. The most expensive was the Humana Hospital-University of Louisville
medical complex, which cost nearly
$64 million when completed more than a
decade ago.

Besides the $12 million in private funding
for the library's construction, UK also is try'
ing to tap private sources for an additional
$8 million for endowments, including a humanities book endowment. So far, UK has
raised more than $8 million of the $20 million.
With ·yesterday's donation, and $1 million
given to the book endowment in 1989, Toyota is the project's largest corporate donor.
The largest· single gift, however, was last
month's $5 million donation by alumnus
William T. Young, a Lexington businessman and civic leader.
Wethington noted that Toyota had been
generous with other contributions
to various UK colleges. "Toyota has
clearly demonstrated its commitment to higher education," Wethington said.
The new state-of-the art library
will house UK's central and life-sciences libraries within its 387,000
square feet. It will have seating for
3,000 users, or about 13 percent of
the school's students. It also will include sophisticated informational
technology to increase and improve
services to other Kentucky libraries,
including UK's community colleges,
other state campuses and public libraries.
The tentative site is on· the east
side of Rose Street in the Clifton
Heights area.
While the library is UK's top construction priority for the legislative
session beginning in January, it was
recently ranked as only the fifth
statewide by the state Council on
Higher Education. Three other UK
projects - a mechanical engineering building and community college
facilities on the Lexington and Ashland campuses - were ahead of the
library.
But Wethington said yesterday
th~t the library remains his top prionty for state funding, even if it
does not win Gov.-elect Brereton
Jones' blessing.
"I will continue to push as hard
for this project as I can until we get
it built," Wethington said, adding
that he will lobby the legislature if
needed.
Wethington acknowledged that
money for construction will be tight
in the 1992 session. "But I've said
before, and I'll say again, even in
the toughest of times, there are always some good new projects that
get funded."
Wethington also said the estimated $4.5 million in annual debt service to support bonds to finance the
library's construction would not be
needed until 1993-94, the second
year of the coming biennium.

Panel finishes job of fleshing out school-reform act's skeleton
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
·
, FRANKFORT, Ky. - A panel responsible
for giving life to the heart of Kentucky's
school-reform effort wound up its vital task
with a flourish yesterday, approving the
kinds of learning that will define successful
learning and successful schools.
The state Council on School Performance
Standards also spelled out ways the state
will assess other hallmarks of good school
performance. Schools will be expected to
improve attendance, lower the dropout rate,
reduce the number of students who are held
back, reduce physical and mental-health
barriers to learning and ensure that most
students make a successful transition to
work, college or military service.
The council beat its Dec. I deadline by 11
days. Its role in education reforn1 done, it
will· now dissolve. But on the eve of its demise,. some of its 12 members voiced con'.
cern that elements crucial to the total
school-reform scheme remain lacking.
The council went beyond its assigned
mission to recommend a stronger, clearer
requirement that teachers and principals
get the training they'll need to meet the
radically changed dem"cnds placed on
schools.
"If these teachers aren't better-prepared,
the whole thing will fall on its face," said
council member Barney Tucker of Lexington. "That's the weak link in the whole
(Kentucky Education Reform) Act.... It's ·
like having the finest train with no engineer."
Panel members,' who have labored for
nearly three years to define what Kentucky
children should know and be able to do,
will hand over to the state Board for Elementary and· Secondary Education a 250page document that spells out 75 "valued
outcomes" for Kentucky schools. These are
specific, measurable skills that flesh out the
six learning goals set forth in the reform
law.
For example, the goal of teaching students to use basic communication and math
skills is broken into 16 components, such as

the abilities to o~serve, listen, compute,
measure and classify. With the help of 125
educators on 11 task forces, the council has
also recommended tasks that can be used to
measure student mastery of each skill in
each grade.
A separate task force decided on target
rates and formulas for computing the attendance and dropout rates and other nonlearning goals. Those, too, were adopted by
the 12-member council yesterday.
·
To a .point, the council's work has •the
force of law. The state school board ·must
accept the way the council has translated
broad learning goals into measurable skills.
In that respect, "the buck starts here ...
and it ends here," said council
member Henry Pogue of Fort
Thomas, a former chairman of the
state school board.
It now becomes the job of the
state board - together with a testing firm, Advanced Systems in
. Measurement & Evaluation of New

students hold a job or attend col)ege, bu~ how well they are perfonnm'1. Domg. that will probably reqmre focusmg on a sample, rather
than all graduates he said·
C~uncil membe~ Gary Dodd of
Lex!ngton said a review panel of
busmess and community leaders
thought the standards' post-school
categorie~ of ~obs, college or military _selV!ce nught need broadening .;, ll ll " 'cl ·c .,, 6
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Corps volunteers and missionaries fill c: " "" S ~ "" '.:Cre. atedbY Gov. Wallace Wilkin-· -.->c
_.,
., b'l,.li; :!l -~
., o:t~1;l
son m early 1989, the Council on F= ~ 1ii ~ 2: -5 :; ~
School Performance Standards set . .8 "2 al - O
al B
out to determine what Kentucky ~ - "' J:: .Sl ....; §' lil- »
children should know and be able to .8 "" :t 'cl ~ ~ "" ~ la •
do. In June of that year, a landmark en
u""'
o-·
f . . . .o ~:,,A"
.c: El
..,
8~
Kentucky Supreme Court decision ~ o c: -!2. al ] 8 ;.:, al t "
upstaged
the council's
work by .a
u
§ 1l 8 u iii ; E
~:C
•
'
.._.-.:I 0:=
cl:S
8
sweepmg away the existing system. c: 5 ~ -5 ·" ~ .f!l .Sl .; '.
Based in part on a telephone sur- ~ · c5 'El · § ·,: -5 !1; ·: 1
vey of some 600 Kentuckians the '"" f:! ..8 § ~ 8 ·3 ~ ~ -: -'
·
'
o!:3uoo
oc .. -~
counc1·1·d
1 enllfied
six learning goals
,,..
,- "' u "" ..,
"
8,

each learning and non-learning
Hainpshire - tci.devise a system of
standard will count in the overall
tests, student tasks and other measdete~ination ?f school success.
ures that will gauge schools' sucCounc!l ~ecullve_ Director Roger
cess at meeting all the learning and
Pankra~ 1s certam that learning
non-learning goals.
goals will carry greater weight than
That assessment system will inthose such as attendance rate and
volve comparing results in alternate
students' post-school success.
years for a statewide sample of stu~t~ess~g the need for teacher
dents in grades four, eight and 12 to
trammg 1f schools are to meet goals
determine which schools are meetPankratz said teachers must get
ing, exceeding or falling short of
used
to the notion that all children
benchmark rates of improvement.
Those results, in turn, will be whatever their disadvantages ca~
used to target some schools for cash s~cceed !n school with the 'right
rewards for staff members, ·and oth- kinds of mstruction and support.
ers to receive special state help. If . "That's a different way of thinkschools that get the special help still mg than we have in many of our
fall below standards, they could be schools," he said. ·
Council members also had
taken over by the state and their
students could transfer to more suc- qualms about whether students can
be successfully tracked after they
cessful schools.
The state board will also set the leave school. Pankratz said there
expected rate of school improve- ~hould be an effort to find out not
ment and will decide how much Just whether former public-school
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EKU men,
women earn
top spots
in OVC poll
By Rick Bailey
Herald-Leader staff writer

Call it a daily double.
The "wager" was a pre-season
poll for men's and women's basketball in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The "payoff' for both Eastern
Kentucky programs was the favorites' role for the coming season.
OK, it was a dead heat between
the Eastern men and Middle Tennessee, but both Colonels' programs
will be the target of OVC foes,
according to the poll of coaches and
sports information directors released here yesterday at the
league's media day.
The Eastern men received six
first-place votes and Middle had
five. But the teams totaled 86
points, three more than four-time
defending champion Murray State.
The Lady Colonels had seven
first-place votes and 87 points, five
more than Tennessee Tech, the twotime defending champion.
Eastern men's coach Mike Pollio
took the pre-season ranking with
mixed emotion.
"My first year, we were picked
sixth," Pollio said. "Last year, we
were third or fourth."
Eastern is favored this time, in
part because four starters return
fro~ last year's 19-10 team, including seniors Jamie Ross, Mike Smith
and Kirk Greathouse.
"This senior group has a lot to
be proud of," Pollio said. The seniors have raised their victory total
from seven as freshmen to 13 to 19.
"We've also had the second-best
record behind Murray the last two
years," Pollio said, "and no one has
been all-conference."
Ross, Smith and sophomore
John Allen are on the pre-season
All-OVC second team. Allen was
freshman of the year last season.
"This is just hype," Ross said
about the pre-season ranking. "I'd
rather be picked last and sneak up
on teams. But this is making us
work harder. This is my last goaround. It will be fun."
Eastern women's ·coach Larry
Inman was "proud but realistic"
about the No. 1 ranking.
"This is probably the finest
group of athletes I've put on the
floor since I've been at Eastern,"
Inman said. "l hope the president
doesn't read that."
The Lady Colonels placed two
players on the pre-season all-conference team: guard Angie Cox and
center Jaree Goodin.
Cox, a second-team All-American "has a lot to live up to," Inman
said. "It's a big responsibility to
carry that load."
Inman also is counting on point

OVC picks
MEN
Tht prt ••••on Ohto Valley C,o nftrt"" prediction, and Atl•Conft renct team, a, ¥o4ed by
the league'■ baHetball coadlea:
4

guard Cheryl Jones. "She finds the
Team
Point•
open people, and she's a lot more
1 Eastern Kentucky ........... . .. 86
(tie) Middle Tennessee ........... 86
confident player," he said. .
3 Murray State ................. 83
The Morehead State men were
4 Austin Peay ............. . .. .. 54
picked sixth in Coach Dick Fick's
5 Tennessee Tech ............. .. 49
rookie year.
6 Morehead State ............... 41
7 Southeast Missouri ............ 34
Fick had three things in mind
8 Tennessee Slate ..... . ........ 15
when he took the Morehead job:
[nstill pride in the program, focus
ALL-OVC
on recruiting and run an up-tempo
First team
Player, school
Position
game. The Eagles have three transPopeye Jones, Murray Slate ...... C
fers sitting out this.year and signed
Warren Kidd, Middle Tenn........ C
four prospects last week.
LaMonte Ware. Austin Peay . . . . . . F
Van Usher, Tennessee Tech ...... G
And in two exhibition games,
Brett Roberts, Morehead St. . . . . . . F
Morehead has averaged 118.5
Second team
points on offense and allowed an
Frank Allen, Murray ... .......... G
average of 82 points. The Eagles
Jamie Ross, Eastern ............. G
averaged 90 shots in the two
John Allen, Eastern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F
Mike Smith, Eastern ............. C
games.
Kevin Howard, Tennessee St. ..... G
All of which pleases forward
WOMEN
Brett Roberts, the professional baseTeam
Points
ball pitcher who was named to the
1 Eastern Kentucky .............. 87
pre-season OVC first team.
2 Tennessee Tech ............... 82
"We like the style we're play3 Middle Tennessee .......... ... 76
4 Morehead Slate ............... 55
ing," Roberts said. "We try to score
5 Southeast Missouri ............ 50
as much as we can. We also hope to
6 Tennessee Slate ........... .. . 40
out-condition the other team and
7 Austin Peay .............. .... 30
see if they can last with us."
8 Murray State ................. 28
ALL-OVC
Roberts negotiated his baseball
First
team
contract with the Minnesota Twins
Player, school
Position
to assure his return for his senior
Angie Cox, Eastern Ky. . ......... G
season.
Priscilla Robinson, Middle Tenn ... C-F
Jaree Goodin. Eastern ........... C
"I didn't want to sit back years
Julie Magrane. Morehead St .... C-F
from now and wish I'd played," he
Beverly Smith, Morehead ........ C-F
said. "I liked Coach Fick's ideas
Second team
about the way we play. I want to
Renee Rogliardi. SE Missouri . . . . . F
Julie Pinson, Murray State ........ G
have fun this year."
Dana Scott, Tennessee Tech ...... G
The Morehead women were
Sonya Campbell, Tennessee State . C
ranked fourth. Center-forwards Julie
Beth Ousley. Morehead ........ G-F
Magrane and Beverly Smith made
the pre-season first team. Guardforward Beth Ousley was on the eye Jones made that a ~mer:it
yesterday. He will be seeking his
second unit.
third straight OVC Player of the
Year award this season.
No more robots
"On the offensive end, we're a
A change has come to the lot looser and we have more freeMurray offense with the coaching dom," Jones said. "We're not playregime of Scott Edgar, who re- ing like robots, and [ like that. (In
placed Steve Newton, the new coach the past) [ had to run to a spot.
at South Carolina.
Coach Edgar is letting the big guys
No less an authority than Pop- have the ball and run the break."
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Shimer's team earns bronze
Special to The Herald-Leader

The American sled USA l, driv~n by former Morepead State foot9all player Brian Shimer, captured
a bronze medal in the season's first
World Cup two-man bobsled comJi)etition at Calgary, Alberta, recentty.
I

; Jeff W~ard of Schenectady,
N.Y., was Sh1mer's brakeman.
; USA f's two-run composite time
Gf 1 minute, 55.56 seconds trailed
only Rudi Lochner-Markus Zimmerman of Germany (1:55.20) and Greg
Haydenluck-David MacEachern of
Canada (1:55.43).
, Shimer and Woodard have already been named to the 1992 U.S.
Olympic team.
Shimer, a former Florida high
school wrestling champion at 159
pounds from aples. Fla.·, was the

brakeman on the USA II four-man
sled at the 1988 Calgary Olympic
Games. He was named Morehead's
Rookie of the Year as a tailback in
1980. However, knee injuries limited
his play to two full seasons and two
partial seasons for the Eagles, at
running back and wide receiver.
Shimer earned a degree in industrial technology from Morehead
in 1985.
A recruiting drive by the U.S.
Bobsled and Skeleton (Luge) Association in 1985 sought to introduce
athletes to the sport, which is how
Shimer came to be involved in the
sport.
In 1987, Shimer teamed with
Scott Pladel, Jim Herberich and
Matt Roy to win overall World Cup
championship in 1987. The same
foursome finished 16th at the Calgary Olympics.
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UK students
to demonstrate
against Kernel
on AIDS column
By Tonja Will
Herald-Leader staff writer

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030

The Daily Independent, Ashland. Kentucky

Rowan

may get
jail for
juveniles:.
4 sites under
consideration

Outraged University of Kentucky students
called yesterday for a demonstration against
the Kentucky Kernel because of a column by
By JIM ROBINSON
one of the paper's editors playing down the
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
spread of AIDS.
"AIDS is not an epidemic. It still is
MOREHEAD - Rowar1··
primarily a homosexual male disease," Alan
County
may become the home.
Cornett wrote in the Nov. 12 issue of the UK
of
a
regional
jail for juvenile
student newspaper.
offenders.
Cornett, the Kernel's editorial page editor,
The state is considering four
wrote that acquired immune deficiency synsites in the county for the $1
drome does not deserve more attention than
million detention center,
cancer and heart disease.
which initially would house 12
"Everyone who has AIDS has it because
prisoners and could be. exsomeone was involved in illicit- behavior," he
panded to hold 32.
·
wrote. "This is not to say that innocents are
While completion of the jail
not affected."
'
is at least two years away,
In response to the column, a candlelight
Judge-Executive Clyde
demonstration will be held in front of the
Thomas said the 15 to 20 jobs
Enoch Grehan Journalism building tonight at
it would create may be worth
6:30, organizers said,
·
the $50,000 to $100,000 a year it
"He says AIDS is not an epiwould cost the county to opdemic. In fact, it is a pandemic,"
erate.
said Tom Murphy, a UK senior who
Unlike the new •jail for
helped organize the rally. A panadults the county opened last
demic is a disease spread over a
year, the juvenile jail wouldn't
cost the county any money for
wide area and affecting an overwhelming number of people.
construction or start up, according to the proposal.
"(We warit) to make sure the
Thomas said the state would
correct information is displayed as
foot the $1 million construcblatantly as possible," Murphy.
tion bill and give the county
Cornett, 21, said in an interview
$250,000 for initial costs if the
that AIDS is technically"an epidemcounty chose to operate the
ic. He said, however, that "the word
jail.
epidemic carries with it a very
Rowan County now pays
strong connotation that I don't
Johnson County $60 a day to
think it is."
house juveniles at the Big
"! think anyone who reads the
Sandy Regional Detention
column can see that I was obviousCenter near Paintsville.
ly concerned with the disease and
Rowan County also sends
its spreading," said Cornett, a histojuveniles to the Gateway
ry senior.
Juvenile Diversion Facility,
Victoria Martin, Kernel editor in
an
unsecured detention center
chief, printed a disclaimer after the
in Mt. Sterling. That costs $30
column was published explaining
a day, but the state contribthat views of columnists do not
utes
$20, Thomas said.
nec_essaiily reflect the paper's
In
an average month, Rowan
views.
·
County sends two juveniles to
"Although I don't agree with
Paintsville and from five to 10
what Alan said in the column ... I
to Mt. Sterling.
.
don't think it's irresponsible jourIn October, lhe county spent
nalism to print people's views on
$140 sending juveniles to Mt.
issues," Martin said.
Sterling.
The rally will feature guest
The four Rowan County
speakers including Phyllis Nash of
sites under consideration are
UK Behavioral Sciences, Katie Mca former mobile home park on
Cormick of the Bluegrass NAMES
U.S. 60 east of Morehead, the
Project Chapter and Scott Hallam of
driving range at Morehead
AIDS Volunteers of Lexington.
State University's golf course
In case of bad weather, activieast of Morehead, a 10-acre
ties will be held in the Old Student
Center_ 'f.h~er _or t~e free speech
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

--

Wednesday, November 20, 1991
tract owned by the city of
Morehead on U.S. 60 west of
the city, and a parking lot behind the Rowan County Detention Center.
Thomas said he believes the
parking lot is the most attractive site.
"This would be a model, a
national state-of-the art facility," Thomas said.
Thomas predicted that
within four or five years it
will cost $150 a day for the
county to house juvenile prisoners elsewhere.
County Attorney Harvey
Pennington said he's concerned how the construction
of a jail on the parking lot
could affect parking at the
courthouse.
The main courthouse parking lot sometimes . fills up,
forcing visitors to park across
the street in the Food Town
lot, he said.
Paul Cable, a consultant for
the county, said the project,
proposed a year ago, is still in
its infancy. A firm hasn't even
been chosen to design the
building.
The project is in limbo until
the change in state administrations next month, he said.
Even if the jail is approved,
Pennington said the county
should consider it carefully.
"At some point or other it's
going to have to pay for itself," he said.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL,
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1991

More. U.S. students
'going abroad to learn .
NEW YORK (AP) - Nearly
71,000 U. S. students studied abroad
during the 1989-90 academic year,
but the number represents only half
of I percent of the nation's 14 million college students, a biennial survey by the Institute of lnternational
Education shows.
"Having more of ciur young people study abroad can play a key role
in generating knowledge and expertise for the U. S. - in improving our
'international literacy,' " said Richard Krasno, president and chief executive of the institute.
The survey, released yesterday,
found 70,727 U.S. students abroad,
up 8,386 or 13 percent from a survey conducted two years earlier.
More than one quarter, or 27 per,
cent, of the students were in Britain:
Tile other top countries were, in order: France, Spain, Italy, Mexico,
Germany, Austria, Israel, Japan and
the Soviet Union.
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·· "Never before have leaders
from business, government, ·
the legislature and education
come together around such an •
important agenda and made
such a long-term commitment.".•
,
Hall sa.id business leaders
can· help in many ways from
h_elping to develop' curnculums to designing computer information systems to
offering better approaches to
financial management.
"We can help with these
tasks," he said.

r~fotlll ·~effort ...
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Gef· · ' involved"~
:
· .,. , ' .,,

AOl head
says:
· ·

By ROGER ALFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

RUSSELL - Business leaders need to get behind Kentucky's 18-month-old education
reform effort, Ashland Oil
Chairman John R. Hall said
Wednesday. , ·
Hall said businesses could
support the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) in
their local advertising campaigns, by ·organizing forums
to discuss ,education and · by
distributing written information to employees.
"We know from our recent
surveys that Kentuckians
don't know as . much about
KERA as we believe they need
to know," he said. "Only ·a
third of our citizens are aware
that education reform has
happened. Of those who know
about education reform, very
few know the details."
.
Hall, Humana Inc. Chairman David Jones and United
Parcel Service Chairman Kent
"Oz" Nelson toured the state
· · Wednesday .on . behalf of the ·
Partnership for Kentucky
School Reform. Hall and Jones:
spoke to a group of about 80
business, community and education leaders during .a
luncheon ·at' Ashland Oil
headquarters, .the first· stop on
the tour.
.
. The Partnership was formed
to bring together leaders from
public and private organizations who are willing fo make
a ·10-year commitment to implem~ntation of the Education
Reform Act. It l1as more than
50 members.
Hall, Jones arid Nelson, all
members of the Business .
Roundtable, a national group
representing chief executives
of 200 of the nation's largest
corporations, are spearhead-·
ing the Partnership.
Carolyn Snyder, coordinator
oC the Partnership, said the
three executives' corporations
have donated more than $1
million to pay for advertiseinents to get word out about
the education reforms. She

--

said the group wants grassroots support to encourage
legislators not to abandon the
reform act. .
"Getting these reforms into
the schools may be the toughest .job our generation of Kentuckians ever tried to do,"
said Bob Prichard, executive ·
director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Ex- ..
cellence. "To fail to make ed- ·
ucation reform work in Kentucky is totally and completely
unacceptable.
. ·
· "The obvious link between
good schools and good jobs is
partly why the nation's business leaders, as well as Ken.tucky's, see educational renewal as our foremost challenge," Sexton said.

. Sexton, whose Prichard
Committee led the fight for
passage of education reforms
_by., the. state legislature said
:l\en~iick:v.. must·'give .th~ fun,.:
,~al!;lental:.educ;itional ·changes·.
time to work.
.

~- ·,.

'

"It is simply fundamental
that the job ahead of us cannot
;be accomplished without the
· 'genuine collaboration of many
;groups," he said. "Business
:employers and educators must
:stand shoulder to shoulder in
order to provide determined
•unified support for better ed:
·ucation in our state."
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·Ruling might help open
campus·. pol ice reports
Herald•Leader Washington bureau

WASHINGTON - A federal
judge's ruling yesterday could help
open campus police reports at colleges, universities and other post. secondary. schools around the country, including the University of
Kentucky.
U.S. District Judge Stanley S.
Harris said in a ruling yesterday
that the Department of Education
could not withdraw or threaten to
withhold federal money from any
schools that make such reports
public.
Earlier this year, the department sent warning letters to several
schools, including. UK, saying they
could be punished for releasing
police reports. The department said
releasing the reports would violate·
a law known as the Buckley
· Amendment, designed to protect
the privacy of academic records.
UK closed its records, but Western Kentucky University, which
also received a warning letter, ignored it.
·
The warning letters promi,ted a
lawsuit last month by the Student
Press Law Center on behalf of
student newspapers. The suit
sought a preliminary injunction to

~A service of the Office of Media Relations-

forbid the department from withdrawing federal money from any
school for releasing police reports.
·
Stanley, .ruled for the Student
Press ,LaVf,Center.
Mark Cioodman, executive director of the law center, said he was
advising student journalists to seek
out records first thjng today.
· "And if schools continue to
deny those reports, we will help the
student press take those schools to
court," Goodman said.
A spokesman for the Education
l)epartment said officials had not
had a chance to review the decision.
But he said the department favors
open crime reports and was willing
to work with the Congress to
change the Buckley Amendment.
The department had taken the
position that fr would enforce the
law until Congress changed it.
~ e Vonderheide, a UK
spok~, said: "I think we certainly need to look at it first before•
going into a detailed comment. The
university will carefully study this
decision, UK's intentions all along,
as this matter has unfolded, have
been to comply with the law. We
feel that we have been in compliance with the law thus far."
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College pool is aging, study ~ays
One in four students
is at least 30 yea_r~ old
Associated Press

-

WASHINGTON - College students are older than ever before · one in four is 30 or more, a
· government survey said yesterday.
. Many of the students are women
. updating their job skills.
These older students, educators
say, are practical, demand full value
for their tuition dollar and are
tough competitors for top grades.
"Older students often fret about
going back to the classroom and.
compe1ing with bright-eyed young:
er people, but I think for the most
part, they manage well," said Susan
Kaufmann, associate director of the
Center for the Education of Women
at the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Many of the women are undergraduates, retraining to take advantage of new job opportunities.
"Also, as women have smaller families and fewer kids, it becomes
more possible for them to come
back," Kaufmann said.
A Census Bureau survey found
that 3.3 million college students
were aged 30 and older· in 1989.
That is about double the number 15
years earlier.
One out of every five women in
college was 35 or older in 1989,
according to an Associated Press
analysis of the census numbers.
Fifteen years before, only one in
eight was that age. ·
In the early 1970s, more than
three-fourths of the nation's college
stuilents were just out of high
school. Now, their share is less than
60 percent, and shrinking.
Tom Snyder of the National
Center for Education Statistics in
Washington said most older students fall into these categories:
• Students taking longer to get
their degrees.
• Engineers and other technical
workers wanting to improve their
skills on the job.
• Professionals wanting an advanced degree, such as a masters of
business administration.
They are going back to school
because it makes sense financially.
Four years of college on average
adds more than $13,000 a year to a
worker's paycheck. And going to
college beyond · those four years
adds $10,000 a year on top of that.
Colleges and universities have
had to change the way they do
business to meet the needs of those
older students, called "non-traditional students" in the jargon of
academic administrators.
"The non-traditional student
wants convenience," .said Pat Rior-·
dan, dean of admissions at George
Mason University in Fairfax, Va.
"They want to be able to register
from their. home. They want convenient, safe parking."
They also demand a personal
relationship with their professors,

That demand for a quality education has brought pressure on the
universities to demonstrate they are
earning their tuition.

"The older you are; the more·
sophisticated you are about knowing when you're getting your money's worth," said Jonathan Fife,
professor of higher education administration at George Washington
University.,

State's older students rise by 46%
Herald-Leader staff report

the total 23,081 enrollment. ,
At Transylvania University
in Lexington, 22 women and 46
men are over 30 years old. That
is about 7 percent of the total
1,038 enrollment, spokesman
Keith Elkins said.

In Kentucky over the past
decade, the number of students
25 years or older jumped by 46
percent, from apout 40,700 to
about 59,400, the state Council on
Higher Education reports. That
statistic was not broken down by
gender.

''Most of those are part-time,"
Elkins said.

A UK spokesman said 4,088
women over 25 studied last year
at the school's Lexington campus. That's about 18 percent of

Many students take computer
science courses, he said, to train
for local companies like Lexmark.
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Panel. consiqers who
.
decides school diversity
.

· Associated Press

WASlfil'.'GTON Colleges
and universities should be allowed
to determine their own standards
for racial and cultural diversity, not
a major educational accrediting
agency, Education Secretary Lamar
Alexander said yesterday.
Alexander, in public hearings of
the National Advisory Committee
on Accreditation and Institutional
Eligibility, spoke of the "apparent
intimidation of quality schools ...
on matters such as diverility."
Alexander also formally asked
the 15-member committee to suggest ways to separate a college's
eligibility for financial aid from the
accreditation process.
· T.)ie hearings focused on whether the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools should continue its federal authority to evaluate
the quality of colleges and universi-

ties. The association includes in its
criteria how a college ~anages
racial and cultural diversity.
. Alexander said it is not a questi~n of "whether diversity· is a good
thmg. For. me, diversity is more
than a good thing."
But he said the individual institutions, and not an accrediting
agency, should decide diversity.
However, Patricia A. McGuire
of Middle States' Commission on
Higher Education said racial and
cultural diversity are important ingredients in top-quality education,
so it would be wrong to ignore the
issue while evaluating schools.
"Whether a black student, an
Hispanic student or a wom·an, or
handicapped student ... can have·
full access to and enjoy the benefits
of life on a campus is an important
issue about quality of education,"
McGuire said.
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Researchers,. students·
say U of L's library
has fallen.behind

At about $40 each for academic
books, it would cost more than
$16 million to add the 400,000 volumes the U of L library would need,
Dorr estimated. · .
Such funding doesn't appear to
be in the cards. However, Dorr
hopes the library. can make a much
greater effort to raise contributions.
He wants to add a fund-raiser to his
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
and recreation complex when the listaff next year. And the university is
Staff Writer
brary system· needs millions to
providing some money and seeking
catch up to comparable universities. · more from private contributors to
Early this fall Sabine Schobess
"The lamentable state of the unibuy books and journals to better
was writing a research paper for a versity's library collection must be
support newer doctoral programs.
French class at the University of addressed," the committee said in a
Bill Rothwell, U of L vice presiLouisville, and she went to U of L's report to President Donald Swain.
dent of development and alumni,
library to get information about an "If the university is to enhance its
also is trying to raise money for the
important medieval author.
research· capabilities, this issue canlibrary. He's working on · an inforShe couldn't get 10 of the 25 arti- not be avoided."
mal goal of raising $3 million from
cles she wanted, Schobess said, beCompared with seven other reprivate sources, Rothwell said.
cause the library didn't subscribe to search-oriented universities with
But library fund raising is diffithe journals they appeared in.
large medical schools in medium,cult, Rothwell said. 1n the universiLike other U of L students doing sized cities, U of L's library, as of
ty's Quest for Excellence ...,. a fiveresearch for senior- or graduate:,lev- 1989, had fewer than three-fourths
year, $40 million fund-raising cam- ·
el papers and unable to wait the as many books as the median and
paign that concluded in 1988 - conweek or two it might take to get a 26 percent fewer academic journals.
tributors gave only $600,000 of the
book or article through the inter- . Journals are particularly impor$6 million goal set for the library.
library loan process, Schobess went tant, said acting University Librar0
Such shortfalls leave professors
to the Indiana University library in ian Ralze Dorr, because professors
buying books for research projects
Bloomington, where she found the· and other researchers generally
from their own pockets or from re~
articles. She spent a long day and publish their new ideas in journals
search grants. Higher-level students
about $10 copying what she needed. first. "They Gournals) represent the
often travel to Bloomington, Lexing"I'm just surprised a major school current scholarship and frontier of
ton or Columbus, Ohio, in search of
like U of L is so limited," Schobess new knowledge," Dorr said.
books and periodicals.
said. "I wonder how the professors
Making a rough estimate, Dorr
Garrett Riggs, a doctoral student
do their research."
said the library would have to add
in audiology, said he had to make
The professors also wonder. And $1.1 million a year to the $2.6 milsuch trips seven or eight times last
they complain, saying it can be cliffi. lion it now spends annually on jour- year, often because a journal he
cult to meet the university's de- nals to catch up to the m_edian of needed wasri't available at U of L
mands for more research and publi- comparable universities. That's
and an article couldn't be copied
cations when the basic resource for about $250 a year on each of the through inter-library loan without
research - a good academic library roughly 4,000 additional subscrip- violating a limit on copies set by
- isn't available.
·
!ions needed to catch up.
federal copyright laws.
A faculty committee made that
Instead, Dorr has been ordered to
Such problems have led Schopoint strongly last year during the cut $123,000 from his $8.8 million bess, a French and Spanish major,
planning for a university restructur- budget to help meet state-ordered to decide that, if she goes to graduing designed to save money and budget reductions. To do so, he ate school, it won't be at U of L. She
give the school a better sense of di- plans to eliminate five or six vacant probably would go to Indiana Unirection for this decade.
positions from the library's payroll versity at Bloomington, she said The committee questioned plans of about 188 full-time jobs.
"I'd be making the trip to JU reguto raise $20 million (primarily from
The cuts won't affect what the Ji. larly anyway."
·
private contributors) for a sports brary can add to its collection this
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , - - - - - , year but will
'
slow down operA LIBRARY COMPARISON
ations such as.
Chart compares the University of Louisville
ordering and
library with similar university libraries in total
cataloging new
books and subscriptions to academic
books,
Dorr
magazines. Information is from 1989.
said.
University
Books
Subscriptions
Even without
•
1
30
budget problems
1
8
Pittsburgh
'.
2, 6, 768
5, 77
'it would be cliffiBuffalo
:;:,
2,005,960
14,060
Illinois-Chicago:
1,650,173
5,91 a
cult to catch up
Houston
:,,
1,598,010
16,490
with the median
Cincinnati
··,
1,344,519
13,216
number
of
Loulsv111e
!:
1,062,064
11,770
books and jourVirginia Comrt1onwealth 860,013
17,660
nal subscripAlabama-Birn,_ingham
865,308
· 9,667
tions at comparable schools
Middle of range
1,471,265
15,860
without
an outPercent U of L is
side source of
below mid-range
. 28
26
money, Dorr
SOURCE: University of Louisville
• said.
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Regents urgesearch. panel
to· expand lis.t

..

.

By JJM ROBINSON.
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT.

MOREHEAD - . The More. head State· University board of·
regents told a committee .
. searching for a new president
Friday to consider increasing
the number of candidates from
which the board will choose
' the school's new leader. . •
The recommendation, ·made
by newly appointed regent
Helen Pennington and approved by the board at its
meeting Friday, urged the
committee to increase . the
presidential snort list to 10
names instead of four to seven
names.
The possibie -change in the
search process comes less .
than a month before the
search committee says it w"i)t,
give a list of candidates to the
. board to consider.
While at least one member.
of the search committee ex'
pressed support for the recommendation, the two highestranking members said they
had reservations about the
idea.
.
·
Search committee chairman.
Wayne Martin and vice
chairman Alban Wheeler, qoth'
of whom are also regents, said .
increasing the size of the short ·
list could prompt some cartdi- .
dates to drop out.
,
The committee intends to
make public .the names it
gives to the board; and Martin
and Wheeler said the in, creased emb/lITassmerit to a·
candidate of losing in a 10person race instead of a· fiveperson race for the job could
force some to withdraw.
"They don't want to take the
'risk of it being known that.
they were in a presidential
search with 10 people and they
didn't get it," Wheeler said.
"Some people view that· as
weakening them," Wheeler
added,
Pennington· said .that with a
job as important as the MSU
presidency she wanted the
board to be able to interview.·
as large a pool as possible before reaching its decision,
!

- Pennlngtoneven suggested
expanding the final list to as
many as 15, but t.he board
settled on recommending 10.
The decision about• how .
many candidates to refer to :
the board remains with the·
search committee. Martin ·said
he didn't know how the committee as a whole felt about
the issue.
Pennington is not a member
of the search committee.
But student regent Tim
Francis, who is a search
committee member, voiced ·.
support for expanding the list.
"I just felt the more th~ better," Francis said. "With a
position as important as a
university president, I don't
see any reason why we
shouldn't bring in more."

Martin said the search
committee plans to give the
list of names to the board at a
meeting Dec: 13. The board
will conduct individual interviews with the candidates the
weekend of Jan. 24-26 in
, Lexington.
·
·
Board chairman William
Seaton said he could see merit
in Pennington's recommendation, but increasing the
number of interviews the
board has to. conduct could
become cumbersome, he said.
The board is looking for a
replacement for C. Nelson
Grote, who will retire at the .
end of June.
·
The search committee is
considering 133 applications
for the job, none of which.·
Martin said has been excluded. .
.
Newly appointed regent Lois
· Baker also said she supported
Pennington's recommend-,.
ation. •·
·
"The way· they look on
paper and ·tlie way- they· lo'ok""
in a personal interview oftentimes is totally different," she
said.
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Panel to list Morehead candidates
MOREHEAD, Ky. - 'Morehead State University's presidential
· search committee will recommend four to seven candidates to the
Board of Regents after its Dec. 13 meeting, committee chairman
Wayne Martin said yesterday.
·
The regents expect to inteJView candidates in late January and
name a successor to President .c. Nelson Grote in early March,
• Grete's retirement is effectiye next June 30.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.. SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 23. 1991

Morehead post finalists to be named
MOREHEAD. - Morehead State University's presidential search
committee will release the names of four to seven finalists that it will
recommend to the board of regents Dec.. 13, the panel's chairman said
yesterday. ·
· Regent Helen Pennington of West Liberty made a motion for the
search committee to expand its list to 10 names.
Committee Chairman Wayne Martin, a regent from Lexington,
said he would-tell the rest of the search committee..
The panel will conduct interviews with the finalists in June 1992
and .name a new president in March 1993.
MSU President C. Nelson Grote has announced his plans to retire
June 30, 1992.
·
·

-A service of the Office of Media Relations_.:.
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At issue:_ scholarships
Race-exclusive school aid shouldn't worry administration·
scholarships. About 8.2 million studucation Secretary Lamar prevalence (or rather, lack thereof)
of minority scholarships calls to
dents attend four-year institutions
Alexander is set to analtogether, so slightly more than
nounce the !3ush adminis- mind Gertrude Stein's famous detration's position on race- scription of Oakland, Calif.: "There one-half of 1 percent of all Ameriis no there, there."
can college kids pay some portion
exclusive scholarships. Assistant
Education Secretary Michael WilScholarships reserved for black, of their college tuition with the help
liams decided last year that they
Hispanic, Asian or American Indian of minority scholarship funds.
Much ado about nothing?
violate the Civil Rights Act. A
applicaQts constitute an almost instorm of protest ensued, and the
finitesimal part of the overall pool·
Furthermore, many scholaradministration reconsidered.
of college scholarships. The facts,
ships are restricted on an ethnic or
Rarely has
according to Elaine EI-Khawas, vice geographic basis. Pore over a colsuch a fuss been·
president for research at the Ameri- lege or graduate school scholarship
made over a mat'
can Council on Education, are that
directory. It's an enlightening expeter of statistical inbetween 3 percent and 4 percent of rience to find that a wide variety of
significance. That
all minority students receive re· · grants -offered by private foundais not to say talk
· ·
tions are restricted to students "of
stri.cted .schOIars hi ps. And mmonty
Polish descent from New York" or
of race-specific
students are vastly outnumbered
scholarships fails
by non-minorities on campuses.
to "California residents of Italian
to raise the goosedescent." If absolute egalitarianism
flesh of both liberE
El-Khawas says that of approxi-. is the goal,.it makes no sense to ban
minority scholarships, while allowal supporters and __R_B_E__ · mately 1.3 million minority students attending four-year instituing ethnically or geographically re-·
conservative opponents. But a careful look at the
tions, some 45,000 receive minority stricted sc~olarships to remain.

E

Race-exclusive scholarships pervert what King advocated
itle VI of the landmark
In addition to being illegal, raceCivil Rights Act of 1964
exclusive scholarships unjustly vioprohibits discrimination
late individual rights by promoting
_ based on race, religion,
group entitlement. What a pervernational creed and sex. Last year,
sion of ,the legacy of Martin Luther
Michael Williams, whose office is
King, who longed for the day when
responsible for enforcing the Civil
individuals would be judged by the
Rights Act, found
content of their character, riot -the
that race-exclusive
color of their skin. ·
-scholarships were
Why must liberals perversely
in violation of the
cling to race-based distinctions in
law - and even
the name of civil rights? Williams
my colleague is
has outlined how universities might
hard pressed to
.
adopt race-neutral scholarships to
disagree.
~ , benefit the disadvantaged. Such
Instead, she
_scholarships could be made availstates that there's ·
· able to low-income students, stunot very much
O'BEIRNE dents from poor school districts, or
publicly funded ra.
students from singJe,parent homes.
cial discrimination going on." ·
Altliough most race-specific_

T

scholarships include other criteria,
the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
reports that overll percent of these
programs use race as tlie sole criterion. Maybe my colleague can explain how providing scholarships to
Bill Cosby's kids-redresses past
injustices.
Finally, my colleague again ignores the critical difference between
public and private monies by citing
how some private organizations
dispense scholarships based on criteria such as ethnic origin. Private
organizations can do anything they
dam well please with their own
money - for example, the United
Negro College Fund.
© Creators Syndicate Inc.
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NKU professor gets research grants
HIGHIAND HEIGfilS, Ky. - A Northern Kentucky University
biology professor has received grants that could total $250 000
over three years to study environmental and climatic history in
the Galapagos Islands.
··
· The l'-:Jational Geographic Society and the National Science
~oundallon are providing the grants that will allow Miriam Steinm~-Kannan to conduct the research on the islands, about 650
miles off the coast of Ecuador. ·
A statement from NKU yesteriiay said Steininz-Kannan's research will focus _on the histo?cal. record of El Nino, the biggest
short-term ·cycle m the Earths climate, which occurs when the
local current heats up the Pacific Ocean in the winter. How the
winds change in the central Pacific could shape winter-weather in
the Uruted States.
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,KSU president gives board· rep·ort
on student takeover,ofHume·Hall
By RICHARD.WILSON-;~

Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky
State University President Mary
Smith yesterday· reported to. the
board _of regents the- results of a
campus committee's investigation of
the student takeover of the school's
administration building.
Smith said that the report, which
was · not released, also contained
recommendations, which she declined to discuss. Regents' Chairman Louie B. Nunn said !\le report
-would not be released because fur,
ther investigation may be necessary.
But upon completion, the.report and
recommendations will become pub- ·
lie record, he said.
An estimated 75 KSU students
took over Hume Hall early Oct. 12
to protest regents' actions against
former President John T. Wolfe,
who later resigned after Nunn
brought misconduct charges against
him. The students, who held the
building for nearly 40. hours, also
contended that the regents were not
interested in their views of the
school.
Smith presented the report during
a closed portion of yesterday's
board of regents meeting, which
otherwise was routine, compared to
the stormy sessions stretching back .
to August. surrounding the Wolfe
controversy.
· _
.
Nunn also said yesterday that information pertaining to an alleged
shortage of more ,than $34,000 from
· the school's Oct. 10-13 homecoming
weekend proceeds had been turned
over to Franklin Commonwealth's
Attorney Morris Burton for further
investigation.
The alleged shortage was outlined
in a recent audit commissioned by
the board and conducted by Arthur
Andersen & Co. of Louisville. ·Toe
discrepancy was based on ticket
sales and estimated attendance· at
homecoming events.
Burton said later yesterday that
he is reviewing the audit and "try•
ing to make a determination of the .
best way to proceed." H_e said he
may ask the state police to help in
any possible investigation.
Smith, whom the board named
Oct. 30 as Wolfe's successor, also
told the regents yesterday that she
would propose an administrative re-·
organization by the end of the year.
She also said that she has been
meeting with university groups and.
will propose
campus · strategic
plan by next March.
. She gave the board 11 recommendations that formed a general out-

a

line of the forthcoming plan. They
called for streamlining the adminis'
!ration; doing more aggressive student recruiting, especially of Kentucky minority students; and enhancing several academic pro- .
grams.
·
. ·
Smith told the regents that the recent state-mandated budget reduction of more than $700,000 at KSU
probably would keep 'the school
from filling some faculty vacancies.
Noting that the state's economy
probably would, lead to meager
higher-education funding in coming
years as well, she said that KSU
.must find ways·to continue cutting ·
costs.

· The board approved her proposal:
to require all academic _administra-:
tors above- the dean level to teach·
one course per year as a. cost-cut'
ting measure, She acknowledged ·
that no one unqualified to ·teach
· would be ordered into the classroom immediately, But the plan, she
added, would enhance the relationship between students and administrators, reduce-the need to hire part·time- professors and reinforce the
fact that KSU emphasizes teaching.
Smith estimated that about half of
the-school's 40-some administrators
have teaching experience.
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More Kentuckians have high school
degrees, but the state still
ranks 49th
-·.

.

. ____

)--
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The good news is that the __ high sch_ool d~gr~es innumber of Kentucky adults creases.
with high school degrees in_► The least educated group
creased by more than 11- per-, df Kentucky adults -are our
cent during the 1980s. The senior citfaens - those 60
bad news is the state still and older who attended
ranks 49th in its percentage school when educational opof undereducated adults.
portunities in Kentucky were
According to the 1990 Cen- _limited, and many did not
sus, 64.7 percent of all Ken- have the opportunity to
tuckians age 25 and over are complete high school. As
high school graduates. Only those people decrease in
Alabama, with a 63.2 percent number, the percentage imcompletion rate, was ranked proves.
lower among the 50 states.
Nevertheless, despite all
Nevertheless, the Census the improvements in the 'past
figures mark a significant decade, more obviously needs
improvement over the 1980 to be done. Being next-fo-theCensus, when Kentucky had last is not rriuch better than
the nation's lowest percent- being last. Education, govage of adults who· had com- ernment, business and civic
pleted high school. In 1980, 47 leaders must. continue and
per,cent of Kentucky adults 25 increase their efforts to enand older - or almost half courage adults to earn their
had not completed high GEDs and young people to
school.
·
stay in school.
At least three factors conNot only does_ Kentucky tributed to the improved sta- continue to have a high pertistics:
centage of adults who never
► There has been a :con- - completed high school, but
certed statewide effort to en- the state continues to have
courage adults who had not one of the lowest 'percentages
completed high school to of adUlts with , college deearn their GED certificates.
grees. According to the 1990
To its credit, Kentucky has census, only 14.9 percent of
one of the most extensive Kentucky adults had comadult education programs in pleted four- or more years of
the nation. Kentuckians can college, ranking the state
study for their GED exam- 46th.
ination by watching ,Kentucky Educational Televison ·· We're convinced the high
or by attending adult learn-. percentage of adults without
high school degrees and the
ing centers located in virtulow percentage with college
ally _every community in the
state. In recent years, Ken- diplomas have a tremendous
negative impact on economic
tucky has ranked near the
top in the number of adults growth in the state. Together,
they send the message that
earning their GEDs.
.
this state does not have the
► Kentucky's high school
dropout rate declined steadily educated workforce that em-,.
players want and need..
during the 1980s.
Too many young KentuckHaving significantly more
ians continue to drop out of Kentuckians complete high
high school before graduaschool and college notonly is
tion, but the percentage is
good for the economic welldeclining. As _more young
being of the individuals in-_
people with high school di- valved, it is good for the
plomas -reach the age of 25,
overall economic health of
the percentage of adults with
the state.
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May resigns 7-year Senate seat,
citing poor health after stroke.·
Associated Press
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Sen. Woody May resigns from office
. FRANKFORT - Sen. Woody May, who has·been in poor health
since he s_uffered a stroke in October 1990, resigned his 27th District
seat yesterday,
·
May has held the Senate seat since 1984. He ·was first elected. to
the House in 1968.
.
. May, 62, was chai~an of the Senate Transportation Committee
and an influential member of. the upper chamber..
It will be up to the governor to call a special election to fill the
remaining year of May's term. If the governor does not set an election
_before the General Assembly session begins Jan. 7, the task will fall
to Senate Presiqent Pr9 Tern John "Eck" Rose.
·
The 27th District is composed of Breathitt, Lee, Owsley,
Magoffin, Menifee, Morgan, Rowan and Wolfe counties.
In a letter to his colleagues, May said his slow recovery meant he
could not give ·his constituents "the forceful representation in
Frankfort they deserve."
May said he- is proud of ·his two decades of .service in the
legislature and said he believes that the slate's highway system - "a
passion of mine" - and Morehead State University irt his _district
have improved during his tenure.
·

::::,
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Enrollmerit up 3.4& percent at

WKO

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Fall enrollment at Western Kentucky
University increased 3.46 percent this year, marking the sixth
consecutive fall enrollment increase fcir the university.
The Office of University Relations announced yeste~day that a
. 'record 15,767 students registered for fall classes,. an mcrease of
527 students.
:
.
Fall enrollment figures, which have· been submitted to the
Council on Higher Education, also show a 10.64 percent increase
in minority studenis. This, fall, 853 minority students registered,
,up from 771 in the fall of 1999,
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